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LOOK

Commission ^Forwarding Merchant
kinds bought and sold

ot all

on

Office—No. 12 Campbell’s Wharf,
Norfolk, Va.
Consignments solicited.
Refers, by permission, to Messrs Me srs. Lowell &
Senior; Gerrlsli & Pearson; John Dennis & Co.;
no.8dGm
Clark, P.cad & Co., Portland, Me.

J. EDWARD GOVE &
PRODUCE

W. F. CHISAM,
Merchant I’ailor,
npr-ned
HASSTOKE,
at

of

Gents’

DRIED APPLES, &c.

Cutting done to

go out ot the Store.
By strict attention Jo wants of customers and
reasonable, a share of pa.ronage is solicited.
Remember the place

Portland, Me.

paid

consignments of all

to

No*

EEENY,

PORTLAND, ME.
Coloring, Whitening and White-Washing promptattended to.

Orders Irom out ot town solicited.

May 22—-dtt

J

K.

,

Dealer

F I € K E T

in

T,

Photographic Goods,

M

inifnoturer of Mirror & Picture Frames,
No. -iS MARKET SQUARE,

jmneUtf

Portland,

KING
Succes

&

Ur.

constantly

sore

Which he

Oetober 2—d3m

Leering,

Milliken & Co„

Successors to G. L. Storer $ Co.,
JOB13ER3

mami&ctures to order iu the

LATEST

and at FAIR PRICES.

rS?** He Cuts and superintends his work himseli,
guarantees satis taction in all cases.

The Sanitary Commission being about to close its
local
Fessenden will continue to prosecute claims in the different departments ol the Government.
Refers to Hon. W. P. Fessenden, Washington,D.C.
Dec 15—eodiw

agencies,*Mr.

The

Cutting Doue far Others to Make*
public are invited to CALL.

Portland, Oct 20, lSGo.

/Shirt
CUT

eod2in

Albums, Engravings9 Crayon
ARTICLES, for sale at
A. M. McKEMMEY’S,
284 Congress St.
3—eod&eow3m

AND
Oct

Patterus,
FROM

A. M. McKENNEY’S

Frame

By CHARLES CUSTIS & CO.
May 3—dtt
best of french,
AMERICAN

The

English and

a O OD S,

A.

Nov 4—dtt

D. REEVES’.Tailor,
No. 98 Exchange St.

kinds of Mirror and Portrait Frames, made
in the best manner.. Gilding done in a superior
style, under the charge of Mr. JAMES TODD, who
has had torty years experience.
Square Frames of
all kinds made to order, in a neat manner,by the best
ol workmen. A large a£Sortment constantly on hand
lor wholesale and retail trade.
oc3eod&eow3m

FANCY

Manufacturers of and Dealers in

At

CLOTHING AND CLOAKS,
Agents for EMPIRE SEWING MACHINES for
State of Maine.

GO Middle St.,
Sept 7—dtf

BS ndd

CHASE, CRAM

PORTLAND

k

Nov 4—dtf

VE8TING8,
A. D. REEVES’, Tailor,
98

QENTLEMEN,

Exchange St.

get your

OVERCOATS
A. D. REEVES’, Tailor,
Nov 4—dtl
98 Exchange St.

At

manner;

NOW IS THE TIME

Ml,

TO

Portland* Maine*

of

LAW,

Patents,

ENGRAVINGS !

One

Thousand

Aug 28—dtf

C.

BUSINESS !

BAKING

dispatch.
Portland, Dec 12,1865.

More

Only Perfect Piano Porte!

The

offered, for

a

short

The

To

time,

NEW PERFUME

purchaser being required

FOR THE HANDKERCHIEF.

Fay for Framing Only

Following
price* of

The

are
iouic of

Call and

M. McKENXEV, Agent,
oc3eoJ&eow3m
284 Congress St., cor. of Centre

FREE OF COST,
!

the regular retail
the Picture* we are

GIVING AWAY !

WILLIAM A. PEARCE,

length Engraving of Washington. $3.00
length Engraving ol Lincoln,. 3.00
General Grant, on Horseback,. 2.00
Force Pumps and Water Closets,
General Sherman,. 1.00
NO. 124 EXCHANGE STREET, General Sheridan,. 1.00
Mrs. Lincoln,. 1.00
PORTLAND, \1E.
President Johnson,. 1.00
Warn, Cold and Shower Baths, Wash Hon. Wm. H. Seward,. 1.00
General McClellan,. l.f 0
Bowla, Brats Sc Silver Plated Cocks.
non. Edward Everett,. 1.00
description of Water Fixtures lor Dwel- Beautiful
English Farm Yard,. 1.00
ling Houses, Hotels, Public Buildings, Shops,
&c., arranged and set up in the best manner, and all Beautiful English Homestead,. 1.00
orders in town or country faithfully executed. All
George and Martha Washington (ea). 1.00
kinds of JOBBING promptly attended to. ConstantArchbishop Hughes,. 1.00
ly on hand LEAD PIPES, SHEET LEAD and BEER
PUAIPS ol all descriptions.
Feeding the Horses, (very fine). 1.00
aprfhi M
Village Blacksmith, (very fine). 3.00
C. P. KIMBALL,
Fine View of Portland,. 5.00
Departure of the Pilgrims,. 3.00
MANUFACTURER OF
Landing of the Pilgrims,. 3.00
Court of Death,. 1.00
First Prayer in Congress. 2 00
Washington’s last interview’ with his Mother, 3.00
PREBLE STREET, (Near Preble House.)
first inverview with Ids Wife,_ 3.00
I Washington’s
PORTLAND, ME.
Washington’s Inaugural,. 3.00
I Washington’s Adieu to his Generals. 3.00
Sale Rooms, 110 and 112 Sudbury St., Boston, Mass,
juneltf
Full

AL S O

&^0o7"
A

Importers and Jobbers qf

Goods

Dry

18

Arcade
F.

DAVIS,

and
Free

Street,

CHAPMAN.

PORTLAND,

J

Walnut

MB

110V9’C3<ltf

Ditto in Rosew ood and

SINGER’S

The Public

SEWING MACHINES!

wqodmanTtrue
Agents,

.

Mom.

&

54 and 56
Needles and

marlbtf

co.,
.

Middle Street.

IR. 3E3 .A. 3L,

GOOD

BUTLER^

&

Counsellors

JNo.

3(i

Hanover

St.

Office

HO

Exchange St.

_

A Moat Gxqn'milP, Drlicalc nn<l Fin.
Perfume, DiKlillfil from Ike
Rare nnd llcnutiful Flower from
which it tnlcefl its name.
Manufactured only by PIIAJLOX 9c SOX.

WARREN’S IMPROVE!*

FIRE AND WATER-PROOF FELT

COMPOSITION,
—

AND

Gravel

—

K

ooting

FOR flat BOOFS.

Got up in the Best Possible Manner,
vt

And

Short IVotlce,
Satisfaction (Inarantrcd in nil Cur*.
c. PARKER.

N. B.—Special
Mattress Ticks.
Noy 4—dtf

ROBINSON.
80

E*cl*««e Street.

TDWN

Boot, Shoe & Rubber Store,
No. 353 Congress Street.

Christmas Presents I
WHOLESALE AINU RETAIL
’
CHEAP FOB CASH, BY
w. L>.

attention paid to cloasina Bed and
*

TIP

Ho 16 Union Street.

FOR SALE !

Ash

for l*hnlonfs—Tnhe no other*
by druggists generally.

Sold

J ulyl—eodGm

Storage !
a new

building

on

Dr. Fred A. Prince,
NoSll Clapp’s Block, Congress St,
PORTLAND, ME.
Sept 29—eodtt

1.

N.

NOYES

&

SON,

No. 35 Exchange Street,
PORTLAND

•

MAINE,

•

Manufacturers of and Dealers In

FURNACES, RANGES,
0joking;, Office and Parlor Stoves,
And

WORKERS

OF

HEAVY

IRON.

PUMPS, LEAD PIPE, SHEET LEAD, and
all kinds of Tin, Copper and Sheet
Iron, in quantities to suit.

Magee Furnaces and Stoves.
ed.

Orders from the Country respectfully solicitJob Work done to order.
aug9dtl

Of all

K. MERSEY, Agent,

JanSodtl__

OP Beware of Counterfeits.

kinds WASHED and CLEANSED
without injury to the finest fabrics.

Linen
GENTS’ LUSTED

NT

RAMDEL

IIELE’S

found one of tho best selected stocks
ol BOOTS. SHOES and RUBBERS that can be
found in this city, w hich, will be sold at the lowest
cash price, at 353 Congress Street, near Green St.
SAMUEL BELL*
Oct 24—dtl

CAN

be

consumption, Bronchitis,

or

dis-

a consumptive nature.
Advice fbee.
Board, with treatment, if desired, at $2.50 per day ;
horse and carriage furnished daily in fair weather
for out-door exercise, tree of charge.
I would invite patients from sbr >ad
being afflicted
with this disease to visit me, where
they can tind a
home, and all the care and attention will be paid
them to make them at once realize that they are rapidly regaining their lost strength and health.
I will warrant a cure in most cases.
Call and let
me examine your case, or write
by letter, enclosing
two postage stamps, and I will inform you at once.—
I would also call the attention of thj public to

CLAIRVOYANTI

Diphtheria Remedy!

TRY IT!!

TRY IT!!!

**

M. A. BRADFORD,
Pertlasd, Malae.

No. 13 Dow Street.

-AND-

Electric

Physician

These medicines are kept constantly on hand at
H. II. HAY & Co.'s, Wholesale Druggists, Portland;
ami
throughout the county.

1

Dn^gbts generally

From 618 Broadway, Now York, has returned to
Portland, and can b? consulted at her office, No. 11

Bradstreet’s

Clapp’s block.

Rubber

moulding

AND

A Clear Case

T. B. MARSHALL & BR0„

Commission k Lumber
DEALERS IN

Merchants,

West India, Rio, and Ship Lumber.
With our facilities tor getting Lumber and from
our long experience in the business, we believe we
can detv all competition in filling Ship orders.
Consignments, Orders and Agencies solicited. Attention given to receiving and forwarding goods to
and from the interior.
Savannah, Ga., Dec. 2,1865.

of

Weather

Clairvoyant Sight.

Strips!

warranted when properly applied to Doors
Windows to effectually exclude the Wind,
Dust, Rain, Snow and damp. It Ls far more desirable than double windows, and afforded at one-fourth
child. My daughter, ten years old, was taken sick !
the cost. 11 has never in a single instance foiled to
last January in a very singular manner.
We called
give satisfaction—and pci feet satisfaction is guaranteed or the money will be refunded.
in six of the best Physicians in the city; they said the
Persons who consult their interest will not fail to
case was a very singular one—they never saw one like
have it
applied to their Dwellings not only as regards
it—and came to the conclusion they could not teH
health and comfort, but as a matter of economy, for
in
a
room
we
requiring to be constantly warmed it will
what the disease was. Some triends advised that
in a single season save one-half the fuel that would
should call on a Clairvoyant; there being none in
otherwise be required to make the appartment comProvidence that we could roly on, we wrote to Mrs.
fortable.
one interested are invited to call at No.
MANCHESTER, in Portland, describing her symp- 80 Every
FEDERAL ST., INVENTOR’S EXCHANGE,
toms. She immediately examined her case and told
and satisfy themselves of its practical utility.
that she had a Snake in her stomach, told where she
Orders for the Weather Strip** and Mouldings solicited—will be fitted to housees if desired.
drank it, and that it has been growing, and from the
Parties in the State desiring large or small quantibest of her judgement she should thiuk it ten or
ties of
twelve inches long. 1 gave the child her prescription
Weather
and
Dear Madam .-—Permit me to tender you my sinthanks for the cure you have effected on my

a

few hours the child

the stomach; it

lived,

feel

as

was

Manchester, and
repaid for her
MARY RAY,

had it not been for Mrs.

though

she

never

AREand

Strips

Mouldings!

Will please address the undersigned, through whom
all orders will be filled for the .State of
Maine;
when sent
Express Companies t. O. D. In all
other cases the money must accompany the order.

by

Agents Wanted throughout the State. Information will be given in regard to terms upon
application by letter or in person.

could be

__

_

WHITTEN & SHEPARD,
80 Federal Street, Portland, Me.,
Gen. Agents for Maine.
_

Nov 28— d3m

Notice.
the next session of the Legislature of Maine a
Petition of which the following is a copy will be

sotTthern

pinei

BRADFORD A RENICK,
MERCHANTS, 71 Broadway, New
York, execute orders lor Sout hern Timber of any
required dimension with despatch, and on the most
tavorable terms. Shipments made directly to all domestic and foreign porta. They are aiao prepared to
furnish Oak and Northern Pme Timber, hewn or

COMMISSION

sawn

to

order.

DISPOSED

OF AT

Without Reyard to Value,

for

Not to be Paid

until you know what you
to receive.

are

oclldlm

sembled.

The undersigned, petitioners, respec' fully represent, That for a Ion-* time prior to the year 1*61 there
was abridge leading from a point in 'Westbrook, in
the

SPLENDID LIST OP ARTICLES!
All to be Sold for ONE DOLLAR Each!

County of Cumberland, to Falmouth,

across

tide

That
water, and called Martin's Point Bridge:
said bridge was carried away by a storm in Novem-

ber of said year and has never been iebuilt. That a
tide water, would be a
bridge in that place,
great convenience and is called tor by the necessities
of the public:
Wherefore they pray that the County Commissioners of Cumberland County be authorized, if they see
fit, to cause a bridge to be built and maintained there
as a public and free bridge.

crossing

300
150

Musical Boxes,
44

with Bells

$20

and

to

$150 each

200 to 600
Castinets,
500 Silver Teapots and Coffee Urns, 20 to
53 44
44
500
30 to 100 44
Chafing
Dishes,
44
1000
Ice Pi cliers,
20 to
50 44
44
2500
Syrup Cups, with Sal vers,20 to 50 44
44
600*
Goblets & Drinking Cups, 5 to
50 44
44
3000
15 to
20 44
Castors,
44
44
2000
&CakeBaskets20
to
5J
Fruit,Card
5000 Doz:n Silver Toa Spoons,
10 to
20 doz.
44
44
44
10000
to
40
Tal>leSpoons&Forks20
250 Gents* GoldHuntfg-CascWatcliesSO to 100 each
250 Ladies' Gold & Enameled Hunt35 to
70 44
ing-Case Watches,
500 Gents’ Hunting Case Silver
35 to
70 44
Watches,
200 Diamond Kings,
50 to 100 44
5000 Gold Vest and Neck Chains,
4 to
30 44
3000 Gold Oval Band Bracelets,
4 to
8 44
5000 Jet and Gold Bracelets,
6 to
10 44
2000 Chatelaine Chains&Guar<lChains,5 to
20 44
7000 Solitaire and Gold Brooches’
10 44
4 to
5000 Opal and Emerald Brooches,
4 to
8 44
5000 Mosaic, Jet, Lava and Florentine
4 to
8 44
Eardrops,
7500 Coral,Opal & Emerald Eardrops, 4 to
6
4000 California DiamondBreast-pins2.50 to
10 44
3000 Gold Fob and Vest Watcli-keys2.50 to
8 44
4000 Fob and Vest Ribbon-slides,
10 44
3 to
5000 Sets Solitaire Sleeve-buttons,
3 to
8 44
Studs, Arc.,
3000 Gold Thimbles, Pencils, &c.,
4 to
6 44
10000 Minature Lockets,
10 44
2.50 to
44
4
44
*«
4000
magic spring, 10 to 20 44
3000 Gold Toothpicks, Crosses, »£c,
8
2 to
5000 Plain Gold Rings,
4 to
10 44
10000 Stone Set and Signet Rings,
10 44
2.50 to
5000 Chased Gold Rings,
4 to
11 44
10000 California Diamond Rings,
2 to
1C t4
7500 Sets Ladies, Jewelry—Jet and
15 44
5 to
Gold,
6000 Sets Ladies* Jewelry—Cameo,
Pearl, Opal and other stones, 4 to 15 4*
10000 Gobi Pens, Silver Extension
4 to
10 44
Holders and Pencils,
10000 Gold Pens, and Gold Mounted
6 to
10 44
Holders,
5000 Gold Pens and Gold Ext: nsion
15 to
25 44
Holders,
5000 Ladies'Gilt and Jet Buckles,
5 to
15 44
44
44
44
5000
Hair Bars
and Balls.
10 44
6 to
Certificates of the various articles ai e first put into envelopes, sealed up and mixed; and when ordered are taken out without regard to choice, and sent
On receipt of
by mail, thus giving all a fail chance.
the certificate, you will soe what vou are" to have,
and then it is at your option to send the Dollar and
take the article or not. Purchasers may thus obtain
a Gold Watch. Diamond Ring, or any set of Jewelry
on our list for One Dollar.
44

Seufi 25 Cents for Certificate*

Refebences—Brigham & Baldwin, N. A. Hardee, Ervin & Hardee, E. C. Wade & Co., Savannah;
do4dtf
FliDg <£ Drew, Portland.

The

In all transactions

by

mail,

we

And in duty bound, &c.
GLENDY MOODY, and others.
Dec 4—dlaw3w

Great

HOLIDAY

GOODS.

subscribers offer for sale a large quantitv of
fpHE
X desirable building lots in the West End of the
city, lying on Vaughan, Pine, Neal, Carlton, Thomas,
West, Emery, Cushman, Lewis, Bramhall, Monument, Danforth, Orange and Salem Streets.
They will sell on a credit of from one to ten years,
if desired by the purchasers, and to parties who will
build houses of s&tisfhctory character, the v tv ill advance, if desired, one fourth oj the cost qf building, on

$100.00
or

BRYAN BROS. <C

CO.,

68 Liberty St.. New York City.
Not 4—-dJmot

BROWN & SONS.
*nay4tf

Reward!

taken through mistake from Commer-

cial Wharf,
STOLEN

Three Hilda. Cienftiegos Molasses,
No. 55,
Gauge, 149.
No. 31,
Gauge, 145.
No. 104,
Gauge, 143.
Whoever will give information where the property
can be found, will receive the above reward by addressing
THOS. LYNCH, or
BRIGGS & CRESSEY.

Doc 14—dtf

Pitch, Tar, Turpentine

<f Lumber.

i
1UV1.UV1U

nn non ACRES yellow pine timber land in Georgia,
for sale.
This tract contains the finest l»ody of native growth
uncuJIed Yellow Pine Timber on this continent.—
Two railroads to Brunswick and Savannah, run
through it, as also the Satilla and Altamoha Rivers.
The timber is unsurpassed, the soil and climate excellent, and it is offered very low. Title unquestionable. For maps and particulars apply to
G. D. ROGERS,
decl9dlw
Basement 142 Broadway, New York.

Copa rtnership.

shall charge for ior-

warding the Certificates, paying the postage and doing the business, 25 cents each, which must bo enclosed when the Certificate is sent.
Five Certificates
will be sent for $1; 12 for $2; 30 for $5; 100 for $15.
in
want
AGENTS—We
Agents
every Regiment,
and in every Town and County in the Country, ar.d
those acting as such will be allowed 10 cents on every
certificate ordered by them, provided their lemiitance amounts to One Dollar. Agents will collect 25
cents lor evevy certificate, and remit 15 cents to us,
either in Cash or Postage S amps.

who build im-

mediately,
REQUIRED.
Apply every day except Sunday, from nine to ten
A. M., at the office of the subscribers, where plans
may be seen, and full particulars obtained.
J. B.

undersigned have formed
der the name and firm of

THE

KING

&

a

fore Ood as our own for their deliverance."
A good sentiment that for the coining holidays.
T. S. P.
The Training of Clerks.
A gentleman who
thinks the interests of

young men, particnlafly'clerks, are neglected,
and that in Portland
they do not differ very
everybody.
materially from those or New York in their
Hf- Don’t forget tbe number, 100 Middle Street,
next above Hay’s Drug Store.
wants and power to resist temptation, has reW‘ R‘ “OWARD.
NoviO-dtl
quested us tfjypubllsh the following article
from the Journal of Comments.
We comply
with ills request cheerfully^
ALL BIGHT AGAIN!
(
Ypusto Men in New York.—The young
the
old
men
are
to
be
of
men
of
the tuto-day
~
The clerks of our time are to be the
ture.
merchants of times to come. II the great city
inform their friends and the Trade gen\\rOULD
of New York is to be a city of honest eminent
▼ ▼ erally that their
store, lately damaged
spacious
merchants thirty years hence, it must be by
ny fire, is again in complete repair, and are now preof Representatives in Congress aecording’to
pared to show a
the young men now learning the lessons of
the number of legal voters, and not according
life. The counting-rooms and business houses
Xew and Complete Stock
to population. Three, introduced respectively
of to-day are, so to speak, nurseries from which
by Messrs. Stevens,Bingham and Farnsworth, saplings are to be taken to supply tbe places
of those sturdy oaks that time will soon repropose the prohibition of the payment of the
move.
If these saplings are found rotten to
rebel debt, or any part thereof. Another, by the
Or. if by
core, how will they grow upV
Hosiery, Gloves, Yarns,
Mr. Stevens, proposes to make all laws, state
chance they have sufficient vitality to peach
Cloak, Dress, and Tailors’ Trimmings,
and national, equally applicable to every citi- maturity, are they fitted to become strong and
maintain a vigorous growth in tne midst of
HEAD NETS,
zen, without distinction of race or color. Ouc,
storm and sunshine ? To leave metaphor and
Mr.
by
Jencks, proposes the election of Presi- speak plainly, the morals of too many young
Beltings, Belt Clasps, &c., &c.
dent and Vice President by a direct vote.
men filling subordinate positions are tending
For variety and comprehensiveness we think our
stock equal to any in our largest cities, and will be
introduced respectively by Messrs. Ste- downward and call for immediate measures or
Two,
offend to the trade upon such terms as will secure
Time was when this was not so,
correction.
vens and Bingham, propose the removal of all
their patronage.
and when the case of a youug employee deduties.
Mr.
Hubbard
tected in immoral peactices was something
export
Another, by
proFancy Goods Headquarters,
poses to extend the elective franchise to all out of the common run. Bnt that a change
145 Middle St., Portland.
has certainly taken place, the dally records of
who have served in the army or navy of the
and the private experience ofynany
Ang. 26—dtf
courts,
United States during the late rebellion. One
employers will show. Nor has.this condition
by Mr. Bingham proposes to forbid all expend- of things been suddenly produced—although a
Presents. itures of money from the United States treas- few recent marked cases have, perhaps, caused
It has been coming upon us
it to appear so.
ury, otherwise than in pursuance of appropristep by step—so gradually indeed, as tip preGreat Prize Distribution
ations made by law, except in the payment of vent
any systematic attempt to advise paeans
-BY THEthe interest on the national debt. Another,
for its correction. Now, however, that the
by Mr. Wilson of the Senate, proposes to pre- evil stare3 us irnthe face, it must be met and
recognized. While it is needless to detail at
vent the sale of rebel notes, bonds, &e.—a
length the causes that have conspired to bring
713 Broadway, New York.
needless precaution, one might suppose
it about, yet a few of them may oe presented,
which with two more, one by Mr. Stewart of and probably some remedy may thus be preEACH.
sented.
12 Rosewood Pianos, worth from
$280.06 to 500.00 the Senate, declaratory of the supremacy of
15 Melodoons, Rosewood Cases,
, The present system ol training clerks is rad125.00 to 225.00
f
tne
ederal
over
tne
state
government
govern150 Music Boxes,
15.00 to 45.00
ically different from that which obtained in
100 Silver Revolving Patent
Castors, 15.00 to 40.00 ments, the other by Mr. Delano of the House, what is terms# the “old fashioned times,” and
100 Silver Fruit and Cake Baskets,
15.00 to 35.00
500 Sels Silver Tea and Table Spoons, 15.00 to 30.00
looking to the security of personal rights in which made the merchant princes—a lew of
us. The clerks then,
100 GoldHunting Case Watches,
75.00 to 150.00
the late rebellious states, complete the rather whom yet remain among
150 Diamond Rings, Cluster, &c.,
50.00 to 200.00
after a day’s work, were accustomed to spend
200 Gold Watches,
60.00 to 100.00
long list. Few of these proprosed amend- their evenings either in hearing instructive
300 Ladies’ Gold Watches,
60.00 to 85.00
ments, I apprehend, will be submitted to the lectures, or in the families of their employers,
500 Silver Watches,
25.00 to 50.00
•
Diamond Pins, Brooches and Ear Drops, Ladies
states, for ratification, and fewer yet will proba- or others; in reading works of history, biograand general instruction, or in pleasant
Seta of Gold and Coral; Jet and Gold, Florentine,
phy,
be
be
them.
It
would
strange, social life. No time was
accepted by
Mosaic, Jet, Lava, and Cameo; Sets oi Studs, Vest bly
wastttl^ither in the
and Neck Chains, Plain and Chased Gold
indeed, if the tremendous stress and strain to counting-room or at hoine-njninhls
Rings,Gold
expresThimbles, Lockets, new stvleBelt Buckles, Gold Pens
which the Constitution has been exposed durand Pencils, Farcy Work Boxes, Gold Pens with
sion, at home, gives another explanation of
Gold and Silver Extension Holders, and a
so
observable
the
difference
asbetweabthe^oung
large
ing a few years past, should not have revealed
sortment of Fine Jewelry oi every description, of the
clerks of the present and those of the okl regibest make and latest styles, valued at
some points where it may be*improved and
me.
For the clerks of that day had. frjfaes.—
and
first
care
to
it should be our
strengthened,
The general, indeed the universal cusfftn was
for the clerks to board in the' family'their
make all the repairs really needed; but on the
To be Sold foy One Dollar Each!
employers. The merchant considered himself
other hand, we should deal very carefiilly with
•Responsible not only for the business habits of
Without reword to value, and not to be paid for until
a bark that has 'borne us so safely through
tue youth intrusted to his care, but fbr their
you know what you are to receive.
such a tempest.
the
Hence ensued a personal superstrongly
pres- moral also.
■*"
However
those
who
have ifflknowledged the receipt
ag
vision over the young men on the part of the
ent exigency nuisyjjpne us toward centralisuable G\flt drawn trom this Association reemployers. Where there evenings were spent,
cently, the following kindly permit their nameB to be
zation and consOTKnttion of political power in

MERRILL & SMALL

FANCY#,GOOD8,

Holiday

_____

New York Gift Association!

8500,000,

used:

—

genera^ govern men t, and the tendency in
that direction is unmistakable, we should proceed only with the greatest care, and no farthe

Robert H. Hotchkiss, New Haven, Conn., Melodevalue $150. W. F. T. Willis, W. 22d St., New
York, Diamond Cluster Pm, valued $200. Mrs. R.
G. Tappan, 16 York St, Gold Watch, valuo $125.—
Miss Ellen F. Dickerson. Blnghampton, N.
Y., Melodcon, value $100. Mr. E. H. Stone. 52 Tenth St,, N.
Y., Piano, valuo $350. Mrs. Teresa A. Miller,Scranton, Pa, Diamond King, value $175. .Miss Ellen J.
Peck.Springlield, III., Mclodeon, value $125. Dr. I.
Vail Riper. Washington, D. C. Gold Hunting Cased
Watch, value $150. Edward H. Lindsay, Worcester.
Mass, Plano, value $25,1. Miss I). H. Farwell, Dubuque. Iowa, Diamond Ear Drps, value £250.—
Francis I. Moran, 13; Pearl St, Albanv, N. Y„ Music
Box, value $40. Mrs. R. C lngersoll," brbana, Ohio.
Sliver Set, value $60. Lieut. B. F. Hendricks! Willard’s Hotel, Washington, D. C Silver Patent Lever
Watch, value $55. Many persons who have drawn
vauable prizes, do rot wish their names published or
we might extend this list.
MANNER

copartnership un-

DEXTER.

And having purchased the stock of Chase, Littlefield
Co., will continue the general HARDW ARE BUSINE S at the old stand, ITS Middle and 118 Federal
Streets.
JOSEPH A. KING.
J. D. DEXTER.
&

Portland, Sept. 22,1886.
Mr. D. D. Chase, so long and Ikvorably known
to the Hardware trade of Portland, will remain with
the new finp
sep2S ’to tf

OE

ther than is unavoidable.
The adoption of the Stevens resolution by
the Senate, on the 12th inst., by so decisive a
vote as thirty-three yeas to eleven nays, is a
The passage of this
very significant fact.
resolution by the two Houses is by tar the
most

action taken the present ses
The Senate amendment which strikes
out the clause
forbidding either branch of

Congress to admit members until the committee of fifteen shall have reported, is im-

naming each article and its
value,
placed Sealed Envelopes, which are well
mixed. One of these Envelopes, containing the Certificate or Order for some article, (worth at least one
dollar at retail,) will be delivered at our
office, or sent
by mall 'o any address, without regard to choice, on
receipt of 25 cents. The purchaser will see what article it draws, and its value, which may be from ONE
TO FIVE HUNDRED DOLLARS, and can then
send One Dollar and receive the article named.
iy No Blanks—Every purchaser gets an article
in

are

portant only
removing
objection. I believe no one, at all acquainted with
the views'of leading statesmen in both the
House and the Senate, supposes the amendment detracts anything from the practical efficiency of the measure, or that, in its practical results it will make one hair white or
black. Each House is made by the Constitution the exclusive judge of the election and
qualifications of its own members, and because this right and
duty is still preserved
where the Constitution places it, we are not to
infer that the Senate declines to act with the
House. They will undoubtedly proceed in
concord and harmony iu the work of reconstruction, and in those who think otherwise,
the wish is probably father to the thought.
In the admirable speech of Senator Fessenilen upon the resolution, he said: “Ido not
agree with the honorable Senator from Wisconsin, that by passing a simple resolution
raising a committee of its own body, and referring to it certain papers, if we conclude to
do so, we are infringing on the rights of anybody, or making an intimation with regard to
any policy that the President may have seen
fit to adopt and recommend to the country.
Sir, I trust there are no such things as excluas

ol' value.

Parties dealing with

may depend

us

on

having

returns, and the article drawn will be ImmeBtsent
to any address by return mall
express.
or

Esllrs Satisfaction Guaranteed in nil
Cases.
Six Certificates foi $1, Thirteen for:$2; Thirtythree for Five Dollars.
AGENTS WANTED. Send tor a Circular
AU letters should be addressed
T. lik.VTOV & CO.,
Box 5507 Post Office, New York.
Dec 2—dim*

U. S. Marshal’s Notice.
United States of Amebica, i
District qf Maine, ss.
J
to a Monition from the Hon. Ashur

PURSUANT
Ware, Judge of the United States District Court
the District of Maine, I hereby give
notice that the following Libel has been filed
{rnblic
said Court, viz:
A

within and for
n

Libel against 170 gallons qf Gin, with

seven-

Kegs containing the same; seven Kegs, containing seventy gallons qf Whiskey; one Keg, containing
ten gallons qf Alcohol; ten Barrels qf Pickled Herrings ; seized by the Collector of the District of Paasamaquoddy, on the twenty-seventh day of November, at Eistport, in said District.
teen

Which seizure was tor a breach of the laws of the
States, as is more particularly set forth in
said Libel; that a hearing and trial will be ha-1 thereon at Portland, in said
District, on the twenty-sixth
day qf December current, where any person interested therein mav appear and show
cause, if any can be
shown, wherefore the same should not be decreed forfeit, and disposed of according to law.
Dated at Portland, this eleventh day of December.

ui11,ted

A. D. 1866.

Deputy

December 11.

F.A. QCINBY.
Marshal, District of Maine.

U. S.

dl4d

PIANO

^FORTES.

The undersigned begs leave to

an-

they are manufacturing and
ILkeep constantly on hand

*

that

Fortes,

Piano

with all the modern improvements, which they can
sell as LOW as can be pnrchase-1 elsewhere, ol the
We have made arrangements, also, to
same quality.
keep an assortment of New York and Boston Piano

Fortes, among which are
Steinway <£ Sons, of New York.
All instruments sold by us are warranted to give
satisfaction.

be let, and tuning done by experienced
Tuners.
CALVIN EDWARDS & CO.
March 8—d&wtt
Pianos to

BETTER HURRY UP
And

get

a

snpply of those

TT nder-Flannels,
Selling

P.

LOW by

so

MORRELL &

CO.,

At 113 Exchange St.

Dec 6—dtf

BUCKLEY
SINCE

&_ BANCROFT.

the recent fire at

our

old stand,

Worcester Passenger Station, we
large and beautiftil Halls over the

Boston and Maine

over

have taken

Passenger

the
the

Station

Hayusarket Square,
where
goods.

we

have

opened with

a now

and

Our stock, mostly manufactured by
the most fhitbful manner, of the Latest

fresh stock of
ourselves in
Desl-ns com-

Mi™

ras'SKauST*1’

Furniture!

In every variet ■, cannot

foil to command the lavor of

Strienor°Pr“UreWll0ther
^Evory
article

regard

to

gua.-

warranted as recommended. Gratemi ror the liberal
patronage of the last Twenty years,
we hope for the
continuance ol the fhvors o» our old
friends and the public.
ocl8d3mos
Boston, September 30, 1865.

Hallotypes!
most beautiftil picture ever made. The
In Portland to get them is at
A. M. HcKENXirs,

THE
place

284 Congress St.,
Oct 8—eodaeowta

cornor

only

of Centre Street.

important

sion.

DISTRIBUTION.

CERTIFICATES

nounce

1865.

to the Constitution—
Stevens Resolution—The Predicted

The general direction which Congressional
action has thus far taken during the present
session, is not destitute of significance, or barren of suggestions. No less than sixteen
joint
resolutions have been introduced, proposing
to submit to the
Laghlatmei of the States
amendments to the Constitution of the United States. Several of these, however, are to
the same or similar effect. Pour resolutions,
Introduced respectively by Messrs. Sumner of
the Senate, and Schenck, Stevens and Broomhall of the House, propose the appointment

Hoop Sk>rts made from Washburn and Moen’i
best wire, at coat for a few days only.
Fancy Goods, of overy description, at prlceB to salt

FOB PABTIES WISHING TO BUILD.

Portland, May 3,

all pour
Pace3_

To the Editor of the Press:

Inducements

the house. From parties
completion qf
NO CASH PAYMENTS

on

Quarrel—Free Suffrage.
Washington, Dec. 18,1885.

COST!

KOOM FOE

l)

Proposed Amendment

Goods !

AT
MAKE

c

Letter from tho Federal Capital.

AND

cere

Kraut

Sole Agents in Portland for the Celebrated

Law, PORTLAND CITY LAUNDRY,

at

of

VT Readinx Matter

Hand-Knit Breakfast Shawls,

TO

Ut

Terms-$8,00 per V'nrin adeanre.

SKIRTS,

Fancy

m

—

AT
Presented.
Hon. the Senate and House of RepresentaONE DOLLAR EACH, 'o the
tives qf the State qf Maine, in Legislature As-

PORTI AND.

Nov 25—d4jy

cases

of

n, Uth, ■»« O,
Pr,,, b
k‘"/ rmkl»< o/aH «*,

NEXT TEN DATS,

person, in other respects qualified to tote within the District of.Columbia, shall be excluded
from that right by reason of his rocs or
color.

Upon Thursday evening last, the “Old
Tammany War Dorse,” Daniel S. Dickerson,
who was stopping at Willard’s, was called
upon by numerous friends, headed
by the Marine Band, and made a very pithy and characteristic speech. Mere is oue sentence:
‘Since the drowsy shepherds at the rockbound city of Bethlehem were awakened to
rtfiqicq in the birth of a Savior, no people hate
had such cause of gratitude and adoration be-

Thursday Morning, December 21,1865.

c"

TO BE

No. 09 Exchange Street,

I

Moses M. Butler. )
Dec 7—dtf

Hot 28—dim

BARGAINS!

R. J. D. Larrabee & Co.,

PORTLAND, MAINE,
Woodbury Davis,

give

OFFICE—13 DOW STREET,
Where all letters for advice or business should be
directed.
I may be found there everv
day to examine pro-

Half Million Dollars Worth

3VC ERI T 1

to

OFFICE, CODMAH BLOCK,
diwtl'
Tcmj ic street.

DAVIS

procure Pictures ot

At LOWER PRICES than ever before offered in
Portland. As the subscribers wish to reduce
their Stock, and as they Manufacture
their Frames, they are enabled

JOHN F,

mch 17

can now

Trimmings always on hand,

ANDERSON,
SURVEYOR & CIVIL ENGINEER

TUB INDEPENDENT

GEORGE W. RAY.
dcl2tf

I>entist,
1.25

BRADFORD,

Orders received from any part of the country will
bo promptly attended to. Every article is put up and
packed in the best manner.
Address all letters to

Providence, R. I., Nov. 10,1866.

and Gilt!

GUt,.*.

A.

TRY IT!

skill.

Union Wharf, 50
square, fitted for grain; privilege of rail and
water communication.
Apply to
decl2d3weod.
EDWARD FOX.

Eight by Ten.$1.50

to grow

and substantial relief.

have

Pictures iu Oval Frames,

)

t SX5E£ \
E.

Woolens,

M.

Bradford’s

we

TjlOR RENT,
J? feet

CHOICE SELECTION OF

whatever, but continued

benefit

Warranted a sure cure in all cases. Directions given
with every package. The only sure remedy used by
army surgoons during the war. and am safe in warranting every case if Ihe directions ore followed.
Every family should have it on hand, as this disease is most terrible, and sudden in its effect, and this
is the only remedy now known that gives linme<U*ite

ejected the snake alive
measured and found to be
eleven and a half inches long. We have it preserved,
that all may see for themselves that thi9 statement is
really so. I am confident that the child could not

CARRIAGES AND SLEIGHS,

DAVIS, MESERVE, HASKELL

Catarrh

THROAT!

trom

EVERY

no

fessionally

now, Agent,

Eye, Ear,

PliJSSfcSj

PORTLAND.

Ladles ol

to the
respectfully
WOULD
Portland that he will sell for the

HOOP

Portland.Maine,

eases

-AND-

and in

Full

MAKER OF

CHAS. B. F. ADAMS,
Justice of the Peace.

90 and 98 Exchange St.,
Portland.

Dec. 18—d3w.

dcl4tf

now

P L U M B E R!

Before me,

JOHX

Where he hopes that by strict attention he may be
favo ed with the patronage of their former customlie would also respectfully invite all others wishing Bread to give him a call, as no pains will be
spared to till all orders for Bread with neatness and

realizing

)

Dec. 14, A. d. 1865.
appeared Aaron H. Bean, Presipersonally
dent and George W. Kuhn, Secretary, of the National Insurance Company oi Boston, and severally made
oatli that the foregoing stateiueut by them subscribed
is true.

Bronchitis, Sore

worse, until mf case was considered hopeless.
I therefore,hi consideration of my
returning health
and oi the agencies that have been the cause of its
restoration, do announce to the public that I am prepared to supply medicines to order, to any part of the
country,and also hold myself in readiness to examine
and treat personally or by letter any case of a consumptive tendency,that proves obstinate and uny .elding under other modes of treatment.

Then

COBB,

Patent Isolated Piano.
CHOICE ENGRAVINGS PARMELEE'S
be convinced.
A.

No. 105 Middle Street,

PORTLAND, MAINE.

Suffolk.

purchased

HAVING

following, together with

Are

AT

ol

DAILY

HOWARD,
announce

In the above cases the Medicated Tonic and Liie
lnvigorator should be taken together. For an adult
a wine glass full of the Medicated Tonic three or four
times a day; if the patient is much reduced, a large
spoonful once in two or throe hours.
The Lite lnvigorator is a very powerful Tonic, and
should be taken with more care. A half teaspoonful 1
should be taken three times a day, in a little water,
alter eating. It is purely vegetable and is sure to add
tone and vigor to the whole system. One botttle of
the Liie lnvigorator, accompanied according to directions, with the Medicated Tonic, is warranted to
eure in moat eases.
It is Certain to restore vitality
and vigor 19 the system which will conquer and
throw off the disease, restoring the pationt to perfect
health and strength.
In offering these medicines to the public I am not
speaking too highly of their merits, when I say that
there is nothing in the whole catalogue of remedies
for the cur* of Consumption, that will any where
near approach lx in efficacy or real merit.
Having suffered for two year.- with the terrible disease—
Brou^W^i Consumption— in its worst form^nd
having exhausxUPthe ful'Mt ^Sources of the medical
department for that special disease, employing the
best DoctoJ^ i* the city, aid my case given up by
them as befog perfectly hopeless, I then resorted to
the trial of patent medicines; having tried thorn
thoroughly and receiving no benefit whatever from
them, I became disheartened and discouraged, anticipating that the fullest expectaliou; of my Doctors
and friends would be realized.
Through my whole sickness I have studied fully the
working of this terrible disease through all its various changes, And am prepared to say that no
one,
unless having the expedience and chance of study
that I have had, is as well prepared to manage and
cure the disease.
Therefore having merited the position I take, through actual experience. I announce
to the public my competency to warrant cure of Consumption in all its various forms. This terrible disease is considered the greatest scourge to health in
the New England States, because it has not been
treated in a proper way. This I have learned by submitting to a general treatment for the disea*c and

__

County

[Stamp.]

Pictures

ers.

CLIFFORD,

COUNSELLOR

$138,096 60
A. H. BEAN, President,
GEO. W. KUHN, Secretary.
State of Massachusetts, »
ss*

Oxford and Cedar Sts*

of

the Retail
Business of
Messrs. PEARSON & SMITH, together with
their City Carts, intends to carry on the

CHE A.P !

Work executed in every part ol the State.
juneldtf

WILLIAM H.

Am't of Losses which have not been settled, 33,000 00
Amount Dividends declared due and unpaid, 2,466 00
102.633 60
Amount Premiums undetermined,

At Xo*.12 Willow Street,

CHAS. J. SCHUMACHER,

NO. 144 MIDDLE STREET.

LIABILITIES.

done at A. M. McKENNEY'S, 284
a new method, in a superior
oct3eod&eow3m
try it.

W.

PURCHASE

FRAMED

The

Fresco and Banner Painter,

Surgeon.

$687,201 54

Total Assets.

Nov 7—eodtf

kind

Lctheb Dana,
Woodbuby S. Dana,
John A. S. Dana.
june ldtf

Solicitor

Residence, Cor*

Whart,

DANA& CO.,
Fish and S alt,
PORTLAND, MAINE.

$15,000

any
OFCongress
St., by
call and

Commission Merchants,
ocilcdt.Portland,

|

market value 100,
6,600 00
187 Shares Boston and Maine Railroad, par 100,
market value 116,
21,692 00
160 Shares Boston and Providence Railroad,
value
par
100, market value 125,
20,000 00
70 Shares Boston and Worcester Railroad,
par 100, market value 128,
8,960 00
30 Shares Port. Saco and Ports. Railroad,
market
value 95,
2,850 00
par 100,
$15,900 U. S. Cs 81 Registered Bonds, par
15,000, market value 15,900,
15,900 00
$10,0iK) U. S. Cs 81, Coupons, par 10,000, market value 10,CO 50,
10,662 5 0
U. S. 5-20 Bonds, par 15,000, market
value 15,150,
15,150 00
$11,200 U. S. 7 3 10 Bonds, par 11,200, market value 10,S67,
10,867 00
$10,000 City of Boston, par 10,000 market
value 10,600,
10,600 00
$100 Bond, Town of Brunswick, par 100,
100 00
market value 100,
Amount loaned on collateral securities,
27,300 00
Amount Premium Notes on hand for Marine
27,991 64
risks,
Amount Loan to Suffolk Bank, Boston,
4,763 20
744 25
Amount Premium Notes du* and unpaid,
Amount Loaned on personal security,
67,300 00

Office, 3531-2 Congress Street.

Copying

STURTEVAKT,

GENERAL
tvldgcry's

and

20,683 93
1,947 64

68,000 00
SbaresHamilton Bank, Boston, par $100,
market value, 113,
242,04G 00
170 Shares Shoo and Leather Dealers Bank,
market
value
par 100,
22,100 00
130,
237 Shares State Bank, Boston, par 100, market value 1032,
24,659 12
184 Shares Webster Bank, Boston, par 100,
market value 101,
19,136 00
150 Shares Bay State Bank, Lawrence, par
market
value
75,
73,
10,960 00
80 Shares Atlas Bank, Boston, par 100, market value 103,
8.210 00
70 Shares Market Bank of Boston, par 100,
market value 103,
7,210 00
66 Shares Shawmut Bank, Boston, par 100,

WADSWORTH, JR.,

Physician

1,033 09

Hamilton

Mortgage,
2142

The
DR. F.

in

Amount of Cash in hands of Agents,
Amount ofloan.s on Real Estate secured by

ALL

and

Furnishing Goods !

[Manufactory!

hand,
deposited

on

284 CONGRESS ST., Cor. of Centre.

Morton Block.

PAN T

FANCY

MEASURE,

ASSORTMENT of VELVET, SILK,
Dry Goods, Woolens, A FINE
CASS1MERE,

And Gents'

Agency.

N* B*

At

OF

Claim

TV. II. FESSENDEN,
ATTORNEY AND COUNSELLOR,

St.,

and

Hardware & Window Glass,

175 Middle and 118 Federal Sts.

Exhibi-

_

hand A FINE ASSORT-

on

Photograph

MENT of
KEEPS
Mo. 65 Exchange Street,
(Formerly Agent U. S. Sanitary Commission,)
Broadcloths,
Pensions, Bounty, Back Pay, and
Prize Money, at th; shortest i>o8sible notice. InPROCURES
Doeskins,
Personal
formation obtained of missing soldiers.
property of deceosed soldiers obtained and forwardCassimeres, &c. ed
to heirs.

DEXTER,

to Chase, Littlefield & Co.f
of nud Dealer* in all kiuil* ol

Importer*

131 Middle

STYLES,

Mirrors and Engravings.

my

M. McKEXNEF,
284 Congress St., opposite Preble House, Portland.
Oct 3—eod&eow3m
A.

MERCHANT TAILOR! Military and Naval

STU0CJ0 AND MASTIC W0HKEBS,
Oak Street, between, Congress and Free Sts.,

t

a

tion Rooms.

GOOLD,

Bank,

R. M. BROWN.
Portland, September 18,1865.
sepl9deod&wly

constantly employed
and* examine specimens at

Pest Office.

Amount of Cash
Amount of Cash

practical

Colored Photographs !
Locket to Lite Size, by the best of Artists.
All coloring done in my estabishmont where I
FROM
all
number of colorists,
kee

1866.

ASSETS.

I do not pretend an extension of Gold Linked Series of Colleges into the other Continent; and that my
Diplomas and full Scholarships, are good mil
over this great world ; but 1 do claim they will
prove intrinsic to the Students (either LADIES
or GENTLEMEN) in any part of the United States
of America; and also that our Counting Booms
lor inductive training (without any copying,) both in
Accounts and Native Writing, Mercantile Law, tfc,
and
tfc., offer as full, thorough, complete,
expeditious facilities lor BUSINESS EDUCATION, as any College in the U, S.
This is the only Commercial College in the State
where a full and complete Scholarship fctt Book-keeping, Writing, Ac., is taught without copying, so that
no one can pass through the course without obtaining a thorough counting-room education.
Mr* Brown would present to the Citizens
of Portland and vicinity, his warm gratitude tor
their kimlness and liberal patronage f he past fi teen
years; and with the promise of faithfulness, solicits otherfavors !

Fancy Goods.

166 Middle Street,

Throat, Coughs and Colds.

Amount of Capital,.$300,too
Amount of Capital actually paid in,
300,000
Number or Shares and par value, 10,000—$30

Day and Evening, for a full and thorough
BUSINESS EDUCATION, located on Middle St.,
No. 161, opposite U. H. Hay & Co., Apothecaries.
The Principal has had 21 years* exiierience.
Is open

s

nolStl

NATHAN

PLAIN AND ORNAMENTAL

prices

Street,

Portland. Nov. 9th, 18G5.

PLASTERERS,

y

06 Exchange

Nearly opposite

kinds

Produce.sep20dlyr
BOSS &

Goods.

Furnishing

Particular at ention paid to HOYS* CLOTHING—

Butter, Cheese, Eggs, Lard, Beaus,

Siu'clal attention
of

CLOTHING

which will bo manufactured into Garments which
cannot l»e surpassed for style and make in the city.
Also a Fine assortment of

DEALERS IN

No. 3 Lime Street,

FIRST CLASS

a

No. 90 Exchange Street,
recently occupied by Messrs. MCCARTHY & HER
KY', where may be found all tbe LATEST STYLES

Commission Merchants,
*SU WHOLESALE

NEW STORE!

Incorporated June 18,

ana

R.

Life lnvigorator,

Consumption,

I

1

Dry

Li the only reliable and sure cure for

OF BOSTON, MASS.,
On ike First day of November, 1865.

Woolens, Foreign & Domestic,

CO.,

NATIONAL INSURANCE CO.,

Of all

descriptions,
WM. BROWN, No. 91 Federal Street.

*

----

And

„*0~

»8pw

Bradford’s Medicated Tonic! W.

Of the condition of the

Second-Hand Clothing,

STORE,

Miscellaneous.

STATEMENT

-FOE-

NEW

GENERAL

„sar Merchandise
Northern account.

THIS!

Clothing of all kinds Cleansed an<l Repaired in
good style, and at short notice. Second-hand Cloth
.ng bought and sold.
gept20dU

WORCESTER,

HENRY P.

Miscellaneous.

Miscellaneous.

GREAT TRICES GIVEN

be^ delayed

Business Cards.

AT

1865.

_■

1

a

theoretical

sive friends of the President among us, or
to be so considered. I

gentlemen who desire

what books they read, and with whom they
associated, were generally known. That the
case is widely different at the present day it
plain. A lew old merchants, perhaps, may
yet have such “old fogy” notions, and pursue
the same
with most of the employ"rani
ers and employees at tb„ present time, the
of
such
a relation existing
bare suggestion
between them would be received by both par-

ties with

a

smile of derision.

Merchants

now

hardly think they have a right to inquire
where their clerks spend the time after office

hours.
Provided the work Is done satisfactorily in the office, that is sufficient; and, indeed, so false a notion of the true relation between employer and clerk has now obtained,
on the part of the formthat even a
er would be deemed by the latter a piece of
impertinence. The consequence is seen In
the increased vitality ot billiard and drinking
saloons, so observable of late years. It Is positively (rightful to look into any of the many
hundreds of drinking and billiard saloons in
ourcity at any hour of the evening. Occasionally one secs a middle-aged man engaged at
the game, but the great majority are clerks—
some mere striplings—who daily, from one
years end to another, play Irom seven in the
evening to one o’clotk at night, not neglecting
the bar, which is a part of every billiard saloon.
If it is said that there are more temptions for
young men at the present day than formerly, *
the answer is plain—if a young man’s moral
principles forbid him to give encouragement
to these glittering dens of vice, they would in
The tastes of
a great measure cease to exist.
If the
young men should be directed aright
employers of the city furnish no guide, offer
no
lend
aid
to
the
no inducements,
employed
in cultivating pure and elvated tastes, social M
well as literary, they must expect the young
to yield to tempations.

suggestion

tine cannot out view witn alarm tne

singu-

lar apathy with which several developments
of crime have been received by the
ty; and so long a3 public feeling on this subject is so dead, just so long will one great Incentive to do right be taken away from those
who have no higher motive.
Employers owe
it to themselves, as well as to others, to Introduce a change in the relations which subsist between them and their subordinates.
It is to the change in our city social system
that very much of the new state of affairs is
The houses of wealthy merchants, Indue.
stead of affording means of social pleasure and
profit to the young men in their employ, too
frequently remain closed to them, except on
occasions of great display, when admittance is
gained only at heavy cost, with the disadvantage added of temptation of other expenses on
The old social system
the part of the young.
has given place to the new order ot conventionalism which we call society. Young men
can eutw it only at the highest price by clothing and ornament. The subjects of conversation are too frequently confined to such subjects as the young men can master only by
expensive living. To talk of the opera he
must go to the opera.
To talk ot driving in
Central Park he must have or hire * horse.—
The extravagance of social life is unquestionably a great injury to the young men of the ci-

communi-

have as nfheh respect for the President of the
United States probably as any man. I acted
with him long, and I might express the favorable opinions which I entertain of him here if
they would not be out of place anil in bad taste
in this body. That I am disposed and ready
to support him to the best of my ability, as
every gentleman around me is, in good faith
and kindly feeling in all that he may desire
that is consistent with my views of duty to
the country, giving him credit for intentions
as good as mine, and with ability far greater,
I am willing to asseverate. Now, therefore,
sir, I hope that, laying aside all these matters tywhich are entirely foreign, we shall act upon
subject is not exhausted, but we pause
We canere.
The moral is bi telly stated.
this resolution simply as a matter of business.
not hope to reform the states of society In
No one has a right to complain of it that we Mew York. But we can hope to interest merraise a committee lor certain purposes of .our
chants in the morals of their clerks, in their
and enjoyments. We have often
own when we judge it to be necessary.
It is employments
taken occasion to speak of the Mercantile Lian imputation upon nobody; it is not
any- brary, and its excellent provisions for young
thing which any sensible man could ever find men. This is pne of the many points towards
fault with, or be disposed to do so. It is, in our which attention sbopld be directed. The great
interest bepoint is to establish a
judgment, our deliberate judgment,our friend- tween
merchants and the young persons in
ly judgment—a course of action adopted from I their employ, and if these remarks set some
regard to the good of the community, and good men to thinking on the subject we shall
have served our purpose.
that good of the
community comprehends the
good of every individual in it.”
Difficult Problem to Solve.
The Copperheads are about as busy as ever
A poor man who kept but a single horned
of
that
settheir
upon
favorite undertaking,
animal in his barn, when complaining of the
ting the President, and the party which electcost of hay, was advised to‘'shorten his stock,”
ed him at variance. Thus far their success
He replied that he knew of bat one way in
The
has not been very flattering.
ingenuity
which he could do this, and that was to cut qff
and pertinacity, however, with which they
his cote’s tail /
and
endeavamiable
patriotic
prosecute their
“A Pastor’s Wife,” writing to a religious
while their
of

S|The

abatement,
signs
seems to have met with even a more
misrepresentation, liypocrital pre- journal,
difficult
problem to solve. She says:
tentious, and miscellaneous lying grows bright“1 am a pastor’s wife, and the exclamation,
er every day. Whatever reward may be prop‘we must retrench, dear,’ is continually sounder, will, so we trust, eventually crown the dised in'my ears. If you, or any of your worthy
interested efforts of these gentlemen in their readers can inform me of an-' way in which I
can help the pastor to ‘retrench expenses,’ I
pursuit of mischief under difficulties.
shall be under lasting obligations. The CasA vigorous and energetic movement in fator’s house-rent, fuel, house-keeping, flour,
vor of impartial suffrage in the District is
meat, ("the little we have,) butter, (once a
Gen. Banks addressed a
now going forward.
weekj consume the entire sum stipulated lor
our support, so that each week and month
on
the
of
large meeting
evening the 14th inst., find us minus, sometimes more, sometimes less,
show
talent for

ors

no

In which he advocated negro
suffrage in the
rebel States, as necessary to their
political

stability and permanent peace,

and also to

their industrial interests, and social prosperity.
A bill was introduced into the Senate on the
first day of the session providing “That no

and then comes that old exclamation for the
hundred and forty-ninth time: “My dear,
we must manage to retrench.’
The pastor,
my excellent husband is ‘a man of God,’ giving himself wholly to the work of the mlniaAll these little secular affairs, that
tery.
smell of money, he leaves with me to manage
one

as I bast may.
Not one particle of the ‘children’s bread’—(we don’t have but one and
that’s a babe) ‘is cast to the dogs;’—my busband wears thread-bare clothes and patched
boots, and this is the only bonnet and cloak I
have had for the last three years; and yet constantly is that blessed man ^iterating, ‘we
must retrench.’ Dear Messrs. Editors, 1 am
distracted. ‘We must retrench,’ and yet I
can’t tell how. Will you inform me ?”

they grew great. Hence they abetted and
connived at the rebellion, which was to rend
us asunder, and blot out the Republic from
among the great powers of the earth.
And now America is being avenged. AVe
need not send abroad a soldier or a ship, not
even a

hostile

thought—our great example

is

avenging us.

S-F” Judge Danforth is holding a term of
Supreme Judicial Court, at Bath.
&F” M e have received from Capt. Henry A.
Shorey, of the 15th Me. regiment, a paper containing whole columns ot his official orders, he*

being commander of a District of South Carolina, with his headquarters at Chester. Capt.
Shorey was a journeyman in the Bath Times
office, working for us at the time he enlisted,

people of Europe— and received a 2<1 Lieutenant’s commission
that great, stupid, good-natured, liard-toiling from Gov. Washburn.
Copperhead Sensibilities Shocked.
The Argus yesterday morning contained ox,—have at last learnt from us their might
63T" The Skowhegan Clarion states that it is
and their rights. Backed by the strength of rumored that Mr. Bailey, proprietor of the Oil
the following paragraph:
Quite a commotion was created at one of their brawny arms they are now demanding Cloth Factory burnt atWintlirop lately, has
to lease the factories in
our public places of amusement a night or
their just heritage. Their first great
victory made arrangements
two since by the entrance of a black man and
Skowhegan, and that they will soon he started
has been gained in Sweden. And the ball thus
Matters assuma white woman m company.
will not stop till it has crushed up-___
ing the appearance of a disturbance, the ob- kept rolling,
all that countless myriad of unjust
noxious couple left the hall.
ORIGINAL AND SELECTED
privileges,
We happen to know that the above six lines, which for centuries have enabled the aristoKF” iwo young hoys in Great Falls,N.
besides a contemptibly mean spirit, contain crats of Europe to fatten on the sweat of othH.f
sons of Thomas J.
at least four false statements.
In the first er men’s faces.
Mallard, of the ages of nine’
Marstrand.
and
twelve
years, were out skating on the
place there was no commotion. Second, it
morning of the 15th inst., when the ice broke
“Close Up!”
was not a black man and a white woman, as
Those are two short words, and yet impor- through, and the youngest was drowned.
the Argus uses the word “white.” Third, there
IliF" Miss Harriet E. Prescott,the authoress,
tant
ones to a certain class. But words spokwas no appearance of a disturbance.
Fourth,
was married to Richard S.
Spofford, Jr. Esq.,
are
received
to
those
“the obnoxious couple” did not leave the hall. en at the right time,
by
of Newburyport recently.
We were an eye-witness of ail that tran- whom they are addressed, more favorably,
6F™ President Johnson has positively despired, but did not propose to allude to it till than if uttered at an unseasonable hour. So clined to accept a carriage made for him
by
the excellent company now playing at the hall it would be with the above monosyllables.— the workmen of the
army repair workshop, afmerchants of Portland consider this,
the
Let
had
closed
their
ter their working hours, and it has been
dramatic sea(DeeringQaU)
purand see if the order “Close up’’ would not be chased by
son, and should not have done so but for the
Secretary Stanton.
false version of the affair quoted above. It more appropriate for six than for eight o’clock.
EF“ Benjamin Robinson, editor of the Faytook place on Monday evening. We entered I think their clerks would receive it with light- etteville (N. C.) News, has been arrested by the
er hearts, and would thank those who had remilitary authorities for the publication of certhe hall half an hour before the curtain rose,
and took a seat in the parquette about seven duced their labor to a twelve hour system. In tain articles unfriendly to the government.
EF“ The Montgomery correspondent of the
but very few, if any, of our cities, are clerks
or eight seats from the front, next the aisle
Mobile Times says that the negroes are beginto
labor
fourteen
or
fifteen
hours
compelled
orchestra
chairs.
When
separating J'rom the
ning to appreciate their condition, and are rapand thus be deprived of all privileges
we went in there were very few
persons in the par day,
idly making contracts for the coming year.
hall—less than twenty-five be ow, we should that present themselves, in the lecture-room,
IfcF" The Gloucester Advertiser says a skipin
and
various
other
for
the
think—and of these, then seated, in the third
ways,
propper in that town has made the handsome sum
er exercise of mental faculties.
Beat directly in front of us, was the “couple”
AVhy will the of $10,000 in the business the
present segpon.—
referred to above; a young colored man, quite traders ot Portland, be so far behind those of Since his return from the
Bay he has sold his
cities
in
this
other
?
respect
AVhy not come vessel at an advance of $2000 above her cost in
black, well dressed, and in all respects orderly
and of good deportment. By his side was a up to a more correct standard, and at six, in- the spring.
£F" The Portsmouth Chronicle says that on
young lady, rather tastily dressed, very good- stead of eight or nine o’clock, give the order,
Proposer.
Saturday evening, as Mr. Wm. B. Blake, Postlooking, and though she had wavy hair, slight- “Close up.”
master at Raymond, N. H., was returning to
ly marked African features, and an evident
Mademoiselle Parepa.
that place from Epping, a man jumped from a
shading of African blood, she was quite as
This celebrated vocalist, assisted by
white as many other ladies present that evenMr. place of concealment by the roadside and atthe greatest living comet player, and tempted to grasp the horse by the head. The
ing in whose veins no disreputable (?) blood Levy,
Carl Rosa, an accomplished violinist, and some animal was rather a spirited marc, and upon
has had the impertinence to circulate.
being struck with the whip by Mr. Blake,
will appear in concert at City Hall on
Sometime after the curtain rose—at least others,
the evening of the 28th mst. one week from made so sadden a start as to throw the assailant
fifteen or twenty minutes—we noticed on the
when the carriage ran over him, and Mr.
to-day. Our citizens have every reason to ex- down,
seat immediately before us a fidgety, uneasy,
B. went on his way rejoicing.
the
most
brilliant
musical
pect
entertainment
nervous person, who seemed disturbed at
£F~The wife of Mr. John Grimshaw, in
ever given in this
city. Parepa, Levy, and Portsmouth, says the Chronicle, was
something, and who left his seat and went
severely
Rosa are artists of world-wide reputation and
burned on Monday evening by the bursting of
back, and out of the inside door. Almost im- their
music is of the highest order. This will
a lamp containing fluid, which communicated
mediately after one of the men connected with be no
ordinary concert, anti we expect to wit- the flames to every portion of her clothing, and
the Theatre came in, walked down the aisle
ness in our spacious Hall the most brilliant
placed her in imminent danger of being burnto the colored man, and in a voice to he heard
and fashionable audience ever assembled ed todeath.
any where within a dozen feet, told him he
within its walls. We mean just what we say.
belonged in the gallery! We could not disPortland has never been visited by three such
tinguish all that passed between them; indeed
artists, and we hesitate not to say they will _SPECIAL,_NOTICES.
we could not hear a word said
the
“obnoxby
give us the richest musical entci tainment we
ious” individual, his back being toward
C ock's Excelsior Hair Restorer!
us, have ever had. We shall
have more to say of
The only Hair Restorer in the world possessing all
but we saw him offer a bank bill to the
gentle- this musical
banquet in store for our citizens the merits claimed for it.
man as though to pay
any extra charge for his as soon as the
preliminary arrangements shall
Clock's Excelsior Hair Restorer!
privilege in the parqutte, but it was refused, have been made.
The common, working

The only perfect Hair Restorer and Hair Dressing
combined.

the order for him to leave and
go into the

gallery

was

peremptory, and apparently with

much reluctance he arose, took up his over-

coat, which he had thrown off, and walked
the parson who required his removal.
A gentleman before ui turned about and
said,
in a low voice, “that's a d-d shame !”
We felt that it was an outrage and an insult,
and took the responsibility of going immediately back to the door-keeper to inquire If any
complaint had been made, that such a proceeding should take place. He said the man had
a gallery ticket.
We asked how it happened,
then, that he had been allowed to occupy his
seat for nearly an hour, and that his
money
was refused when ho offered to
pay an additional charge. He see ued unable tc give any
explanation, and we returned to our seal, remarking to him first that such things did not
go doym in Portland, where good behavior is
a sufficient passport to our be3t lecture halls
on payment of the
required fee, and that we
should ventilate the whole proceeding in the
Press the next morning!
We have only to add that in le3S than three
minutes after we returned to our seat, the
“obnoxious individual!’ returned to his scat,
and when we left an hour later he was still there
undisturbed. The restless individual abave referred to returned to his seat, became more un
easy than ever, gave us, we thought, some very
evil glapce3, got up and went out. Perhaps
he had nothing to do with the affair; perhaps
we did him injustice in our imagination, hut
we could not avoid the suspicion that he was
the Copperhead who felt called upon to guard
the portals of that very select place against
the contamination of colored blood.
It is proper to remark that in the seat before the “obnoxious couple” were four white
W00U3, two of either sex. and so- unruly was
one of the white ladies ( ?) that a police officer
spoke to her several times, and eventually
threatened to eject her from the hall for her
disorderly conduct—hut she was not ordered
into the gallery I
out wit a

The Sweedish Reform Bill.

Pobtlasd, Dec. 19, 1805.
Tathe Editor of the Press :
I see by the Press of this

morning, that the
Swedish Reform Bill has passed the four
Houses of the Legislature of Sweden.
The Reioim bill now therefore needs only
the approval of the King, to become the law
of the land; and as the King is himself the
proposer of the measure, no doubt need be en

tertained

on

this

score.

Republican principles in America, I have
thought a word or two explanatory of its scope
and purpose, would not be out of place in an
American newspaper.

Biksday,

good

act.

or

legislature, is

comopsed of four houses—Douse of Nobles,
House of Priests, House of Burghers and
House of Peasants.
The Nobles are not elected, but hold their
seats in the 1st Hoose by prescriptive right.—
The 2d House is entirely in the hands of the
pr1eat3, as no other than a priest can either
be, or vote for, a member of it. The House of
Burghers is elected by the merchants in the
cities and towns, and the House of Peasants
by the fanners all over the country.
This system of legislation besides
many other bad features, excludes a
large portion of tbe
people, such as mechanics, artizans, scientific,
and literary men &c., from any
representation,4
and is at best a clumsy, quadrangular method
of legislating.
The King of Sweden has been forced to submit the present reform bill to the Swedish
Chambers by a peaceful but potent uprising of
the people in their majesty, and the Chambers, especially the Houses of Nobles, and of
Priests have been compelled to vote away
their privileges for fear of a revolution.
The Reform bill just passed Is most sweeping in its character
It annihilates the four Houses at a blow,
creating in their stead two Houses much like
our Senate and House of
Representatives. It
tramples under foot all privilege of class or
caste in the legislative halls of the
nation, prohibiting any noble, priest or other, from sitting
in the Swedish Councils,
simply because he is
priest or noble, but giving the right to become
a member of either House to
all, with the simple republican proviso, that they shall be fairly
elected by their constituencies. Lastly it extends and equalizes the suffrage.
This is the first great blow that our republican idea?, held aloft to ihe eyes of the world
in our late titanic war, have struck in Europe,
and it is but the beginning of the end.
Every observer of European affiurs must
know that the privileged classes of the old
world which diicctly or indirectly rule all the
great nations the other side of the water,
have, almost to a man, been the enemies of
the North and freedom, the friends of the
South and slavery, all through the great agony
of our nalicn.

Clock’s Excelsior Hair Restorer I
The money refunded, after a fhlr trial, if it fails
give perfect satisfy tion.

Spans Homs. An Illustrated Monthly Miscellany tor the young. Boston: Patrick Donahoe.
This is a new magazine modelled somewhat after
the pattern of “Our Young Folks,” published under
Catholic auspices, and intended to meet the wants of
the Catholic portion of the juvenile reading public.
The appearance of the first number is promising. It
contains a judicious mixture of entertaining an instructive matter quite e quai to the average standaid
in point of literary merit; its illustrations are iii excellent taste, itsvepertory of c’aarale <, puzzles, &c.,
attractively full, while the paper, type, cover, and all
points ot its mechanical make-up, are unsurpassed
by those of any you'h’s magazine we are acquainted
with. Judging from this specimen we think it a
«ork likely to prove both interesting and useful to
the class of readers fsr whom it is designed.
Received of A. Williams & Co. For sale by E. C.
Andrews.
ITEMS OF STATE HEW3.

“T.'s” article od High Prioes, with comments, intended for this morning, is unavoida-

bly

crowded out till tomorrow.
The Chronicle learns that a man named
John Morrison, employed in the Blacksmith’s
department at the Kittery Navy Yard, on Tuesday morning, met with a severo and perhaps
fatal accident. He wished to move a steam
trip hammer an inch or two for the purpose of
withdrawing a piece of iron from under it, and
in starting the belt slipped it too suddeuly on

the pulley, causing the ponderous hammer to
strike the lump of iron on its edge, throwing it
into the air, and in its descent it fell on the
head of Mr. M., knocking him down and rendering him insensible for some time.

fry" Washington Letter and other matters on
first page; nearly a column >f reading on last
fry-

Our

correspondent “Fuller” writes that
daughter of Frederick P. Howland of
Waterville, was drowned on Saturday last,
while Bkating on the Messalonskeo stream.—

a

ficulty.

Clock's Exc8ls:or Hair Restorer!
Warranted to restore gray hair to its original color, stop hairfrom falling off, and restore hair on bald
heads where the disease is not hereditary.

Clock’s Excelsior Hair Restorer!
Will not stain the

discharged from the Navy Yard, and the number will probably be increared to 509.
fry “Josh Billings,” the humorist, lectured
in Lewiston on Tuesday evening last.
frj^ The Lewiston Journal says Mr. J. F.
Davis, of the Maine Hotel, Auburn, has served
twenty-five years as landlord, and has never, during all that period, sold a drop of intoxicating liquors.
for

fry We learn from the Saco Democrat that
on Tuesday, a child of Mrs. Gallison, of that
town, fell into a pail pf, boiling water, scalding
it so shockingly that it (lied in twenty-six
hours.

ty- When the St. John (N. B.) River closed this fall, sixty millions of shingles from the
Aroostook were lying at Woodstock for transportation to the United States.
fry- The pay roll for the Kittery Navy Yard
for Nov. amounts to <5102,000.
fry The Chronicle says Captain Severy, of
Farmington, lost a cow without any apparent

disease; but an examination after her death
discovered the cause, a piece of hoop skirt steel
spring about two inches in length, which the
cow had
Bwallowed, and not being able to digest it had worked through the stomach and
had just penetrated the
heart, soon causing

here is one
“On the 7th of
December, Mr.
Gilman of the Press telegraphed to Mr. Blanchard that he would like to meet Mr.
Bailey at 10
A. M., the next day, and Mr. Blanchard wished
to be present."

Mr. Blanchard never receivtelegraphic dispatch from us of any kind
whatever. We had no business transactions
with Mr.
Blanchard; none with any one in
which the Whig editor had
We
any concern.
went to Boston to see what
arrangement could
be made for the Portland
papers, and for no other purpose. Nor did we
say the “junior” of the
Whig allowed himself to he palmed off upon
any Associated Press represented
by Mr.
Blanchard, as the agent of the Press of this
so
State, that Mr. Blanchard’s exculpatory note
»s of no avail.
Wo had it from the
very mouth
of one
authorized to speak, that Mr.
Lyude’s
us

ed

a

name was

given to him,by a Bangor
newspaper
man, as authorized to represent the Press
of
State.
this
His opinion of the
editor of the
They thought, and truly, that the very exis- Press, as to his qualities as
a
gentleman, would
tence of the great
Republic, was a standing ! bo of more consequence, if it was the
opinion
menace to the unrighteous privileges on which I of one
to
in
such ma;ters.
qualified judge

or

the nicest bonnet.

Stands above comparison with all other preparations.

Clock’s Excelsior Ha'r Restorer!
A tingle trial convinces the moat sceptical of its value.

Clock’s Excelsior Hair Restorer!
Once

use

Cl ck's

it and you will always

Excels

use

it.

Htir Restorer!

or

aold by Druggists everywhere at 1.00 per bottle,
tor 5.00.
Call for DR. CLOCK’S EXCELSIOR HAIR RESTORER, and takeno other.
Dr. F. B. CLOC K, Proprietor.
Manchester, N. H.
H. H. HAY, Wholesale Agent, Portland, Me.
Dec 21—SNeod&w3m
la

air bottles

HALE’S
HONEY

The First National Bank
OF

POI'-TIiAND.

INTEREST

ON

DEPOSITS.

THIS Honk will issue Certificates of Deposit, payable on demand, bearing Interest at favorable rates
\V. E. GOULD, Cashier.
Portland, Nov. 13,186*.- dtf s N

United
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Business,

blend these great medicinal forces into such a
union that the original power of each would be preserved, the disagreeable qualities of common tar removed, and the price of the compound be within the
means of all.
At last, after a long course of difficult
chemical experiments, he found that by adding to
thezeflve other ingredients, each one valuable by itself. he not only obtained the desired results hut
greatly increased the curative power of tho compound. This having been thoroughly tested by practice, is now offered to tho general public as a safe,
pleasant and infallible remedy.
Price Fifty Cents Per Bottle.
CHARLES DOWNER, General Agent,
44 Cedar St., New York.
For sale by W. F. Phillips & Co., Portland.
Dec 19—SNdlm

Christmas

Toys!

The largest and prettiest variety of Christmas Toys
at retail. Also, the best ssortment of
at

NEW MADE CONFECTIONERY,
or retail, may be found at

wholesale

GEO. HUDSON’S,
No. 357 Congress Street.

decl9 dlw*

CARDENAS. Brig Kennebec—334 hhds molasses,
tres do, to Isaac L Came; 98 hhds 235 bbls 30 tics
molasses, Thos Asencio & Co.
SIERRA MORENA. Brig L T Knight—378 hhds
37 Ires 8 bbls molasses, to Geo S Hunt; 3 bbls do, to

PE0DU0E COMMISSION

DEPARTURE OP OCEAN STEAMERS.
NAME

MEE0HANTS,

Ladies, have you seen those Cloaks that Leach,
Bartlett & Parker are selling at seven dollars and a
half?
dclSsNdlw

PORTLAND
PHOTOGRAPHIC GALLERY,
ALONZO S. DAVIS, Puopr.iETOE,
No. 80 Middle Street,
Copying done in the best
SEELE’S

Portland, Me.
dec29tf.

maner.

HAIB

A Magical

Santiago de Cuba. .New York. .California.Dec
City of Cork. New York. .Liverpool.Dec
Columbia.New York. .Havana.Dec
New York.New York. .California.Dec

MILWAUKIK, WISCONSIN.
Buy for Eastern account Grain, Flour, Beef
Pork, Lard, Hams, Butter, Seeds, etc.
The following choice brands ot Flour on hand
Bertshy’s Best,
N. Warren,
Cabinet,
Eaole,
MoClelax.
Champion,
Market Reports sent daily or weekly without
charge.
Flour and Produce bought, stored and insurod at
liberal rates.
marl3eodly

Hibernian.Portland... .Liverdool.Dec
Helvetia.New York. .Liverpool.Dec
Teutonia.New York.
Vera Cruz.New York.

BEAUTIFYING,

PRICE

THE

HAIR.

FIFTY CENTS.
For sale at

Wholesale and. Retail,
-BY-

OUSTIS

CHARLES

&

CO.,

WHOLESALE AGENTS for the STATE ol MAINE,
Morton Block, Congress Street, Portland.
July 22—sndtf

Elevators I

Dress

li Cent* per Set!

At

ANDERSON’S

NEW YORK SKIRT & DORSET STORE
Market Square,

20

20.

GEOKGE ANDERSON. Agent.
octl8sndSm

Why Win You Go Down Town?
When you#can get your

Stationery
At

the

&

Fancy Articles

NEW

As Cheap

as

the

S T ORE,
Cheapest.

HOLIDAY PIIE8ENT8I
A large varioty for the old folks and the young.
jy A large collection of PHOTOGRAPHS, going
qHEAP. Come and be •onvinced,
At tho Now Store, No* 30 Centre Street*
FIRST

DOOR

Nov. 29.—sNdtf

FROM

CONGRESS STREET.

H. L.* BEAL*

.Vera Cruz.Dec
...

IST^WB

MARINE

DRESSER; 99 Exchange Street,
Portland, Me.

Nov 27—d4w*

PORT

A Fact Worth Knowing,
That Rubber Goods can be repaired in a neat and

OP

PORTLAND.

HALL’S RUBBER EMPORIUM,
147 Middle St.
july21sntf
•-

Hall’s Rubber Emporium
IS at 147 Middle Street, where every variety ot Rubber Goods can be procured, at Manufacturers’ prices.
Their assortment ot Rubber, Jewelry and Fancy
Goods is really magnificent.
june23tl

rena

via Holmes’ Hole.

Brig Elmira, Nortoi Philadelphia.
Brig J W Drisko. Bucknam, Elizabethport.
Sch Star of the Sea, (Br) Tower, Joggins NS

Boston.

BALSAM !

Has been found by experience to be the

BEST REMEDY
as

Aalhmn, Bronchitis,Consumption, Croup,
Influenza, Pleurisy, Pneumonia, or
Inflammation of the Lungs,
and

Whooping Cough.

Eudorus.

no

—

win,

Boston.
Launched, lGth inst, Grom Ward’s yard, a superior scbr or about 160 tons, old measurement, named
the J Taylor.” Slie is owned by Capt N L Thompson, ot Kennebunk, Capt John Atwood, Jr, Capt
Atkins Smith, and others, of Province!own. She is
intended for a whaler, and will hail from PTovincetown under command of Capt Smith.
A fine whaler or 86 tons, new measure,
recently
sailed for Provincctown. She was built by G Cliiestenson and is called the “Arthur Clifford.”

inju-

IT WILL RESTORE ORAY HAIR TO ITS ORIQINAL COLOR.

BOOTHS AY, Dec 12—Ar, schs Rwio, Lambert.
Macliias for New York; Surf, Haraden, Cherrytiela
for do.
Dec 13—Ar, sch Cyrus Fossett, Hodsdon, Calais lor
New Haven.
Dec 17—Ar, sch Leader, Pain, Rockland for Boston
Dec 18—Ar, sclis Floreo, Halo, Ellsworth for Boston; Forest, Remick, Portland tor Ellsworth; Franklin, Allen, Calais for Beverly; Alligator, Colling*, do
for Norwich; Fanny Mitchell, Clark, Machias for

It will keep the hair from foiling out.
It cleanses the scalp and makes the hairjsoft, lustrous and silken.
It is

a

splendid hair dressing.

No person, old

or

young, should foil to

IT IS RECOMMENDED AND

use

it.

FIRST MEDICAL AUTHORITY.
O1- Ask for Hall’s biciliau Hair Renewer, and
take ne other.
R. P. IIALL & CO..
Nashua, N. H., Proprietors.
W. F. Phillips if Co
Wholesale Agents.
augl0snd&w6m

of

the Oldest Remedies

Known to Medical Science.
effects of
Bengal Dispensatory Bays the
Haslteeih are popularly known in the South of Africa
Asia
Turkey, Egypt,
Minor, India, and all the adjacent territories, and in the popular medicines of these
nations we find it extensively employed for a multitude of afflictions.” “In a standard treatise of Materia Medica more than six hundred years
old, it is described as one of the moBt valuable of all known
medicines.”
THE

HASHEESH

CANDY!

Now mported and prepared by the Sylvan Oriental
Company, is the only pleasant and reliable preparation of the article ever offered to the public and will
soon take the place of all other remedies for

COLGATE’S HONEY SOAP!
THIS celebrated Toilet Soap, in sucli universal
demand, is made from the choicest materials, is
mild and emollient in its nature, fragrantly scented,
by
june31dlyr

beneficial in its act upon the si in.
Druggists and Fancy Goods Dealers

A Clean Month and

Sweet Breath*

a

Eu Aromatique Is a fragrant Mouth and Tooth
Wash, composed of Aromatic Gums and Balsams.—
It communicates a delightful fragrance to the breath,
a cooling and delicious taste to tho mouth, hardens
the gams, allays a sensitive condition of the nerves
of the teeth, stops toothache, and arrests decay of the
teeth. Sole manufacturers
CASWELL, MACK & CO., New York.
CROSMAN & CO.> 76 Middle Street.
Sold by
Dec. 14.
tuth&slm

Perry’s Moth and Freckle Lotion*
Chloasma, or Motbpatch, (also called Liverspot,)
and Lentigo, or Freckles, are often vefy annoying,
particularly to ladies of light complexion, for the discolored spots show more plainly on the face of a
blonde than of a brunette; but they greatly mar the
either; and any preparation tnat will efbeauty ofremove
them without injuring the texture or
fectually
color Qf the skin> is certainly a desideratum. Dr. B.
C. Ferry, who has made diseases of the skin a speciality, has discovered a remedy for these discolorations, which is at once prompt, infallible, and harm-

less.

Prepared only byB. C. PERRY, Dermatologist,
No. 4 Bond Street, New-York, and for sale by all
druggists: price $2 oer bottle. Call for PERRY'S
MOTH AND

FRECKLE LOTION.

W. F. Phillips & Co., and H.
Agents, Portland, Maine.

H.

Hay, Wholesale

oct31sn aiw&F6m

TO DYE EASY
Is very desirable. Mathews* Venetian Hair Dye is

wash,

Complete

in

one

bottle.

No

stain, no trouble. A child can apply it.
wishing to avoid the publicity of having their
hair dyed in public, cau
*o

Persons

DYE AT HOME
better than any barber can do it, by using the Venetian Dye. It does not rub off or make the hair appear dusty or dead, but Imparts new life and lustre.
Gives a beautiul black or brown, as preferred. Priee
75 cents. Prepared by A. I. MATHEWS, N. Y.
Demab Barnes & Co., New York, Wholesal-

Agents.

mayl2sNeodly

5^~A Physiological View of Marriage:
—Containing nearly 300 pages, and 130 lino Plates
and Engravings of the Anatomy of tho Human Organs in ft state of Health and Disease, with a Treat-ice on Early Errors, its Deplorable Consequences
upon the Mind and Body, with the Author’s Plan of
Treatment—the only rational and successful mode of
cure, as shown by the report of cases treated. A
truthful adviser to the married, and those contemplating marriage, who entertain doubts at their physical condition. Sent free of postage to any address,
on receipt of 26 cents, in stamps or postal
currency
by addressing Dr. LA CROIX, No. 31 Maiden Lane,*
Albany, N. Y.
Tho author may be consulted upon any of the diseases upon which his book treats cither personally or
by mail, and medicine sent to any part of the world.
Oct 6—s N

«iftw6m_

ITCH I ITCH ! ITCH !
Scratch, Scratch, Scratch I
Wheaton’s

Ointment

Will Care the Itch in Forty-Eight Hours.
Also cures SALT RHEUM, ULCERS, Chilblains,
and all Eruptions of the Skin. Price 50 cents. For
sale by all druggists.
By sending 60 cents to WEEKS & POTTER, Sole
Agents, 170WAshington St., Boston, it will be forwarded by mail, free of postage, to any part of the
United States.

Oct 25,1865.—B n d&wlyr

sch

Silver Moon, Blake, Portland.

FROM MERCHANTS EXCHANGE.

MOBILE, Dec 12—Ar, sliip John S Harris, Bailey.
J
Portland.
Sid ftn Havana 13th inst, brigs Snow Bird, Guptill,
Portland; 14th, A J Ross. Small, do.
NOTICE TO MARINERS.
Notice is hereby given that the Can and Nun Buoys
on Spring Point Ledge and Stanford’s
Ledge, in Portland harbor, Me, have been removed and their
places
supplied by Spar Buoys, for the winter season.
By order of the Lighthouse Board.
JOHN POPE.
L. H. Inspector, 1st District.
Portland, Dec 21, 1865.
DISASTERS.

Barque Hattie Morrison, from Liverpool for Philadelphia, is reported to have been abandoned. She
was a good vessel of 31C tons, built at
Phipsburg in
lv?50, and was owned at Bath. [See extract per slm
Cuba, in Forei n Ports.]
Sch Albert, oi Jonesport, while passing out of Little River, at Perry, struck a rock and badly damaged

her bottom.
Sch Ot s, 6f Rockland, trom New York for
Boston,
is ashore at Wood’s End, near
Provincetown, and
will have to discharge to repair.
Ship Conquest) Lewis, from Boston for New Orleans, was wrecked 2d inst, at Harbor Island, and
will be a total loss. Crew and part of cargo saved.

WIUVlXNGXON—Cldl4tU, l>rig Concord, Everett,

5,1865-sxdly

extremely
sale
all

<

19—Ar,

The Splendid

Holiday Gifts—Charles Oust la <& Co.

Clf-The greatest combination of Talent
Portland.

ever

sented to the citizens of

Married

Rhynas, for Boston.
15th, barque David Nichols,
fVora Bangor.
PHILADELPHIA—Ar 17th, ship Julia, Crosby,
Besion.
iseiow iron, snip in luosner,
Amnony, trom Liver-#
pool; sclis R H Baker, Knignt, and Sardinian, Holbrook, from New York,
Cld 18th, sell Ocean Ranger, Carter, Portsmouth.
NEW YORK—Ar 18th. ships Western
Continent,
Lull, Hong Hong; brig O Matthews, Low. Bangor;
schs Red Jacket, AyeriTl, Philadelphia tor Boston.
Cld 18th, o iue Volant, Snow, Buenos Ayres.
Ar 19th, barque Brilliant, Holbrook, Bath.
Cld 19th, brig Sam Thurston,Clark, Cardenas; schs
Statesman, Cole, Machias; E A Conant, Foss, Boston ; J F Carver. Rumrtil, do: Mecca, Small, do.
PROVIDENCE—Ar 19th, barque Cephas Starrett,
lachicola.
NEWPORT—Returned 19th, sch Forest, Merrill,
from Rockland for Norfolk.
In port 19th, schs S O Hart, Wall, Providence tor
New York; Harmonia, Bennett, Calais lor
Bridgeport, Ct; Ella, Crocker, Rockland tor Richmond, Va;
Planet, Perry, do for New York;* Frances, Smith,
Portland for Norwich.
HOLMES’S HOLE—Ar 18th, sch Chas Thompson,
Brewster, Rockland tor New York.
Ar 19th, sch Baltimore, Dix, Calais for Philadel-

phia.
Sai’ed, barques Chas Edwin, Almira Coombs; brigs
Kennebec. Hancock, Harriet, and L T Knight; schs
Adaiino, Gertrude, Union, Gov Cony.
In port, 8 AM, brigs Mary Lowell, Ella Maria, J W
Drisko, Isabella Jewett. Elmira, Sarah Goodenow;
schs Rosini, A E Willard, Messenger, Benjamin, Ada
Ames, Kendrick Fish,White Sea, Alex Young, S & B
Small, Alquizer, Balloon. Marcus Gunter, Campbell,
Agenoria, Prudence.
BOSTON—Cld 19th, schs Koret. Elliot, Jacksonville ; Alida, Lambert, Philadelphia.
Ar 20th, ship John Sidney, Baldrey, New Orleans;
barque Almira Coombs, Bucknam, Cardenas.
Cld 20th, sclis Emma Furbish, French, Fortress
Monroe; Willis Ph'.nam, Cook, Calais.
SALEM—Ar I8lh, sch Elwoou Doran, Jarvis, from
Philadelphia.
PORTSMOUTH—Ar 15th, sch Boston, Haskell,
Bangor.
FOREIGN PORTS*
At Calcutta Nov 7, ships Colorado, Freeman, lor
Boston, ldg at $13 per ton, assorted; Roswell Spague,
Crosby, lor do, at $12$ do; Chas Cooper, Jordan, for
New York, seed and saltpotre, at $14; Eicano, Chee
ver, for do, ldg: Annie Sine,Shields; Winged Arrow,
Berry: Brewster, Clark, and Simla, Potter, unc.
Sid Oct 23. sliips R H Tucker, Clark, Hong Kong;
25th, Young Mechanic, Richardson, Boston; 27th,
Kearsarge, Batch, do; 29th, Antelope, Smith, New
York; Nov 2, Ellen Foster. Robinson, Colombo.
Most of the American ships at Calcutta were hold-

ing out for higher ates.
At Bombay Nov 13, ships Josiah L Hale, Nowell,
unc: Susan (links, Atwood, and Bosphorus, Blan-

chard, do; barque Sarepta. Randall, do.
Ar at Tarragona 20th ult, barque Modena, Ryder,

18, brig Fidelia, Stone,

from

Jago 7th inat, barquo Quickstep, Foster, for
Jamaica next day.
Sid ftn Havana 11th lust, barque Jane C Nichols,
Blanchard, New Orleans.
At St

(Per steamer Cuba,

at

Boston.l

Liverpool 7th,

;

trom Shields for
At Bristol 8th,

Janeiro.

Alexander, Crosby; J Baker, Allen, and America, Moist, for New York, ldg
Ar at Queenstown 6th, Minnehaha, Bursley.Callao;
9th, Detroit, Thomas, do.
Passed

Aqjier Oct 16, Anglo Saxon, Plummer, from
ae.

London for Shangl

Cld at St Helena Oct 29, Alice Tainter,
from Kurrachee for London.
Sid fin Flushing Roads 7th, Desiali,

Murray,

Gilkey, for Ha-

vana.

Antwerp. Dec 8. The Hattie Morrison, Perry, ftn
Liverpool for Philadelphia, was abandoned Nov 24
in lat 46 N, Ion 20 W. The crew,
excepting one, were
taken off and brought to Flushing.
SPOKEN*

28, lat 8 S, Ion 30 W barque s H Waterman,
Bates, from New York for Callao.
Dec 14, lat 39, Ion 73 20, was passed a herm
brig,
with W in the centre.
showing a white
Oct

signal,

Festival—Dcerings
Bridge.
( hairs—
&

Burroughs Hudson.
Fancy Goods—H. G. Quincy.
Purs-Shaw Brothers.
House to Rent.
Dancing—Miss Douglass
Overcoats—G. W. Rich dfc Co.

Life!

Steamer tor Havana.
For Havana.

ROUGH

DIAMOND!

DEERING HALL.
POSITIVELY LAST NIGHT OF
I>.

W.

WINSLOW

«fc

CO.’S

DRAMATIC COMBINATION.

the thrilling drama of
England
A1 o the laughable force of Acting

and Australia.
Mad.

Thursday Evening,
Will

with the

commence

England

Dec. 21, ’05,
thrilling drama entitled

and Australia !

To conclude with the laughable farce of

ACTING

MAD!

Admission—Parquette 60 cents. Reserved Seats
76 cents. Gallery 36 cents.
Seats can be hail at tke
Box Ottice from 10 A. M. till 4 P. M.
Doors open at J to 7; commence at 7J o’clock.
For list of characters and cast see programmes.
dec21dlt

HOLIDAY

•

M. L. A LE0TUBE8.

Bishop Simpson

GIFTS!

“The Future of Our

on

Country.”
All those who were so fortunate last
night
as to listen to the
very eloquent and able lecture of this able gentleman before the Mercantile Library Association enjoyed a rich treat.
The address was one which
might be said
to touch a fortunate medium between two
very
and not

common

By special request

always desirable

Without pretending

to

A SFLENHID ASSORTMENT
FOR SALE BY

or

Block,

ton

Congress Street.

QUINCY,

Corner of Free and Center

Streets,

Store formerly occupied l>y Wm. Baker,

discuss

extremes.—
any of the

special questions, the exciting issues which agitate the public mind to-day, it yet revealed in
its allusions and in many eloquent passages a
deep and vital interest in the great principles
which these questions involve.
Ihe lecturer began by saying that some nations, like some individuals, seem set apart by
God for a glorious destiny.
He thought it
plain that ours was one of these. One reason
for so thiuking was to be found in the universal conviction of the people that such is the
fact. God drops great thoughts into the hearts
of nations to be the impulse to great achieveThe American has more than ordi-

ments.

This is

pride

in his country.

feeling which imbues the heart

a

of every

man,

uo

matter where his birth-

place ; but the American seems to have it more
largely developed than any, and there is something in it which indicates the features of the
nation.
Our attachment for

ed upon the past; we have no relics or
history
of the past like the nations of the old world.—
We love or country for what it will he rather than for what it has been.
There are indications in the signs of the times to assure us
of what our country may l>e. With us coming
events cast their shadows before. If a nation
does its duty, God will lead It to fame and
perpetuity ; if it fails, in his just Provideuce, its
prosperity will be blighted.
t hese are the three points to be considered

with regaid to our country; its location, magnitude, and resources.
For the first, our territory is situated in the
great belt of power from which a mighty empire should arise. There is no great nation
south of the Equator—none south of twentvGoods,
five degrees north of it.
All powerful nations
Parian
Marble
Statues / have been situated between the parallels of latitude twenty-five and fifty; this is true of Rome,
Greece, Germany, England and France. The
VASES,
United States lies between the twenty-fifth and
Toys, Games, Toy Books, Paper
forty-ninth degrees north of the Equator.
In magnitude, it is of the first class.
Dolls, &e.
Egypt
was no larger than one of our middle-sized
And am now prepared to fUrnish my old customers
and all new ones from a splendid and entire new
States; Phoenicia was about as big as one of
stock for tbe
our counties; Greece would have made a fair
State: England would be no more; while
Ohristmas and New Tear’s Holidays.
France is not as big as Texas. Our country is
ClT’Call and examine this Stock end Prices before
purchasing elsewhere, and you will surely lind that one an4 a half times as large as all Europe,
old Santa Claus now is, as of oluen
time, there with with the single exception of Russia.
his
Our resources are many and varied. Every
Presents for Little Folks.
variety of grain, every species of fiuit springs
•
Doe 21—dlw
from our soil. Last year, though war had callUSEFUL AND ORNAMENTAL ! ed the husbandmen from the plough to the
sword, our products of grain, hay, and tobacco
Manufacturers ef Fine Bronze,
Fancy and Wood Clocks; Silver Call
Bells, Patent Sewing Birds, and Spring Tape Measures; also|Korosene Lamp Brackets, Chandeliers,Keflectors, &c. I have also received comignments from
Importers of

"'

amounted to fifteen hundred millions of dollars—a greater value of crop than in any pre-

The amount of tobacco alone
raised was a hundred and fifty million pounds—more than six pounds for every
Our
man, woman and child in the country.
mineral resources are.exhaustless—of coal,iron,
copper, lead, quicksilver, silver and gold. Our
national debt is three thousand million dol
lars; but there is enough silver in the mines
of the Western States and territories to
pay it
all off, and give everybody in the land a fortune
in the land.
There are rivers of oil in the
country—so much that in more senses than
one, America may be the light of the world.
Then, too, we have none of the political rubbish of adead past to impede us. We have a free
field in which to found permanent and noble
institutions.
America has settled forever the connection
of Church with State. Give a man a motive

vious year.

HOLIDAY GIFTS
THAN A SET OF

SPLENDID FURS!
OR BEAUTIFUL

Fur Cap, Collar

Gloves

or

%

SUCH

NOW

AS

ABE

OPENING
AT

SHAW BROTHERS’,
PORTLAND, MAINE.
ed2w

ture.
Our

OVERCOATS AT COST!
YES,

AT

was

to worship contrary to his convictions, and
you make of him a hypocrite. Take away the
connection between Church and State, and
a man stands erect in the dignity of his na-

136 and 188 Middle Street,

December 21, 1805,

which

system

ot

education, which provides for

the extension of education to the masses, is the
glory of the land. Another powerful source ot

COST!

found in the aspirations which
youth feel for office and position. The
pathway to eminence is open to all; and this
stimulates the boy’s patriotism. Webster was
born in a log cabin; Gen. Sheridan was the
elevation is
our

WE SHALL SELL

OVERCOATS

AT

COST!!

son

FOTt

of poor parents; Jackson the child ot lateand a humble rail-split-

ly landed emigrants;

The Next
G.

RICH

W.

ter became President of the United States.
We are to be the greatest commercial nation

Thirty Days.
&

CO.,

No. 171 Fore Street, Head
Long Wharf.
December 31, 1866.
,jy

STEAMER FOE HAVANA.
Un'Hwgl

The U. S. Mail

STEAMSHIP CORTEZ,
A. W. Sampson,
Commander,
leave the end ot Long Wharf, Boston, for
Havana, about the first of January, and will be
succeeded about the

WILL

middle of January bv steamship

“TONAWAUDA,” John Berry, Commander, having superior accommodations. For freight or passage
WM. C. KINSMAN & COiT™*0
apply to
3 India Street,
Or to
BRIDGE, LORD & CO.,
_

6

Boston, Dec. 19th, 1S6S.

Dancing

India Street.
dec21 dtf

CONGRESS HALL,

a

Clapp's Block,

Wednesday, Dec 27, at 2\ o'cl’k P. M,
Advanced Class at 4 o’clock. Private Classes
'1 be taken on application.

Dec 21—dltf*

npHE
WU.

Copartnership Notice.
Copartnership hereto ore existing under the

becoutlnue'd a^rVhisiate^ nder the^tylo of

PERKINS, JACKSON & CO.,
Wholesalo and retail dealers In
LUMBER, COAL
Whar1’ foot of Hi*h StreetDec

21°186i^dtfCr'S

Christmas Festival of the Mission
THESchool,
Deering's Bridge, will

occur

Sabbath
at thcii

the evening of Dec 25t*>.
cnapel
Donations tor the Christmas Tree, Refreshment
and Fancy Tables, will be
thankfully received, and
may be left at the store of N. J.
ilnran, cor. Middle
and Union Sis., on Christmas
day.
Tickets may be obtained at the above Storo for 26
ctadc20d4t
on

For Havana.
The new Brig HELEN C. PHINNEY,
Capt. William E. Boyd, having superior
, accommodations, will tako a few passengers for Havana. Apply to
J .8. WINSLOW,
No. 4 Central Wharf,
Or to the Captain on board.
dec3I dlw

House to Ret
highly respectable
rent, a brick House In a walk
from Post Ofneighborhood, a few minutes

TO
fice.

Enquire at 123
Dec 21—d3t*

Cumber’and St.

merce

Is

the best

argument in the favor of

neutrality and that it was most likely to prove
efficacious in teaching England her duties in
this respect
Again, the future promises for our nation not
only commercial greatness, but expansion < f
territory. Itis not|so far from Montreal to MexThe day
ico as from Maine to California.
may not be so very far distant when representatives from Mexico and Panama, from Montreal and Quebec, shall be welcomed to seats
in our Congress.
The great need of our country is a greater
degree of unity in its different Sections. Now
that slavery is at an end, tills is likely to he
attained.
In alluding

gations
speaker

the efforts of Southern deleto force an entrance into Congress, the
said that, with the lepresentation
to

from the North two to tlicir one, anil with
such statesmen as aie in the ranks of Northern Congressmen and
Ailing other offices of
power, he would havem fears were they to be
let in at once, still he thought for the
present
they had better stay where they are.
Hedeflned himself to be a radical democrat,
and believed that every man on whom God
has

placed

the seal of manhood should take

part in the management of tho government.
He had faith to believe that in time this would
be

brought

about.

Christmas and New Year.
articles for Presents, call and look
Turkish and other Chairs, Fancy
IF
Tables, Camp Stovris, and a host ot Brackets, Ac..
BURROUGHS A HUDSON,
Ac., at
4

Free St. Block.

reported that they were unable to agree upon
a verdict.
They stood ten for conviction and
two for acquittal. The prisoners were remanded and the case goes over to the March term.
It was expected that the case of George W.

Jones, against whom three indictments for arson had been
found, in setting tire to the
dwelling houses on Federal Street on the night
of September 19th, would be next taken up.—
The Court had assigned Messrs. J. H. Drummond and J. D. Simmons as liis counsel, and
special jurors had been summoned. Mr. Drummond stated to the Court that the principal
ground of the defense would be insanity of the
prisoner. As the counsel had hatl no time to
prepare for the defense, he moved a continu
of the case to the next term, which me
gi anted by the Court, and the case

ance

tion

was

goes

over to the March term.
The special jusummoned were dismissed.

rors

U. 3. DISTRICT COURT.
DECEMBER TERM.—WARE, J., PRESIDING.
Annie M. Stewart was
Wednesday.
tried on two indictments,—one for aiding and

assisting

in

making counterfeit curreucy; the
having the counterfeit currency

other with

with intent to pass the same. Under instructions from the Court that the wife was not responsible for acts committed in presence of or

by command

of the

ed a verdict of not

husband, the jury reiuruguilty on both indictments.
E. & F. Fox.

MUNICIPAL COURT, DEO. 30.
Catherine Twahig, the house thief, who has
gone by so many different names, was brought
For want
up for larceny, and pleaded guilty.
of sureties in the sum of $300 for her appearat the March term of the

ance

Supreme Court,
jail.
Kate Sullivan was brought up for attempting to smuggle a .bottle of whisky to her husband in jail. She paid a fine of five dollars
and costs and was discharged.
J. W. Parker,
Esq., for the defense.

she was committed to

Elegant Books, &c.—Tlie reader U invited to walk into the establishment of Messrs.
Bailey & Noyes, No. 55 Exchange Street, if
he wishes to see one of the largest and handsomest collection of books ever
gathered into
one establishment in this State.
It is truly a
stupendous assortment of the jiche3t works
published. There are charming books for the
young, which will attract and interest their
youthful minds, while those of larger growth
can find all the richly illustrated books, the
standard authors, and all the late new publications, in such style of binding as may suit
their purse.
Games, Desks, Pocket Books,
Photograph Albums, with an extensive variety of fancy articles stock their show cases,
counters and shelves.

It is well worth a visit
to their establishment to examine the valuable stock it contains.

Continental Troupe.—Mortis Brothers,
Trowbridge’s company of Comedians,
intended for the now Continental Theatre in
Boston which is to be opened on the 1st of
January, will perfotm in Decring Hall next
week. Mr. Morris has taken great pains in
selecting the company for this new theatre,
and has secured some of the best dramatic
talent in the country. He proposes to give us
a succession of the old
English plays, altering
the performances every evening. The stay of
the company here is limited to five nights as
Pell &

they

must be in Boston od

Saturday, Dec. 30th
Continental,

to prepare for the opening of the
on the succeeding Monday.

Reserved seats

can

after, for any night
tional charge.

be secured to-day and
week, without addi-

next

Attempt at Store Breaking.—A third
attempt was made Tuesday night, to break
into Bailey’* gunsmith shop on Exchange St.,
by the back way, as usual. But the robbers
found themselves foiled; for alter breaking the
glass they were met by a strong shutter inside
which resisted all their tools.
It was lucky
for them that' they found It^o, for had the
scamps been able to open the shutter, they
would have received such a peppering as would
have astonished them.

Bailey has suffered
by these depredators, and they
will find that at the third time “ somebody
will drop.”
twice before

Larceny.

—

John Bennett

was

arrested

Tuesday afternoon by officers Williams and
Gerts for larceny of $10 from Capt. John
Simms, at the Marine Hospital. Botii Ben*
nett and Capt. Simms were inmates of the
hospital and in the same ward. Saturday
morning Bennett arose early and took the
money from the pocket of Capt. Simms’ pants,
which were on the bed, and then came to the
city, and shipped to go to sea. Upon refunding the money stolen, he was allowed to proeecute his voyage, and yesterday sailed for
Charleston.

/

New Post Master.—The

appointment of
Judge Davis as Postmaster of this city is one
that will commend itself to the public.
Although the name of the Judge has not boon
publicly mentioned as a candidate for the office, yet the new3 of the appointment gave satisfaction

so

far

as we

heard any expressions of

opinion upon the matter.
That Judge Davis will
officer, and will see that

make an excellent
the

public

are ac-

commodated to the utmost extent that can be
allowed with the present clerical force of the
office, we do not for one moment doubt.
The largest assortment of Confectionery
in the State, is at Perkins’ Candy ManufactoBlock.
That is the place to buy
ry, Morton

your Candies for Christmas and New Years’.

Santa Claus.—The
pleasant looking old
gentleman, large as life and loaded with gilts
for the children, may be seen in the
window
of Mr. H. G. Quincy’s new shop, comer of
Free and Centre streets, and at the
shop -.-ill
toe found a great variety of useful articles for
gifts.

Ladies Perfume Powder, such as Lubin’s,
Heliotrope, Bouquet de Caroline, Musk, Violet, Ess. Bouquet, Patchouly, Jockey Club,&e.
Many novel articles in the line of Fancy

Goods
Store.

cau

Game

be found at Crosman & Co.’s

of

Drug

Planting— This is an amusing
by the author of the game of

game got up

‘Commanders,” and it can be played by any
number of persons from two to
seventy. U
will afford much amusement to the winter
circle.

E. C. Eastman,
Concord, N. H., is the
publisher of the game. It is for sale by Messrs,
Bailey & Noyes.

Theatre.—This evening is to be the last
of the performances of
Winslow & Co.’s
Dramatic Combination.
A capital bill is ofVred, and we bespeak for them a
good house.
ane

Godry

and us to.

s Lady’s Book for
January lias
received at the book stores of Messrs.
Jailey & Noyes, Davis Brothers and Short <1
Loring, Exchange Street.

The lecturer seemed disposed to look upon
both the present and the future somewhat

uns’

We should cultivate internal

you want good
at the Italian,

dc21dtf

he would not

though
rejoice at her downfall, yet it would be the just retribution of an
avenging fate.
The speaker said that an extensive com-

School.

MISS DOUGLASS will commence
Class for beginners in Dancing at

of the world. There is no other so favorably
situated.
When our railroads shall reach
across the continent, the commerce of India,
China and Japan will come to our Western
Coast. And that day is not far distant. The
locomotive is even now toiling up the Sierra
Nevada mountains, as though ambitious to
bear away the treasures of that clime.
France is engaged upon a canal across the
Isthmus of Suez to connect the Red Sea with
the Mediterranean, when she will claim all
the trade of the East that flows westward.—
The day is not far distant when England will
be loft outside the line of commerce.
The
handwriting is already visible upon the wall.
And

SUPREME JUDICIAL COURT.
CRIMINAL TERM—B.UiBOWS, J., PRESIDING.
Wednesday. The case of Jacob Lewis,
William Johnson and Isaac Brown, indicted
tor breaking and
entering the shop of Cyrus
K. Babb, was finished.
Mr. Butler made the
argument for the State, and tlie case was given to the jury by Judge Barrows in an elaborate charge. The jury, after
being out nearly
six hours came into Court and the foreman

is not found-

for the

WHAT MORE APPROPRIATE FOB

eouleur de rose, and
largely to glorify ti e
American eagle; yet we are far from feein
g
that either his hopes or his prognostics of future national greatness are exaggerated.
His
address contained many eloquent passages and
happy hits, and was illustrated by a store of
felicitous anecdotes. It occupied an hour and
a half in delivery, hut was
listened to with
unabated attention and interest, and was received with frequent and hearty applause.

G. F. Talbot.
cur country

AGENT
Black,

“Come Over and Help Us.”

Alice Kelley, Kelley, Port8th, Waller. Libby, Mobile.
Sid 7th, Juliet Trundy, Grant. New York.
Cld 8lk, Elwood Cooper, Flitner, New Orleans.
Ent for ldg 8th, Thornton, Wells, New York.
Cld at London 9th Inst, Hudson, Pratt, New York.
Ar at Deal 9th, Calliope, Simmons, fin London for
Masulipatam (and sailed.)
Ar at Portsmouth 7th, Richard III, Gardiner, from
Callao, for orders.
Ar at Rvde 8tli, Arabia, Fuller, Callao, for orders.
Ar at Falmouth 7th, Ocean Traveller, McCalmont,
Rio
Ar at

Theatre—Winslow St Co.
Theatre-IWHs Bros., Pell A Trowbi idae.

pre-

Price# of Adiuisaiou:—Gallery 35 cts; Lower
Floor 60 cts. Box Ottice open Thursday morning.
Dec. 21, from 10 till 2, and every succeding day.
'No extra charge for Reserved .Seats.
LON MORRIS, Manager.
J. L. SAPHORE, Stage Manager.
LOUIS A. ZWISLER, Treasurer.
MORRIS BROS., LVLL & TROWBRIDGE
Dec 21-dtd
Proprietors.

Gregory, New Orleans; schs Hudson,Tinker, Calais;
Jolm Boynton, Reed, Red Beach.
Cld 18th, barque Frank Maria, Stinson, for Apa*

land

Copartnership—Perkins, J> ckson & Co.

-AND-

FORTRESS MONROE—Ar 16th, sch West Wind,

Bangor.

NETT ADVERTISEMENT COLUMN.

Orchestra,
Elegant Wardrobe,
Superb Properties-

from New York.
Sid 15 h, brig Jessie
In Chesapeake Bay

New York.
At Montevideo Oct

SPECIAL NOTICE COLUMN.

Clock's Excelsior Hair Restorer.

New York.

RESTLESSNESS.
And all diseases of the Nervous System.
For sale by all Druggists. Sent by mail with foil
directions on receipt of price.
Price—Large Box $1.00, with 15 cents for postage;
Small Box 50 cents, with 6 cents for postage.

and
For

Dec

DOMESTIC PORTS.
SAN FRANCISCO—Sid 14th inst, barque Egeria.
Emery, Sydney NSW.

RHEUMATISM,
ASTHMA,
NEURALGIA,
COUGHS,
COLDS,

Dec.

Boston.

USED BY THE

AUCTION COLUMN.
Auction Sale—Henry Bailey & Co.
Auction Sale—E. M. Patten.

Fancy

FROM OUR CORRESPONDENT.

KENNEBUNKPORT. Dec 19
Arr, schs Alice,
Crediford; Martha, Crediford, and Annebella, Good-

Hall** Vegetable Sicilian Hair Rcncwhas proved itself to be the most perfeet preparation fbr the hair ever offered to the public.
a vegetable compound, and contains
properties whatever.

Franconia, Sherwood, New York—Emery

i l(J l \I

Previous to opening the above establishment will
appear as above, when will ho presented sterling
English Comedies and roaring Farcos.

H. G.

—

er

,4 AI)

New Advertisement.
To-Day

new

CONTINENTAL
THEATRE CO.,
PROM boston,

Dec 21—d2fc

Barque Brunswick, (new, of Portland, 506 tons,)
Isaac A Sylvester, Havana—Lynch, Barker & Co.
SAILED
Steamship Peruvian, lor New York;
ship Waverly; brigs Aroostook, Minnie Miller, Geo
W Chase, J Polledo, W Greenougli, Waccamaw, and

equal efficacy and safety.
Prepared and sold by AMBROSE WARREN,
Botanic Druggist, No. 1 Granite Block East Market
Square, Bangor, Me.
nol4sxd*ww6m

It is

tue

CLEARED.
Steamer
& Fox.

these complaints this Medicine has NO SUPERIOR, and while thus elllc cious it Is perfectly safe to
administer to persons of all ages.
The Cough Balsam possesses the two-fold advantage ofbeing at once valuable as a curative and invaluable as a reventative of all the diseases ot the
Throat, Lungs and Bronchia.
The world Is challenged to produce a compound of

rious

nights only i

AT

Sch Delia Hinds, wells, Boston for Calais.
Sch J N M Brewer, Wood. Boston tor Eastport.
Sch E S Dyer, Dyer, Salem for Franklin.
Sch \\ illow, McFadden, Lubec lor Boston.

DIPHTHERIA,

Deccmbor 25tL,

for

Sch Jeruslia Baker, Barberick, Boston.
Sch Bramhall, Hamilton, Boston.
Sch Plienix, Henley, Boston
Sch Convoy, Lindsey, Boston.
Sch Convoy, Fuller, Boston for Calais.

For the various diseases of the Lungs and Thorat,
such

CHRISTMAS

Commencing Monday,
itvj:

CHARLES CUSTIS & CO.,

Sch Forest, Strout, Elizabethport.
Sch R L Tay, Rich, Wellfleet.
Sch Waiton, Carbett, Boston.
Sch Abbie, Knight, Boston.
Sch Olive Elizabeth, Randall. Boston.

■W-A-ItiREIM’S

WEEK,

'-“7* Ad-.rtisers trill benefit themeelc
accommodate us, by sending in th Wai 'r,,'L"‘ V
«**»•«,*«!«*.
at an early bon,- in the
day.

nary attachment to and

Wednesday, December 20.
ARRIVED.
Steamer Montreal, Liscomb, Boston.
Cliaa
Barque
Edwin, (of Portland) Maddocks, Matanzas ‘.7th ult, in ballast.
Brig Kennebec, (of Portland) Merrill, Cardenas
27th ult via Holmes* Hole.
Brig L T Knight, (of Portland) Wish, Sierra Mo-

substantial manner, at

COUGH

20
20
20
21
21
23
23
23
23
27
29
30
30
23
1

Miniature Almanac.December 21.
Sun rises.7.26 I Moon BOts.8.26 PM
Sunsets .4.311 High water. 1.05PM

To sell the BEST PRIZE PACKAGES in the
Country. Call, or address

the best hi the world.

DRESSING

.Hamburg.Doc

Java.New York. .Liverpool.Dec
Havara.New York.. Rio Janeiro
Dec
City of Boston.New York.. Liverpool.Dec
Hausa.New York. Bremen.Doc
Manhattan.New York. .Vera Cruz.Dee
Corsica.New York. .Havana.Jan

Agents. Wanted l

Preparation

RESTORING,

DATE.

Asia.Boston.Liverpool.Dec

69 and 71 East Water St.,

LIFE I

-FOB-

FOE

FUOM

POliZXjyD

Buckstone’s great Comedy of

11

BICE BROTHERS,

HALL.

Monday Evening, Dec. 25th, 1805,

master.

Leach, Bartlett It Parker have reoeived
another lot ol those heavy all wool goods for men’s
wear, at one dollar per yard I

101J
94^

66 years.

to

Tho

COUGHS, COLDS, INFLUENZA. HOARSENESS,
DIFFICULT BREATHING, and Al^L AFFECTIONS of the THROAT, BRONCHIAL TUBES and LUNGS, leading
to Consumption.
This sovereign remedy is compounded from the favorite recipe of on illustrious Physician and Chemist,
who for many years used it with the most complete
success in his extensive practice.
He had long been profoundly impressed with the
wonderful virtue of the honey of the plant Horeliound, in union with the CLEANSING and HEALING properties of Tar extracted from the l fe principle of the forest tree Abies Balsamea or Balm of
Gilead. For years he was baffled in his attempts to

1865.
Ten-lorties.

Lewiston, Dec 14, Henrietta Johnston, late of
Damanscotta, aged 14 years.
In Albany, Me. Nov 28. Mrs Obcd Abbott, aged 72
years: Dec 2, Mr Fphraim Flint, aged 65 years.
in Limington, Dec 2, Ur Richard Atkinson, aged

Wanted.

Tar,

FOR THE CURE OF

I9jj!

IMPORTS.

that

L.

973

Post Office.

understands the Drug
whom good wages will be paid.
Enquire at Cor. Fore and India Sts.
Dec. 16-sxdlw
man

97]
98>

In

GIVE DRESSER A CALL AT UIS

A

DEERIJSTGi

Thursday Morning, December 21,1805.

08

died.

Old Stand, No. 99 Exchange Street.
Above the
dcelSd2w s n *

107?

Nevv^ Advertisements.

1861.luol

Ii)

**

Dresser sells

146]
Ii62

In Saco, Dec 7, by Rev Z S Knight, Emerson C
Lang, of Limerick, and Miss Augusta M Boothby,
of Saco.
In Boothbay, Dec lft, Rob’t E Scott and Miss Martha A Brewer, both ofB.
In Saco, Nov 13, Henry King, of Blddeford, and
Margaaet Cleaves, of S.

Albums!

it

do
do
States

20.

_MARRIED.

HOLIDAY GIFTS 1

One

-OF-

Horehound

death.

fry" The Bangor Whig devotes nearly three
columns to the Press and the
telegraphic hitch,
which abounds in false
statements, of which

finest linen

Clock’s Excelsior Hair Restorer!

little

She was seven years old.
She went to the
stream with an elder brother, and both fell in,
but the boy was rescued.
fry A correspondent ®f the Biddcford
Journal, from Kittery, states that 419 have been

to

Clock's Excel lor Hair Restorer !
Used and recommended by the Clergy and the

or

page.

As the passage of this reform is
directly owing to the glorious triumph of free ideas aud

The Swedish

a

Boston Stock List*
Sales at tii* Brokers Board, Dec
American Gold.
United States Coupons,
U. S. Coupon Sixes, 188J,.i..
United States 7 3-lOtlis Loan, 1st series.
do
2d scries.«*.
do
small.
do
3d senes.
United States Five-twenties, 18G2.

In

Awful Fire!

On Monday afternoon last, a great and des
tractive fire took place in this city.
About
$400,000 were lost, and so quietly did the fire
rage that it was unknown to more than a dozen people I The occasion was the burning of
$367,000 International Bank Bills! The fire
was confined to the cellar of the Bank, lasted
ed all the afternoon, and was managed under
the supervision of several Directors of the
Bank, who seemed to enjoy the fun as keenly
as the boys do the bonfires on the shores of
Back Cove. Tbe hills destroyed, were from
the aristocratic denomination of $1000, to the
unpretending, democratic figure of $1. At
six o’clock, the work of destruction was complete—and the “firemen,” flushed, sweaty, but
jolly, retired to tea, in that happy frame of
mind, which follows the appreciation of doing

SPECIAL NOTICES.

the

improvements;
foreign population to come
There is room enough for them

and should invite
to our shores.

>een

Free Exhibition—The Candies in Per
window, Morton Block. Go and see it,

BY TELEGRAPH,
TO THE DAILY TltESS.
--—

Thursday Morning,

December 21, 1305.

XXXIX CONGRESS—1st Session.
SENATE.

Washington, Dec. 20.
Mr. Sumner said that when lie thought ot
what occurred in this Chamber yesterday, in
the attempt to whitewash the unhappy condition of the rebel stales, he ought to speak of
nothing else to-day. lie proceeded to speak
of the right ol Congress to pass the bill and
read a number ol letters from the southern
States, private and public, to show that the
spirit of rebellion still existed there, and that

the rights ot Freedmen were being disregarded in all of the southern States.
The bill for the payment of $25,000 to the
widow of President Lincoln was passed.
A bill was reported
removing the distinction of color from the elective franchise hi the
District of Columbia.
The Senate refused to recede from its action
as to tlie recess and
appointed a Conference

Committee.

The bill to maintain the freedom of inhabitants of the States lately in rebellion was taken up.
A petition of citizens of Massachusetts for
the appointment of Provisional Governors

States lately in rebellion, was presented.
Referred to the Reconstruction Committee.
Mr. Cowan responded to Mr. Sumner, defending the President from the whitewashing
over

charge.

The death of Mr. Kellogg, a member of the

House, was announced.
adopted.
Adjourned.

The usual resolutions

were

Resolutions congratulating the country

on

the adoption of the Anti Slavery amendment
the Constitution, were offered and referred
to the Reconstruction Committee.
A hill authorizing the appointment of Assistant Assessors of Internal Revenue, was

to

passed.

The report of the Committee of Conference
to adjourn to January 5th, was concurred in.
The death of Mr. KeUogg of New York,
was announced.
Eulogies were delivered and

the usual resolutions adopted.
The bill to pay damages to property of union
people by the rebels, was referred to a Committee of the whole.
The resolution that treason, and inhumanity to starving prisoners, should he tried and
punished, was ordered to be printed.
Mr. Banks reported an amendment to the
rides recognizing the reporters of official proceedings as officers of the House. Referred
to the Judiciary Committee.
Mr. Raymond of New York, presented the
certificates of election of members from Arkansas. Ref erred .to the Reconstruction Committee.
Mr. Alley of Massachusetts reported a bill
to establish certain post routes, which was

passed.

Mr. Elliot of Mass, introduced

hill to limit
the liability of ship owners concerning maritime liens and for other purposes.
Referred
to the Committee on Commerce.
Mr. Stevens of Penn, presented the petition
of Judge Weymouth, asking to he admitted to
the House as a delegate from Louisiana, and
purporting to be signed by 19,000 voters. Referred to the Reconstruction Committee.
The House passed the .Senate joint resolution authorizing the President to divert certain funds heretofore appropriated for the immediate subsistence of destitute Indians and
a

Indian tribes.

Adjourned.
Washing Urn*

»

Washington, Dec. 20.
House of Representatives

The Clerk of the
has received certificates of election of Southern members only from North Carolina 7,
Louisiana 4, Mississippi 2, Tennessee 7, Virginia 6. Some of these have been referred to
the select committee, and also one certificate
from Arkansas.
A lew days ago the House passed a resolution calling for any information in possession

The State Department has received information that 49 chronometers were found on
board the Shenandoah,
upon her delivery at
Liverpool, the makers names and number
ot which are as follows: Parkinson & Frod-

isham, London, Nos. 1,109,1,035, 1,332, 2,720,
1,244,1,495, and another by the same makers
bears

no number; Charles Frodisham, London, N03. 2,147 and 2,525; Thomas Hewitt,
Loudon, Nos. 1,902 and 1,067; John Toole,
London, Nos. 2,519 and 1.823: Boulet, London. No. 75; John Hutton, London, Nos. 154
and 216; Arnold & Dent, London, Nos. 708,
740 and 7,585, eight day 1,038; Dent London, No'. 2,826 and 1,648; French, London,
Nos. 5,736 and 5,925; C. Morris Tobias, London, Nos. 871 and 1,213; M. It. Larklin, London, eight day, No. 125; Hutton & Imiary,
London, No. 337; It. T. Heskell, Liveipool,
Nos. 519 and 42,141; Henry Frodisham, Liverpool, Nos. 212 and 2,129; Litlierland & Davis, Liverpool, Nos. 1,2)8 and 910; Henry
Heath, Liverpool, No. 94S; Eggart & Son,
New York, No. 195; J. By water & Co., Liverpool, repaired by Myers & Co., New York,
bears no number; Bliss & Creighton, New
York, Nos. 1,837, 7,093, 756, 551,1,055, 2,027
and 1,679; Jame3 Barnett, Liverpool, No. 56;
James Murbead & Son, Glasgow, No. 4,001;
Meyer? * Co., New York, No. 530; J. Y. Foster, New Bedford, for Janies Monroe, uo num-

In Bolivia affairs were quite unsettled. The
revolution was still going on.
A'disturbance had taken place at Cobija
with some Chilians, owing to Spanish vessels
being allowed to coal there.
The advices from Peru are quite important.
Gen. Caucero, after organizing a new government, was deposed by a public meeting, and
Gen. Prade, also one of the leading generals in
the late revolution, was declared dictator, he
being pledged to call a Congress together as
It is supposed that Prade
soon as possible.
will declare ail alliance with Chili against

Spain.

A
The Isthmus was quiet.
movent occurred early in the
was soon

revolutionary
month, but

checked.

The course of Chili is warmly espoused by
the ]>eople and piess ol the South American
republics, though no governmental action is
reported. The first direct conflict between the
Chilian and Spanish forces occurred on the
A party of thirty SpanUtli ult at Dieacho.
iards attempted to land, first firing at the
fortifications, but were driven back by the
garrison. One mau was taken prisoner and
two were wounded.
The British merchants of

Valparaiso

had

held several more meetings, and sent, through
their consul, further petitions to tiieir government to lend its influence in behalf of Chili.
Mr. Pollard, an American merchant at Valparaiso, bail committed suicide.
The new government of Peru, it was supposed. support Chili.
The rebellion in the United States of Columbia was deemed at an end.
Various Items.

New Yobk, Dec. 20.
Two million and a half bales of cotton,
sold at aucdamaged by the recent fires, were
lb.
tion to-day at from 2 to 14 1-2 cents per

RICH HOLIDAY GOODS
-AT-

NO.

DRY GOODS!
Reduced.

A.t

X*rices.

Balmoral

NkirtN,

FLANNELS,

POTMONNAIES, PEEFUMEBY,
And

Few

a

VICKERY

&

Days,

No. 13 Market

BOWEN’S,

But call and

JVo. 2 Free Street•

—

Postoffice, yesterday,

a

notice of three marri-

ages—one iu Cumberland and two in Windham—which may be correct. But, as do

attached
have been deceived

name was

to the

notice,

and as we

once or twice in publishanonymously, we decline to
publish those mentioned above until some responsible person sends us a request to do it.

ing marriages

Fair

at

sent

Falmouth.—The proceeds of the

Fair in behalf of the 2d

Congregational

So-

ciety, at Falmouth, were much larger than
wrs generally expected.
Including a donation
of $100 from friends
abroad, the receipts
amounted to more than $850. This speaks

well for the efforts of the good ladies of Falmouth.

Sweet-Lips is the pretty name of the
prinIn the iairv tale, and every lady may be a
Princess Sweet-lips, if she chooses to use the
fragrance breathing Sozodont. This rare essence of innumerable aromatic herbs, removes
every blemish from the teeth, gives a blushrose tinge to the gums, and renders the mouth
as pure aud fresh as an infant’s.
tts

cess

Life of Lincoln.
The edition of The
Life, Public Services and State Papers of Abraham Lincoln, by Hon. Henry J. Raymond, is
now ready, and the agent for tliis State, Mr.
Henry A. Rice is now distributing copies in
—

this

city.

W. X^AIXsTB-

.A..
Dcc 19—dlw*

Commencing at 7$ o’clock; to be followed by
A. PROMENADE CONCERT.
Music by Raymond’s Quadbille Band.

mas Devices and Emblems suitable tor Parlor Decorations.
A Genuine “German Christmas,”
with the accompanying Tree and Garden, will be celebrated In one of the adjoining rooms, and for a small
admittance fee Kbiss Kbingle will dispense pres-

Statuary and Painting
will also be connected with the Fair.
53r* There will be no Raffling, no Guess Cake, or
other trai>8 for the unwary, except the two side
rooms before mentioned.
Doors open at 7 o’clock. Sing'e Sickets 30 cents;
four for a dollar.
The Fair will be open Friday and Saturday through
the day: doors open at 10 A. M. Admission 10 cents.
FRIDAY EVENINC,—Pantomime qf “OnderiUa
by the Children.
SATURDAY EVENING, “Christmas Tableaux
decl8dtf

HOSIERY

Books,

JUVENILE
New and tresh,
variety oi

GLOVES,

AND

Ladies’ & Children’s Underflanneis,
AND

WHOLESALE

TO

DANCING! £

M

MR. J. W. RAYMOND,

Will commence a new term at hi. Dancing Academy,
for instruction in

GOODS!

DRY

and Girls
$2.50

to

very nice

Desks,

I am selling Juvenile Books this year at
discount from last year prices.
5HP’ Give me a call belore purchasing.

Cloaks, Shawls, Cassocks,
BALMORAL

AND

—

Very Cheap

IVEW

The

Also, the PHOTO-CALIGRAPH,

WAR!
Day.

a Photograph and Autograph Album combined.
|£3r A fine assortment of Colored Chromo and Oil
Prints.
dcl9dtdc31

Which is

I.

1

Holiday

$1.50.

SILKS,

SALE

BAILEY
WM.

&

SHAWLS,

HOSIERY,

ical

of which would be

for presents.
B.

STORE,

A

Useful

THERE

is

no

&c.,

article

Presents.

usefhl to a person with
appropriate for a Christmas
cases

Homoeopathic Medicines,
82

1—d6w

Exchange Street.
M. SEAVEY.

W.
Medical

of the worst forms of disease in persons who have
tried other forms of treatment in vain, and curing
patients in so short a time that the question is ofter
asked, do they stay cured? To anawer this question
we will say that all that do not stay cured, we will
doctor the second time without charge.
Dr. D. has been a practical Electrician for
twentyone years, and is also a regular graduated
physician.
to chronic diseases in
Electricity is perfectly
the form of nervous or sick headache; neuralgia hi
the head, neck, or extremitf.es; consumption w.her
in the acute stages or where the lungs are not full}
involved; acute or chronic rheumatism, scrofula, hip
diseases, white swellings, spinal diseases, curvature
of the spine, contracted muscles, distorted limbs,
or paralysis, St. Vitas' Dance, deafness, stammering or hesitancy of speech, dyspepsia, indigesand liver complaint, piles—we curt
constipation
tion,
bronchievery case that can be presented;
of
the chest, and all forms of female
strictures
tis,

adapted

palsy

asthma,

complaints.

By Electricity

The Rheumatic, the gouty, the lame and the lazv
leap with joy, and move with the agility and elastic
ity of youth; the heated graid is cooled; the frostbitten limbs restored, the uncouth deformitres removed; faintness converted to vigor, weakness tc
strength; the blind made to Bee, the deaf to lies r and
the palsied form to move upright; the blemishes01
youth are obliterated; the accidents of mature life
prexented; the calamities of old age obviated ami an
active circulation maintained.

LADIES
Who have cold hane.s ana feet: weak stomachs,lame
and weak backs; nervous and sick headache: disciness and swimming in the head, with indigestion and
constipation of the bowels; pain in the side and back;
leucorrhcea, (or whites); falling of the womb with in
ternal cancers; tumors, polypus, and all that lone
train of diseases will And in Electricity a sure meane
For painful menstruation, too profhse
of cure.
menstruation, and all of those long line of trouble*

Electricity is a certain specific,
time, restore the sufferer to the

TEETH! TEETH! TEETH I
Dr. D. still continues to Extract Teeth by Electricity without pain. Persons having decayed
teeth or stumps they wish to have removed for reset
ting he would give a polite invitation to call.
Superior Electro Magnetic Machines for sale
for family use, with thorough instructions.
Dr. D. can accommodate a lew patients with board

liisTipuse.

Consultation free.

M.; from

»

novltf

Notice.
Cumberland Co. AgriculrpHE
_L tural and Horticultural Society and the members
of the Portland Horticultural Society are hereby notified to meet at the Assestors’ Room, new City
Building, Portland, in joint convention, on TUESDAY next, Dec. 26tli, at ten o’clock A. M. for the
purpose of electing a member of the State Board oi
for this district.
Per Order.
Agriculture
h
members of the

S. B. BECKETT,
Secretary of each of said Societies.

Dec

20—dtd

graphs 63,00 per doz.
A. M. MeKESSKT,
Oct 0—s N eodfceowSm
281 Congress St.
FINE ASSORTMENT of
Kress Olotlis,
A. D. REEVES’,TallM,
^
Nov 1—dtf
98 Exchange St.

A
At

1 Oc pr.

on

THURSDAY

HOOP SKIRTS !

Gifts!

The
Which will be s Id at the LOWEST PRICES.
stock consists of Silver Plated Ware, such os
Castors, Cake Baskets, Tea-Sets, Call Bells, SpoonHolders, Sugar Bowls, Cream Pitchers. Mugs, Butter Dishes, Napkin, Rings; Tea, Dessert and Tabic
Spoons.Dessert and Medium Forks, Sugar Shells,
Also
Butter Knives, Salt and Mustard Spoons, &c.

good

assortment of fine

GOLD, AND GOLD-PLATED JEWELBY,
all kinds; Gold and Silver Witches; a good stock
Perfumery; a new stock ol Photograph Albums,
cheaper than ever. Band Wallets, Pocket Knives,
Pistols, Tape Measures, Back Gammon and Chequer
Boards, Games, Fancy Boxes, Playing Cards, Traveling Bags, Reticules, small Parian and China Ornaments, and a good assortment of
of
of

Toys and Fancy Articles.
Also, just opened and will be sold very low, White
and Colored Blankets, Fine Wool Shawls, Ladies
Cloaks and Cassocks, Worsted Breakfhst Capes,
Gloves and Hose, Head Nets, Wool Table Covers,
Lace Vells, Comforters, Scarfs.£ good stock of UnderShirts and Drawers, Traveling l\hirts, Ac.
£-ir* Please call and examine1 this stock, and learn
the prices before purchasing elsewhere.
Recollect, at the number 109 Federal St., Auct'on
Room of

W.
Portland, Dec 15,1865.

Night,
A Grand Firemen's Military, and Civic

30

Hoops,

in. Tape, 0 tapes, heavy wire,
1.43 former price 8.00

3

tor
30

Hoops, 3 in., Corset and Skirt combined,
for
1.30 former price 8.83
Hoops 1i, Corset and Skirt combined,
lor
1.83 former price 1.T5

Years Night,
an Assembly on Thursday Night, Jan-

WOOLEN GOODS!
MEN AND

C.

BARNES.
d2w

TV O T I O E !
TXTE, tlie undersigned, having sold out our Retail
fT
Business, together with the City Carts, Ac., to
Mr. W. C. COBB, would cheerfully recommend him
to the patronage of our former customers.
PEARSON Si SMITH.
PEARSON & SMITH
Will still continue to manufacture Bread for sale at
Wholesale only, at their Steam Bakory, 15 and 17
Willow Street.

Pilot Bread, Ship Bread, Common
Cracker*, Oyster Crackers, Ac.
Shipping Masters and others will do well to call before purchasing elsewhere. Particular attention paid
toputting up Bread for foreign voyages.

A S. stall continue to keep a choice selection of
Family Flour, which they deliver to any part of the
ci v free of expense.
Our Motto is Small profits and quick returns.
dcl4dtf
Portland, Dec 12th, 1S65.
P.

CHAS.

W.

LUCE’S

WEDDING
....

THE

CAKE!

MANAGERS
Edw. Hodgkins,
VlcePres. S. S.Hannai'ord,
Treas. P. J. Bailey,
Sec’y P. W. Stouebam,
C. if. Phillips,
I. A. Rich,
B. D. Page.
‘‘

course,

^o.UU
1.00
75

Thanksgiving or Christmas Night
each Assembly,
New Vears Night,
1.25
“
50
Gallery.
To be obtained ot the Managers, and at the door.
MUSIC BY CHANDLER’S QUADRILLE BAND.
D. H. Chandler, Prompter.
Dancing to commence at 8 o’clock.
53f*“ Clothing Checked Free.
no28eodtq}anl

SHIRTING FLANNELS.

20

doz
hand made, German wool,
choice goods,
1.60 each.

HALL,

Commencing I>co. 5th, 1SC5,
Continuing each Tuesday Evening six weeks.
Under the direction of the following
OF

ARRANGEMENTS:
Tr^as. Claudius Lane,

Chase,
Vice Pres. Geo. W. Pridham,Edwin Rioe,
Sec. John W. Lane,
Fred. A.Drinkwater, Jr.
Tickets to the Course,
$4.00
75
Single Tickets,
26
Gallery Tickets,
To be had ot the Committee of Arrangements and

HOODS.
SO das. Hood., Woven, slightly damaged,
60c each, worth 1.00
SO dos. Hoods, Nubias, choice goods,
95e each, worth l.SO

By

KID GLOVES, KID GLOVES.
left Emb. Backs,

Received !

A Splendid Assortment ef hand-made Skawls
Sontags*

Honda and

53^Don’t allow anything jealous neighbors can
say to prevent you from calling. Copy the number
and call it for nothing more than to see the great difference between our prices and others.

on hand, or made to order.
promptly attended to at
NO. 91 EXCHANGE ST., Portland, Me.

All orders

FITMML1 &

Brick House and Lot, No. 3 Fore
on the premises.
The house
has eleven finished rcoms.
declSd2w*
GEORGE LORD.

Two-Story
THE
Street.
Enquire

For Sale.
HPHE two storied house No. 2 Peach Street. Price
A 82,000. Enquire of
MICAH SAMPSON,
dec!9 d2w*
No. 21 Commercial Wharf.

De Lains.

there will

be

shall sell at the

About 3000 Bales
MEMPHIS and

In store 75 pieces

COTTOTST !

ALP ACC A!

BLACK

Bought very cheap, in which we otter extra Inducements to purchasers. Among them are some
Very Good Quality fur
Very Fine Nice Quality

DRESS

15c.

GOODS,

And the I'act «i their having been recently
purchased enables us to offer them at

tlemen.

MANAGERS.
J. C. Colley,
Wm. Weeks,
T. W. Burnham.
C. H. Nash,
Wm. W. Knight,
S. F. Bearce.
Music by Raymond's Full Quadrille Band
Tickets to be had of the Managers and at the door.

Full in all its

ISTo. 5

Departments!

Deering

Block.

Dec 4—dtl

GOODS1

STREET.

ALL FIRST QUALITY.

per
per

pair.
pair.

per pafr.
per pairper pair.
per pair.
par pair.
per pair.

And nil other Rubber Goods at Proportionate Prices.
£fr Don't forget the number of the new Rubber
dcl5d2w
Store, 117 Middle Street.

Exchange Street,

the attention of the pubUo to his LARGE
and ELEGANT STOCK of

Phslsgraph Albums, Beautiful Picture
CurdS, both English and American.
Splendid TOY BOOKS, such as have never been

New

Year.

Adapted

to

every

age and in

“flood bye the old year." welcome the
new.

5 Free Street

Block, 5,

or

what Is better, the oil of Petroleum's

cave, far under the soil, to pay the
high prices which ruled the past year.
vast

But that good times

coming, Is yet
very clear, tor ANDEBSON still Is found

at2«

are

Market Square.

new

many

as-

SCHOOL

BOOKS

In the City and Country, all o/ which

LOWEST PRICES.
IF" Orders solicited.
H. P. pays special attention,
nishing and replenishing
SABBATH

SCHOOL.

as

heretofore,

HOOP SKIRTS,
CORSETS!
Marked Down
FOB T Y

Gilts,
Choice Styles in

and

FEB

DENTIST,

Clapp’s Block,

Market

Square,

PORTLAND, MAINE.
Artificial Teeth inserted on Gold, Silver and VulAll operations warranted to give satis-

canite base.
aetion.

augH’65eodis&wly

H. A. HALL
just received on consignment

Gloves and Hosiery,

qualities, together with

a

carefully

a

93.00 each. Any person in want
should call immediately at his
NEW RUBBER EMPORIUM,
»4T Middle st.
Not. 8—dtf
at

-■

ciding whether they wtD increase the capital stock of

the Bank; change the par value of the snare, to |10«
each, and for the transaction ot any other business
that may legally come before them.
Per order:
CHABLES PAYSON, Cashier.

Casco National Bank.
of the

Directors,

the transaction of any
other business that may legally come before them,
will be held at tbel Banking House on TUESDAY,
the 9th day of January next, at 3 o'clock P. M.
E. P. GERR1SH, Cashier.
Dec 8,1868.
dcSdlm

Second National Bank.
Annual Meecting ot the Stockholders of the
THE
Second National Bank
ill be held at their Bank-

and

Perfumery

For the Toilet, which

we

t

offer at

One Price, and No Variation !
We

are

THIS DAY opening an involca ot thoae

BARGAINS

-IN-

on TUESDAY, the 9th day of January
next, at 3 P. M., for the choice offlve Directors, and
tor any other business that may legally come before
them.
W. H. STEPHENSON. Cashier.
Dec

Annual

Meeting.

Stockholders of the Ocean Insurance ComTHE
pany
hereby notified to meet at the office of
said
are

Company on MONDAY,the first day of January
A. D. 1866, at 3 o'clock P. M., for the purpose of
choosl g seven Directors for the ensuing year, and for
the transaction of any other business that may then
be legally acted upon.
I
GEO. A. WRIGHT, Secretary.
Dec », 1885.—dtd

rpHE Stockholders of this Bank are hereby notified
Jt that their Annual Meeting will be held at their

Banking Room, on TUESDAY, the 9th day of Janu-

ary next, at 3 o'clock P. M, to choose five Director*
for the ensuing year, and to act on any other business that may legally come before them.

EDWARD GOULD, Cashier.
-dtd

Portland, Dec 6,

1866.

Cumberland National Bank.
Stockholders of the Cumberland National
THE
Bank of Portland
hereby notified that there
will
of the
are

In Winter Colors. Also a hill line ot

Stockholders, at their Bank18th day of January,
1866, at 3 o’clock P. M., for the choice of Director!
and the transaction or any other business that may
come before them.
SAMUEL SMALL, Cashier.
Dec. 16,1866.—dclSdlm

Poplins and Thibets!

Cape Elizabeth Wharf and Marine
Bailway Co.

In

be

a

Poplins,

Wine Colors, together with a complete stock of

on

Thursday, the

Notice sf Annual

Meeting.

Stockholders of the above Corporation are
hereby notified that their Annual Meeting will
be held at the Counting Room of J. W. Dyer, Esq.,
No. 11T Commercial Street, on MONDAY, January
1st, lS66,at ball' pa-1 seven o’clock In the evening,
fur the purpose nr choosing three Directors, and Clerk
and Treasurer ibr the ensuing year, and to act on any
other business. hat may legally come before the meeting.
LEMUEL COBB, Clerk.
decl9 eodtd*
Portland, Dec. ISth, 1866.

THE

SILKS,
SHAWLS,

Dress

Fancy

meeting

ing Room,

CLOAKS,
BARGAINS, BARGAINS,

ing Room,

The National Traders Sank.

se-

lected Stock of

MARKET SQUARE.

Goods,

For Sale.

with fourteen

Skirts and Corsets!
A GOOD HEAVY SPRING HOOP SKIRT

ALPAlCCAuS,
And Mourning Goods I
We would call attention to

a

Dig in

the Ribs!

SO Sfriaii extra wide Tape Skirt 1.48,
farmer price 8.85.

and

Speculators

are

'^Afso,—A

small two story House, containing six finished and two unfinished rooms, with cellar and cit-

stock ot

BLANKETS,
OF

THE BEST

feeling

QUALITIES,

WOOLENS,

60 dozen Superior Colored Corsets
One Dollar a pair.

FLANNELS,

GREAT

pair.

Combination Corsets p.t
Reduced Prices!

corrode

HOUSE-KEEPING

Ladiet, call and be convinced ;'we aeO noth!; ig but
the very beat quality of
good*, and can and w ill sell
them cheaper than any house in the trade.

and

Corset

Store,

80 MARKET SQUARE.
CEO.
Dec 30—dlatf

■r cr-

ladit!

ANDERSON, Ageal.

GOODS!

a

steel pen.

3 Free
December 19,1865.

Wanted.

respectable business wanted—one
would give out of door exorcise nrsfrrred. Those
ALIGHT,
will
business,

answering
amonsit ol

please sta’eklnd

profits,
and all other needful inor

capital neccssarv,
formation. Address
WILLIAM GARDNER,
368 P. O.
decl9 d2w

_Box

ITMAN,

Mirror Elates !
A LARGE ASSORTMENT constantly

A.

tor sale by

Oct

dti

persons entitled to Stock In the Portland and
Rochester B. R. Co., are requested to call at the
office of the Company, No. fit Middle St., and exchange their Bonds, Coupons, and Trustee’s Receipts for certificates ot Stock.
LEWIS PIERCE,
Treasurer P. & R. R-B. Co.
*c6tf
Dec 4, 1865.

on

hand,

MeKBNNEY.
286 Congress St.

A# M

3—eodaeowSm

St. Block.

Portland & lio heater Railroad Co.

ALL

H. M. FOGG,
Middle Street, Genera’ Agent
Portland, Me.

that

We confidently Invite the attention of the
to the above stock, which we oiler strictly at

ELDEN &

dcTOdlw

Business

all their varieties.

One Price.

25 cts. pej get

No Lady should be without them.
tF~ THE TRADE
8UPPLIED.

Skirt

Eureka Black Writing Ink.
The subscriber has been appointed agent for tbs
Eureka Black Writing Ink, manufactured by Augustus D. Forbes At .'o., Boston. This Ink ie prerarsd
according to an original recipe procured In England.
It is a benutlfhl Jet black, flows freely from tbe pen,
and does not become muddy by exposure to the atmosphere. It Is entirely free from acid, and does not
38

a

BARGAIN!

DRESS ELEVATORS!

plana, call on Henry Bailey A
Co., Auctioneers, Exchange Street.
MATTHIAS LIBBY,
No. 13 Franklin St.
Dec 20 dlw

—ANJ>—

In

French

Price 62,000.
For par Iculars and

Prices; and a full assortment of

very queer.

A

Price $3 200.
Also,—A three storj House, containing fourteen
finished rooms, with cellar, cistern, Md * lot 33 by 75,
Convenient for two ikmlllee. Price »JE606.
Also —A two story House, with twelve rooms finand cistern.
Lot 36 by 60.
Price
ished, good cellar

tern.

At the Lowest

Monopolizers

ouv

finished

GOOD three story House,
Lot 39 by
A rooms,
with good cellar, cistern, Ac.
75.
Suifsble lor two fkmilies.

FOR ONE DOLLAR!

ANDERSON’S

Bankrupt
HASStocktootsellRUBBER OVERCOATS which
be is

permitted

legally

7,1885.__dc9dtd
Insurance Company!

Including L~ce, Cambric and Valeucennes Sets, Collars and Sleeves, Plain and Embroidered Linen Sets,
Collars and Culft. Also, n full assortment of

CENT.,

Skirt and Corset Store!

Dec 9—d3w

No. 8

seven Directors, and for the transaction of
any other business that may
come before them,
will be held at their Ban ing House on Tuesday, the
9th day of January next, at 3 o’clock P. M.
declldtd
B. C. SOMEKBY, Cashier.

Ocean

Embroideries,

Plaid

ANDERSON’S,

to fur-

C. H. OSGOOD,

ANNUAL MEETING of the Stockholders of
“The Canal National Bank of Portland," for the
THE
election of

seven

Assortment of

Soaps

French Pattern Corsets 1.50

LIBRARIES.

Canal National Bank.

Annnal

Ladles’, Gents’, and Childrens’; Hemstitched and
Colored Bordered, together with plain Linen
Cambric do. In all grades. An Elegant

Good News for the Ladies

And STATIONERY of every variety, together with

Such as arc used
will be sold at

Meetings.

Stockholders ol “The
Meeting
Casco National Bank of Portland,’’ lor the elecTHE
tion ot
and for

Black Lace Veils

Portfolios, Writing Desks, &c., Stc.
Paper, Envelopes, Blank Books,

Annual

declldtd

And Fancy Handkfs.,

High prices are felling, which la bad for
the few who speculate on the wants of the
msny who need the riches ol Croesus,

High Prices have Got

every Style of Binding.

private sale.

w

seen

Books !

of at

The house has been kept for the last few years by
Rnfhs M. Lord. Possession given 16th July 1866.
For particulars enquire of
Dr. J. E. L. KIMBALL, Saco,
Or. ISAAC DYER, No. 94 Union Wharf Portland.
Dec 20—dtd

—

Lace Trimmed, Embroidered,

in this market.

Grift

———

previously disposed

on

Embracing

INVITES

GOODS FOR THE HOLIDAYS,

convenient and commodious Hotel on Main
Street, r-ao, better known as the “Saco House *
will be sola at public auction, at ten o’clock A. M.,
on
the
day of January next, unless

o’clock A. M„ for the purday, January 9,1668,
pose of electing Direc.ors for the ensuing year; de-

PACKARD,

No. 61

HENRY BAILEY ft CO.,
Auctioneers.

ANNUAL

Holiday

CHRISTMAS

26

II.

or

Dec 14—dtd

MEETING of the Shareholder. In
this Bank will be holden at the Bank,
THE
Tuesat 10

elegant and desirable

Hen’s Rubber Over-Shoes $140
Women's Rubber Over-Shoes, 1.10
Hisses’ Rubber Over-Shoes,
.80
Hen’s Rubber Boots,
5.75
Women's Rubber Boots,
3.00
2 50
Hisses’ Rubber Boots,
3.75
Boys’ Rubber Boots,
Youths’ Rubber Boots,
3.25

FORT,

OF PORTLAND.

India Rubber
147

on

Merchants’ National Bank

HOLIDAYS.

1866.

HALL’S

Emporium!
MIDDLE

on

And hope, by honest dealing and strict attention to
business to receive a liberal patronage.

ELDEN&WHITMAN,

Dec 12—dtl

India Rubber Boots and Shoes,

A. M.’the premises, we shall sell the valuable lot o‘
the corner of Mountfort and Sumner Stroots
containing about
Twenty-Five Thousand One Hundred nnd
Fifty Feet.
This Is a fine lot, pleasantly located, and near the
Portland Co’s Works.
For particulars enquire of Capt. JAMES MOUNT-

ON

land

THE

We intend keeping oar Stock

Manufacturers of Hoop Skirts St Corsets*
Dec 19—dtf

The

der Lancaster Hall.
Ladies not admitted unless accompanied by Gen-

Real Estate at Auction.
MONDAY," January 1st, at 11 1’clock

For Sale at Auction.

Extremely Low Prices!

St,

SB AND 0ALI00 & 00UI0 DBESS BALL,
Christmas Evening, 25th inst.
On which occasion all persons getting up Dresses
are requested to favor that of a comic character.
The managers of these Assemblies have determined
to give the dancing public of this city an opportunity
to enjoy a season of dancing which cannot be excelled.
Tickets for the Courie, including the Ball, $4.00
Single Tickes,
7%c
And Single Tickets tor the Ball,
1.00
To be had of Croiman & Co., and Partington, un-

The above Cotton has been classed and sampled
by O. W. Amory, and may be Men in the
at
the Atlantic Dock, Brooklyn, and by sample at tha
office of the Auctioneers, No. 38 Pine St., New
York City, two days before the sale.
Dec 20—dtd

SO <• 68c.
fur

Have just received and are now opening a large
sortment of Goods suitable for

a

By order of

-FOE THE-

148 & 150 Middle

given at
LANCASTER HALL.
Commencing
Tuesday Evening, December 19th, 1865.

dtt

For Sale.

we

now

NEW

PORTLAND 2.

...

found constantly

and

SIMEON DRAPER, V. 8. C.M> Agent

TSe pr.

1865.

Nov. 28—Gwtt&s

Exchange Salesroom,
BROADWAY, N. Y,

111

Chandler’s fill Quadrille Bui
at 8 o’clock.

the

—

door.
53T* Clothing Checked Free.

Music

Thursday, December 28th, 1865,
AT I O’CLOCK P. M„

We hare a very choice Stock ol

at the

Dancing to commence

JOHN H. DRAPER & CO,

At

HOODS,

more

Auctioneer.

United States Cotton Sale.
On

Aud One at 81 that has been Selling at
•1,85 and front that to 88,50.

HOODS,

few

DRAPER,

NEW ORLEANS

20 doz Sontags, with Fringe, choice goods, 1.00 each.
M
u
u
u
u
90c each
20 dos

Just

Tuesday Evening,

COMMITTEE

H.

CO., Auctioneer,.

WILL SELL

Bleached and Brown

We have

v

EX. AMERICA HOSE 1.

Every

21-5td*RY BAILEY 4
<f.

Taking!

doz Shawls, large size, slightly damaged,
for
1.76, worth 4.00

ASSEMBLIES
•

Dec

Lowest Possible Cash Prices.

A

SOCIAL

CHOICEST TO BE HAD IN THE CITY,
be

WEAR!

BOYS

PLAIN AND FANCY

Prints
he Sold Prior to Stook

Every lot will be sold

Dec 21—dtd

Real Estate at Auction.

Gentlemen, Keep lour Temper 1

Pres.

xiciiCLs iur me

This sale must take place.
and warranted perfect.

WEDNESDAY, Dec 27, at 12 o’clock If, on
ON the
premise*, we shall sell he One and a half
wry wooden Tenement on Center,
opposite the loot
with the lot,
This is be well-known
house, and is soli to close up the
“••gjeknev
posllive—the heirs residing out of the
State

Knit Goods, Knit Goods!

New

an

Consisting in part of

can

I

Stock ot

Here is Where we Put the Knife in.

-FOB-

goods suitable for

Holiday

a

our

_

-AT-

of

to

-FOR-

20

Thanksgiving' Night

on

followed by two Assemblies

RECEIVED at the Auction Store of W. C.
BARNES, 103 Federal Street, a large as-

Decembor 19.
THE largest, best, and cheapest Establishment ta
the State.
Card PhotoAll work warranted.

43c pr.

SHAWLS.

PRICE CURRENT

Electrician, NEW YEAR’S GIFTS!

and treatment at
Ottice hours from 8 o’clock A. M. to 12
to 6 P.M., and 7 to 9 in the evening.

A Ball

-AND-

WHERE

with
young ladies,
and will, in a short
vigor of health.

&c.

CHRISTMAS

JUST
sortment

600
and
all pure
yds.
bleached and brown Linen Table Damask of all
widths and qualities. 76 pieces Linen Sheeting*.—
90 doz French, Scotch, and Irish Towels. 60 dos Napkins. 46 doz Doylies.
86 prs Blankets.
60 pieces

Crash.

In all

IT DEMING,

174 MIDDLE STREET,
Nearly Opposite the United States Hotel,
he would respectfully announce to the
citizens of Portland and vicinity, that he ha*
permanently located in this city. During the twc
years we have been in this city, we have cured some

dos. aU wool Hose, ladles, 20 gauge,
100 doz. Childrens’ Balmoral, 4 sizes,

100

at 11
12-1

Slieetines,

Slaughter

SHAWLS,

4,

Hall,

During the Course of which

/CONSISTING in part of Toys, all kinds of OrnaV-/mental Work, Christmas Cakes, Bon-Bons,Horns
of Plenty, assortments of
Candies and French Confectionery
that cannot be excelled.
All the choicest kinds of
Conibetions. Ornaments for Christmas Trees, Holiday or .Ladies’ Apples.
Cake of all kinds constantly on hand or made to
arder. frosted and ornamented.
Call and see for yourselves.
Parties and Levees supplied at short notice by
CHARLES W. LUCY,
dec 19 d2w
No. 91 Exchange St.

MEDICAL ELECTRICITY

DR.

as

HOLIDAY DDESEN TS !

more

be obtained at No.

Articles!

J. M. DYER (i CO.

Dec 19—d2w

of

Dec

Fancy

SETS, TRAVELING BAGS,

a family, or more
present, than one of those neat pocket or family

To

and

TifiTt'PT A ATTi iff
ME.
PORTLAND,

Christmas

FRIDAY, 22d,
o'clock, I shall sell
and
ON
y>is,
Scotch
Russia, Irish,
Linen
warranted
flax. 1000

And making one ol the best stocks In the
city to
select from.

HOSIERY.

There will be series of SIX ASSEMBLIES

PLAIN and EMBROIDERED LINEN

Mr. Sweat will be in Washington after the 1st of
January, and will attend to any business entrusted
to him, before the Supreme Court, Court ol Claims,
or any of the Departments.
dc20tf

The Sale of Dry Goods will be Continued through the week.
10.11

Vft would also tinvite particular attention

-with-

Co.,

HANDKERCHIEFS, SCARFS. NECK-TIES,

Law,

EDWARD M# PATTEN,
Auctioneer,
New Sale# Room lSExchsugr 8t.

NEW STYLES,

All of which

BY

variety of

Such

SWEAT,

and Counsellors at
i

RECEIVED

No. 6 Free St. Block,

Office 111 Middle Street,

f

and econom-

J. M. DYER &

103 Middle Street*
Oct 23—eod3in*

BION BRADBURY,
L. D. M. SWEAT,

valuable, useful

HAMILTON & Co.,
Cor. Congress and Preble St.

JUST

And Musical Theory.

Attorneys

Mechanics’

Pres. Chas. E.

all-wool

CHRISTMAS NOVELTIES.

Teacher of Piano Forte
tar* SLATE AT PAINE’S MUSIC

F.

Dec 19—(12w

ZP-A-IItTH,

BRAHBURY &

nice

BLANKETS!

Publisher and Wholesale Bookseller,
Nos. 92 and 94 Grand St., New York.
declli!2w

gT^R.

Cashmeres,
Very

Any

groundless!

FOURTH ANNUAL COURSE

MECHANICS*

GLOVES,

NOYES.

We Commence the

They Must

-AT-

HANDKFS,

APPLETON,

H

DANCES,

Tliibets,

BY

are

It yon have any doubts read the foUowing Price

2.00

As this is their ftvst Course of Dances, no pains
will be spared to make them pleasant and agreeable
to all who a tend. These Dances will be given

Poplins,

of which four volumes have already been published
viz.: Generals Grant, Sherman, Mitchell, and
Capt. Ericsson, the inventor: new editions of which
are ready.
The six volumes can be bad in sets, in
neat box, firming a most invaluable Library for Boys
and Youn g Men, or in separate volumes.
FOE

Will commence their
at

of

Hoods.

CLOAKS,

Headley9* Boy9* Life of
VICE-ADMIRAL D. G. FARRAGUT.
1 vol., 16mo.
Fancy cloth. 353 pages. Five illustrations.
Price $1.50.
The above arc uniform, anil complete the Library
of
Modern American Heroes,”by P. C. Headley,

contrary

List and they wUlbe dispelled.

$5.00

Given under the direction of

Headley9* Boy9* Life of
GEN. P. H. SHERIDAN.
vol., 161110. Fancy cloth. 350 pages. Five IllustraPrice

Square,

CALL AND SEE IT.

THE

Published this

\ BAR!

Photographicon.

EASTMAN BROTHERS.

to the

lessons.

To close with
uary 11th, 1866.

HAS

Dec 14—iltf

Any assertions

HENRY BAILEY & Co., Auctioneers.
Dec 14—dtf

!

Trimmings

C O T TONS.

Ladies,

Ex. No.

Ball

received a new article for Christmas and
New Year Presents:

BROTHERS,

EVERY THING MUST TUMBLE!

and

11 o’clock A* M.,

at

At Forest City Stable, corner Federal and Lime Su..
where Carriages can be stored and Horses boMtlsd if
desired, previous to or alter the sale.
These *ale* will be under
cover, and held without
regard to weather.

Comprising all the

SKRITS ARE TUMBLING!

Deo. 23d,

A Ball on Christmas

—

J. E. FIOKETT, 28 Market

!

129 Middle Street.

OF

Saturday Evening,

NIGHTS,

CHRISTMAS

CHINCHILLA AND BEAVER CLOTHS,

HOOP

OCEAN ASSOCIATION,

To he

SKIRTS,

Plain, and Faney Flannels,

HEROES

great

No. 51 Exchange Street.

Dec 19—dlw

Gents’ Under-Shirts and Drawers,

AT EASTMAN

a

ROBINSON,

A.

WOOL BLANKETS,

Every Saturday

ot

HALL,

Ladies Class at 7—Gentlemens* at 8 o’clock.
Dee 20—dlw

and cheap, with

Catholic Prayer Books.

DRESS GOODS !
ALL

On

Pocket Bibles,

Iteceived !

Just

MECHANICS’

“

And those wanting a suitable present tor some of
house-hold will find a large collection of

Lot

AT

«&c., will be taught. Term consists of 12
Tickets for the Term, $6.00 a couple.
Single Tickets for Gentlemen,

their

New

CLOAKS ABE TUMBLING!

30

DANCING,

Polkas, Polka Quadrilles, Waltzes, Waltz Quadrilles,
Varsouvienne, Redowas, Prince imperial Quadrille,

FOUND IN THE CITY!

Selling from $1.50
a great variety of

FANCY

very beautiful; and the largest

some

BE

Boys

RETAIL.

1—d3m

Dec

BOOKS!

GAMES!

HOOP SKIRTS AND CORSETS,

Cloakings

SKIRT GOODS ABE TUMBLING I

»

AND

FOLLETTE,

FANCY GOODS ARE TUMBLING I

Fancy Arcticlea and Refreshments will be offered
sale, together with
A Beautiful Assortment of Evergreens,
Crosses, Wreaths, and a varied collection of Christ-

m

LARGE ASSORTMENT OF

Toy
L. B.

large assortment

sell

shall

CLOAKS!

DRY GOODS ARE TUMBLING I

lor

HOLIDAY ^RESENTS! jHFANCY
A

Carriage*, Sleigh*, Robes
WEHarnesses, Horse*,
tic.,

—

II.

We received, through the

Square,

for yourself.

see

VICKERY St BOWEN.

Dec 13—d2w

tions.

Marriages.

full stock of USEFUL and DESIRABLE

a

a

-AM>—

Exhibition by threw of the Members of
the Por land Turnveri-in,

ents to all visitors.
A Gallery of

GOODS.
riT Don’t be deluded with the idea that nothing
desirable can be found at

BEAVERS,
At Cost for

From Havana.

in another column.

83,00.

la

Under-Vests,
Gents’ Shirts & Drawers,

are now

Monroe.

$10.

WRITING-DESKS, PORTFOLIOS, DRESSING
CASES, LADIES COMPANIONS,
GLOVES, SLEEVE SETS,

the fire, urged

Fortress Monroe, Dec. if).
The steamship St. Louis, from New Orleans
the 10th for Boston, put in here short of coal.
She experienced heavy weather during the entire passage.
The steamer George Appold has arrived
from Boston.
Charles Mursel and Hammond Erich, form-

to

Opera Glasses $0.00 to $15.

Moncow, Cantor, Tricot and Chinchilla

Hampshire House of Iteformatlon
Destroyed by T'ire.
Manchestek, N. H., Dec 20.
The wood work of the maiu buildings of the
House of Reformation, ol this State, located in
this city, was entirely consumed by fire tlii3
morning. The inmates, one hundred and
twenty in number, besides tlie officers of the

From Fortress

as

$1.00

Boxes from

From 83,00

Ladies*

The Xete

New York, Dec. 20.
Havana advices of the 1 titli state that Labayou Brothers’ stores and warehouses, filled
with kerosene, pitch, turpentine, cordage, linseed, agricultural implements, &c., in Matanzas, had been burned. Insured for $80,000.
Gonzales, arrested in Havana as an accomplice in the Otero murder in Brooklyn, N. Y.,
lias been released.
A recent conflict of jurisdiction, involving
certain heretofore conceded privileges to volunteers, has led to the resignation of many
officers of the latter.

CHRISTMAS IS COMIHG,

Will open with

An

Auction Sales.

direct from New York,

Are now roceiving,

21st, 22d and 23d.

THURSDAY EVENING* Dec. 21at,

SQUARE.

JEWELRY AND TOILET CASES,

expected.

or ten boys ran away.
Tlie rest
in what is called the “Stark House,”
connected with the farm.
The buildings were insured for about $20,080. The io3s is probably $40,000.

3?aineV,

MARKET

Lady friends,

Fancy

He was

eight

13

present

recruiting his army which was being strongly
reinforced by deserters from Geffrard’s forces.
There was great excitemtnlat Port au Prince.
Keinforeement3 were being sent forward to
Cape Haytien, where an attack from Salnare

ary.
Some

hall,

December

able articles, which any Gentlemen may be proud
OUE
to
to his
such

SHAWLS,

Tlie IX. S. steamer De Soto, from Port au
Prince, 13th inst., has arrived here. She reGen. Salnave ac Monte Christo, in San

institution, were rescued without harm, though
on by a high wind, swept
through the buildings with great fury, and
commenced at five o’clock, when most of the
inmates were asleep. The bam and stock
were saved by the steam fire engines.
Mr. Shattuck, the Superintendent, says the
fire was undoubtedly the work of an incendi-

OITY"

M iscellaneous.

Sound the Glad Tidings! LEACH,BARTLETT4PABKEB, Horses, Carriages, Sleighs, &c.,
AT AUCTION!

FAIR!

Thursday, Friday and Saturday,

Stock consists of a selection ol nice and valu-

BLANKETS,

Foetbess Monboe, Dec. 20.

tion against Geffrard.
The English lleet were raising the gunboat
Valdroque for Geffrard, and had removed tlie
machinery from the British steamer Bull Dog.
Tlie British steamer Jamaica Packet captured
by the rebel steamer Valdroque, was really an
English vessel chartered by Geffrard, and had
on board troops and munitions of war.

~SWEDENBORGIAN

~

AT

Gen. Geffrard sent a commissioner to the
San Domingo Government to request the delivery of Sainave, and afterwards offered forty
thousand dollars for his capture, and various
sums for the persons of bis council.
Tlie Haytieus universally tavor tlie revolu-

"W.

.A.

Miscellaneous.

Entertainments.

Presents.

Holiday

Call at Dresser’s above the Pest Office,
Exchange Street and sec for yourselves if he
don’t sell cheap.

jfrom Cape Hayticn.

Sorts
lomingo, witli his staff and Senate.

seen

that Miss

umn

ber.

of the Executive Department with reference
to the so called decree by Maximilian the
French Agent in Mexico, under date of September last, establishing slavery or peonage in
the Republic. It appears from the reply to
this resolution that on the 10th of September,
W. H. Corwin, Charge d’Affairs, sent a copy
erly of Philadelphia, have been arrested for
of this decree to Secretary Seward, who recounterfeit fractional currency. They
quested the opinion of Attorney General Speed. passing
will be tried by a military commission.
Upon that paper the latter gave an elaborate
Surgeon Cooper has relieved Surgeon Craven
respon.se saying that the broad declaration is
of the duties of post surgeon.
in the fir it regulation that all men of color
are free by the fact alone of having lived on
Death oj Chief Justice Ames.
Mexican soil. It is manifest however that in
subsequent regulations a grinding and odious
Providence, R. I., Dec. 20.
form of slavery is sought to be established,
Hon. Samuel Ames, for ten years Chief Jusand he concludes as follows:—“ lhave no hestice of the Supreme Court of Rhode Island,
itation in saying that the regulations constidied suddenly this afternoon, of appoplexy.—
tute a law which deprives tlfe working men
He was in the street at two o’clock, and dead
of the rights which are in this country regartwo liou»*s after.
in
well
which
The Wakefield mills in South Kingston, It.
every
organized comded, and
Los3 $75,000.
munity should bo regarded as inestimable, in- 1., were burned this morning.
alienable and indestructible, and certainly
The history of this
makes them slaves.
New York Markets.
country qpd particularly the history of the
New York, Dec. 23.
struggle from which we are just emerging,
Cotton—firmer; sales 303 bales of Middling Upshow that no society can be organized permalands at 51c.
sales, 14,000 bbls. Round Hoop Ohio
nently and remain at peace within its own atFlour—firm;
8 40 @ 9 90.
Western 7 00 @ 8 40.
Southern,
bonier and with the outside World, where these
sales 500 bbls. at 8 75 @ 15 00.
Canada, sales 300
great and important rights are denied to any bbls. at 8 05 @11 00.
considerable class of men.”
Wheat—steady; sales 69,GOO bushels of Chicago
Spring 1 60 @ 1 S3 for inferior to good. Milwaukee
Secretary Seward wrote to Minister Bigelow Club
at 1 70 @ 1 83.
Atnber State 2 43.
on the 10th of November, saying that the deCorn—steady; sales 52,000 bushels Mixed Westcrees had received the attemion of this Govern at 95 @ 96c.
Oats—dull.
ernment, and the law officer had submitted an
Beef—steady.
opinion that if they were carried into execuPork—dull; sales 6,400 bids, of Mess at 28 00.
tion they wotld inevitobly operate to reduce
Lard—heavy; sales 700 bbls.
to the condition of peon slavery the working
Whiskey—dull; sales, 5!) bbls. at 2 31 @ 2 32.
Sugars quiet.
men of the A frican race, and of course such
Coffee—quiet.
of the Freedmen belbre mentioned as without
Naval Stores—dull.
their intelligent consent may be brought withFreights to Liverpool—drooling.
in the jurisdiciion of Mexico. The Secretary
Mr.
to
a
of
AtBigelow
place copy
requested
Chic ay o Markets.
torney General Speed’s opinion in the bauds
t'n-wrs.nrs
On
of M. Drouyn de l’Huys, and to ask that the
Flour—dull.
attention of the French Government may be
Wheat—firm at an advance of * *; sales at 1291 @
directed to the question which the Attorney 1 2y| for No. 1, aud 69 Coj 90c for No. 2.
Com—dull and nominal.
General has discussed with ability and with
Oats—quiet.
an anxious desire to arrive at a just conclusion.
High Wines—dull.
Hr. Bigelow has already furnished a copy
Pork—mesa moderately activeat 26 00 @ 26 50.
of this opinion to the French government, but
Lard—quiet at 16| (a; 17c.
Hogs—in good shipping demand at 10|@ 102, dividno response lias been yet received by this govon 200.
Live Hogs without material change, and
ing
ernment. It further appears from the corres- demand limited.
Receipts —1,800 bbls. of flour, 9,500 bnshel3 of
pondence that M. Komero, Mexican minister,
furnished a copy of the decrees, with appropri- wheat, i4,000 bushels of com, 14.000 bushels of oats.
Shipments-2,500 bbls. flour and 2,900 bushels of
ate comments, to Secretary Seward, who, un- wheat.
der date of Dec. loth, informs that gentleman
that all measures have been adopted, which
Havana Markets.
was deemed proper, to meet the emergencies
Havana, D*c. 16.
which they present.
dull.
Molasses
firm. Exchange 28} cC 31.
Sugar
The Committee on Foreign Affairs now discount. On U. S. American gold 4 @ 4$ premium.
have the subject before them.
The funeral services of Hon. Thoma3 CorStock Markets.
win were performed to-day in the presence of
New York, Dec. 20.
The corpse
a large number of the decea-ed.
Second Board.—Stocks dull.
Ameiicau
Gold...
was conveyed to the railroad depot, thence to
United States* oupon Sixes, 1881,.
be transported to Ohio.
United States 5-20.
The Senate has confirmed the nomination
United States 10-40.
of Woodbury Davis as Postmaster of Port- Treasury 7 3-10.
New York Central.
Me.
land,
Erie.
Michigan Southern .75f
From Central and. South America.
Hudson.
los|
Cleve'aud and Pittsburg. 87 J
New Yobk, Dec. 20.
Tlic steamer Heury Cliauncy, from Aspiuwall the 13th inst., brought S8SO,000 in gold.
Portland 2 Assemblies.—Owing to the
Panama dates of the 13th contain advices
from Valparaiso of Nov. IStli and Callao the
inclemency of the weather yesterday (Tues2Sth.
the Assembly to be given at
There was little change in Chilian war mat- day) evening,
Lancaster Hall, under the auspices of Portters.
The people were becoming daily more
united against Spain.
Some forty ports were land 2, was postponed to Monday (Christmas)
yet open, and steamers noiv toucli at a |iort 4U Evening, 2oth inst., when they wiH Iks opened
miles from Valparaiso, which is connected
with the latter place by a good road, and pas- with a Grand Calico and Fancy Dress Ball,
and continue on Tuesday evenings of each
sengers and mails are regularly carried.
A Chilian privateer wifi soon be on the
week through the course. See advertisement
seas.

by a notice in another colDouglass wall commence her
class for beginners in dancing, in Congress
Hall, on Wednesday, 27th inst.
It will be

Washington,Dec. 20.

was

HOUSE.

From

The Stolen Chronometers.

To Let.
and
furnished to
Street.
Free

SINGLE

Suits ol
let, with

Rooms furnished or
without board, at

or

un-

77

Resncctable transient boarders accommodated
Dec 19—dlw*

Wanted.
SITUATION

A Hotel, by

OFFICE.

an

a- a

Teamster and do work in a
man. Enquire at this
declWlw*

experienced

For Sale and to Let.

Poetry._
(From the Atlantic Monthly tor January.J
The Bella of Lynn. Heard at Nahant.
EY

For Sale.

THE

Medical.

Flour Barrels Wanted.

T H E

A GOOD price will be paid for Hour
Barrels, with
XA ho:h heads, delivered at Galt Wharf.
dclSdlw*
H. T. MACHIN.

of a Grocery and

lon Store, with a good run ofmostly .f5.1*
bei
Location one of the best best in the city, it

W. LONG FELLOW.

H.

Stock and Fixtures

Wants, Lost and Found.

Borne

store.
For particulars enquire at tills office.
Dec 14,1865—d&wtf

on

Valuable HotelProperty

wind across the crimson twi-

the evenin’

FOB SALE!

they rise ani fall, O Bells of Lynn!
fisherman in hts boat, far out beyond tin

The

ward

othor at your call, 0 Bells of Lynn 1
The distant lighthouse hears, and with his flaming

Follov.

signal,

Answers you, passing the watchword on, O Bells ol

Lynn!

And down the darkening coast run the tumultuous
And ciap their hands, and shout to you, O Bells ol

Lynn!

Till from the shuddering sea, with your wild Incan-

Ye

ions,

a

summon

Ami si

spectral moon, O Bells of Lynn!
the sight, like the weird woman ol

up the

ar tied at

Endor,
Ye ery aloud, and then

are

still, 0 Be Us of Lynnl

Mary Beaton’s Bong.
non

SWntBtJRifE’B TEAQEDY OF “CBASTELABD

“Between the sunset and the sea
My 1eve laid ban Is and lips on me;
Or sweet cane sour, of day came night,
Ot long lesire cane brief dedglit:
Ah love, and wbat thing came of tbee
Between the sea-downs and the sea?

A

On

in the City ot Portland, Maine, belonging in part to
the Estate of Hon. JOHN M. WOOD, and in part to
the undersigned, is offered (or sale and can be purchased at a GREAT BARGAIN.
It occupies about nineteen thousand square toot ol
land, with an aggregate frontage of live hundred and
seventy-five feet. It is Five Stories High, and contains about two hundred ana P/teen apartments for
the use qf guests, beside* tour capacious stores, and all
the most approved modern conveniences for a HBSi

CLASS HOTEL.
It ^as designed by Wm. Washburn, Eso., Architect, Of Boston*
Its arrangements for Hotel purposes are pronounced by competent judges .0 be fully equal to those ol
Its construction is most
any Hotel m the country.
thorough in aU respects; the basement and first
stories being quite fire-proof, anxl aU other part
nearly so.
Its original estimated cost was $177,000, exclusive
ot the laud; ot this sum about $140,000 have been
expended to bring it to its present stage of progress,
and it is believed that notwithstanding the present
enhanced prices, it can be completed ior occupancy
for $75,000, according to the original plans.
For price, terms of sale and other particulars, en-

Lost!
CHECK drawn by Mathews <& Thomas, on
Canal National Bank, dated Oct. 2Glh or 27th,
for One Thousand Dollars.
Payment has been
stopped. All persons are cautioned against receiving
the same. The finder shall be suitably rewarded by
returning it to
W. W. THOMAS,

A

At

Nqf 23—dtf

JOS. ILSLEY.

Cape

Wanted.
in

Tenement Wanted.

WANT1

Mb. Editob :—About the time I left a few
at the Jail, as stated in my last, I met,
lcidentaliv with the Superintendent of the
Reform School, and asked his opinion respecting a movement of that kind in favor of the
boys under his charge. As I anticipated, the.
suggestion met his unqualified approval. Indeed he told mo he had contemplated furnishing the school room with pictures or map3, I
bsieve the latter. It may perhaps, be objected, that if pictures are placed in the schoolroom and only there, they might divert the attention of scholars from the exercises of the
school. Again as the influence of pictures
would evidently be more effective, when seen
in retire meat, under the shadow of their greatest loneliness, it would seam that their private
apartments would be the best place for them.
Whether the duties devolving upon the superintendent will admit of his carrying out
such a measure in person or not, I feel sure it
woald receive hi3 cordial approbation and eo-

Elctures

oparation; and I hope to hear from him, on
the subject through the Press.
As the community feel

a deeper interest in thi3 institution than the one on Fremont street, I hope
the roo ms will soon be decorated with good
pictures, and the school room with map3 if it
*

*

To Let

or

Lease for

a

term ot Years.

fTIHE Store and Wliarf now occupied by Charles
X H. Merrill, situated between Union Wharf and
Merrill’s. The Wharf contains about 1500 square it.,
with a two story building thereon, 20 by 75. For further particulars inquire of
JOSEPH H. WHITE,
No. 6} Union Wliart.
may25dtf

House Lots for Sale.
finely located House Lots in Cape Elizabeth. three minutes’ walk from the Cape Bridge.
Inquire ol E. N. PERRY, at the ShemPs Oliice, Poi ttand, where a plan ol Cape Elizabeth lots may be
seen.
mayl3tf

SEVERAL

Street,

at

a

Wanted

with

For Sale and to Let.
Stock of Goods for Sale, and Store to rent in
THE
Payson Block, No. 37£ Midd’e St. Apply to P.
8.
the
at house No. 42

Middle St.,
oc6dtf

or

of

Brick Store comer Commercial and Franklin
X Streets, at present occupied bv Messrs. Jefferson Cooliilge & Co.
Possession giveirOet. 1st.
A. A S. E. SPRING.
Sept 27—dtf

An Interest in the Papers now being prepared for
the Patent Office can be seem ed by assignment and
mortgage.
Address,

R.

Ns. 110) Federal Street,
Portland, Maine.

Merchandise.

Patapsco Family Flour!
Just

Received,
SALE

BY

CHASE, ROGERS Jb HALL,
Dec

61 Cemmercial Street.
1C—dlw

BUSHELS POTATOES,
1800
125
Yellow Turnips,
sale by
from
Sclir.
Landing
Til^toi^ancUor
No. 12 Union Wharf.
dc9d2w*

THE

HOUSE

Onions, and

JUST

Dec 9—d2w*

Store,

No. 28-Lime St.

Apples, Butter, Cheese,
And Lard.
BBLS. BALDWIN APPLES,
200
100
GREENING
60
NEW DRIED
60 TUBS CHOICE BUTTER,
5000 lbs. NEW MILCH CHEESE,
60 TUBS PURE LARD,
-FOB

C. W.

SALE

BY-

SMITH,
6 and 8 Silver Street*

Dec 4th, 1865—dtt

Lead.

i

Atlantic V rite Lead
and Linseed Oil Co.,
of New Y

If,

Manufacturers of PU '^E WHITE

LEAD, Dry

and in

LITHARGE,
*

Oil,

.ED

LEAD,
Red

Glass-mr.' ers’

The two- story houso and lot corner ot Llntwelve
■jjucoln and Mayo Strectm containing
”!”room». It Is finished lor two families, with
I<
70.
Lot
35
ahundanoe of hard and sott water.
by
is pleasantly situated and in good repair. Terms
easy. Apply to
JOHN E. PALMER,
1« Middle St.
Oct 24—dtl

homeopathic specifics,

I'KoVKu, truul the meet ample experience, an en'lre succors;
simple—Prompt—Eilicieut, and dehaMe. They are the only Medicines
perleotly odap vd to popular use—eu simple that
he
cannot
made in using
mietakes
themi so harm leu
as lokie free ilem danger, ami »o elUoieut as
to he always reliable. They have raised tm, highest cominundation from all, and will always Jenifer
utlslac

H.Wb

To

tioa.

Cts

No. 1 Cures Fevers, Congestion, Inflamatlons
4
2
Worms, Waiiu-Fever Worm-Colic
44
44
3
or Tee hing of mhuits,
CryiAj/wColie
“4
Diarraa of oil iidren or adults
44
5
Dysentery, Griping Biilious Colic,
6
Cholera-Morbus, Nausea, Vomiting,
7
Couohs, Cold.-, Bronchitis,
“8
Neural.iia Toothache, Faceache,

ai
25
25
05
25
25
20
26
25

•*

"

4‘

9
10

44

Itnidaches,

M

Dyspesi a, Biilious btnuiueh,
Suppressed or paiulul Periods,
Whiles, too profuse Periods,
C’rof^.Ouugh difficult Breathing,
Salt Rheum Erysipelas
Eruptions,
Rheumatism, Rheumatic Pains
Fever and Ajut Chill Fever, Agus,
Piles, blind or bleeding,
Opkthutmy, aud sure or weak eyes,

fl

“12
'•13
44
14

44

44

15

44

44

16
7
18
19
20
21

44

44
44
14

I
44
44
4«

S
t)

44
44
44
44

*4

\\
14

4.
,t

t>

o

28
—

4<

f

*•31
32
33
44
34
44

Catarrh acute

or

°„V,uUU

125

£a»'on

25
25
25
25
25
60
50
60
50
50
60

ohrouie,

Influenza,
Who optny-Coujh, violent Coughs,
Asthma, oppressed Breathing,
L(ir Vuckaryes, impaired
Hearing,

Portland, Dec 7,

Also, LINSEED OIL, Raw, Boiled

wetting hod.
V. Vo‘'lV, ,.?conIJHe,tce>
1 'r+ods,
with
44

44
44

even

Cumberland,

Vials. Morocco Case, and Book,
large Vials, in Morocco, and Book,
largo Via s, plain case, and Book,

*10
6
5
3

HUMPHREY'S

50
60
50
60

fS

The above named lot of land being subject to a
mortvageto Joseph T. Mitchell for fifty-four doliai s
and eighty four oents, dated February
ist, 18C9, pav.
months from date, Recorded in book 292,
—1

60

00
no
00
qq

page 128.

mOr|gage are hereby referred

JSUSE?.catar deT***of
^DatedatPortiand'he 9th day of December

tlie above dc-

dcclldtd

COMPANY.
Office and Depot, No. 562 Broadway, New Yorlr.
Dr Humphreys is consulted dailv at his office,
or by letter, as above, for all forms or

July26’65eodly

A.

D.

Deputy Sheriff.

‘y.inxf8 °'r Rwrcscntativos qf the
T^L^priet0” °fthe Union Wharf in Portland,
amended
a. tohSSriS"fft thatttleir,Charter bo
Stme win
J? er'cI'*e their wharf with
stone

SPECIFIC

H’ H. HAY, Agent, Portland.

E. N. PERRY,

T°

MEDICINE

gersonally

day

clock in the forenoon, at tin
Shortffs Office in the city °t Portland, In said County,
all the right In equity which
Enoch Dyer of Cape
Elisabeth, has or had on the 14th day of April, A. D
1865, at ll o’clock in tlie forenoon, bcini? the time ol
the attachment of the same on the
original writ in
this action to redeem the follow ng described
real estate sitnatod In the town of Capo Elizabeth in nnid
to wit: A oortain pieoo of land situated in
County,
Capo Euzabeth, and bounded on the sooth and weBt
by land belonging to Edward Dyer, on the north bv
John Maxwell’s land, and on Ihe east
by said EdyvarU
UyerMand, contaning one acre with the buildings

15 Boxes (Niis. 1 to 6) and Book
VETERINARY SPECIFICS.
$10 00
Mahogany Case 10 Vials,
I 00
Single Vials, with directions,
gy These Remedies, by the Case or single Box,
are bont to any part of the country, by Mail or Express, free of charge on receipt of the price. Address,
HOMOEOPATHIC

remedy for kidney complaints, the White Pine
Compound stands unrivalled It was not originated
forth t purpose; but a person In using it for a cough,
wasnotonly cured of the cough, but was also cured
As

a

akiduey diflQcu.ty o:

of

si

wall, with suitable platforms outside.
EDWARD FOX,
)__
A. K.
BHURTLfeFF,! Wharf
E-° C0NANT’
n

*

Dee 4,1M5.

ten

years’standing.

8ince

that accidental discovery many thousands have used
it tor the same ooraplaint, and nave been completely
cured
The above was writton by Dr. Poland in 1860
Since hen,as w Manchester, the White Pino Compound has a en the lead of a 1 couiih remedies, a<
wen as preparations for th cure of kidney difiicul
ties, in every city, town, village audkft julct, throughout the New England btates
The past year Las given great opportunity to tesv
•he virtue of t o White Pine Cunpouvd. It has
been an unusual time lor Colds aud Coughs, and very
largo quantities of the Whi e Pine Co7npound have
it
been sold and used with the happiest effects
speaks we 1 for the Medioine, and thepeop.e where it
is pr parod are high in its praise
One bottle of this Compound is generally sufficient
to remove a bod dough, and frequently 1 have known
persons to have a cold ontirel.v removed in two clays,
oy using e-s than half a bottle. From one to two
Uaspoonfulsisa largedose. I sometimes put a little
white sugar and hot water with it, when taken on going to boil.
The limit# to which h purposely confine myseu m
this oircul&r wilt not allow of that ful expression
which I would like to give in favor of the White Pine
C'ouipouud It if universally admired by all who use
it,—it has attained to such a popularity among tiiose
whose opinion is valuable indeed, that vanity may
in part prompt me 10 record more here than
possibly
hurried peep # wiU have patience to read* so J will
stop, by merely reoom »ending o all who need a
cough or kidney remedy to test the virtue of the
White Pine Compound.

For sale

by Druggists

&

Dealers

gentKtily, and by
ROBERT COLGATE Sc Co.,
General

287

Agents,

Pearl St., NEW YORK.

TESTIMONIALS
A very ’arge number of important testimonial
have already been received from Physicians, Clergymen, Apothecaries, and indeed, from ail classes in society, speaking in the most Ha to ring terms of the
White Pino Compound.
Dr Nicholsof North field, Vt ,?ays:
“I find the White Pine t ompoundto be very eflicacious not on y in coughs and other pulmonic affections
bnt also in affection# of the kidneys, debility of the
fctoraach and other kindred organs.”
Rev J K Chrseof Humney,N.H write*:
“I have for years regarded your White Pino ComI can truly say that
as an iuva uable remedy
I regard it as even more efficacious and valuable than
I havo just taken the Compound for a oold, and
ever.
it works charmingly.”
Hon. P H bweetserof South Reading, writes:
“Having lonj* kn wn something of the valuable
medical properties of the White Pine, I was prepared
on seeiugan advertisement of your White Pine Compound, to give the medicine a trial It has boon umhI
by members of my family, for several years, for colds
diffiand coughs, and In some cases of serious
culties. witli excellent results Several of our friends
have also received much benefit from the
We intend to keep it always on hand
REV. h D. HODGE.
of West Randolph, Vt., who is a practicing physician, as well as a preacher, in a letter to Dr P dated
May 21, 863, says: “1 find it an excellent medicine
in kidney disease.”
FROM A EOSTON PASTOR
•-

Boston, Janua ry*61;62.
Rev. J. W Poland M D
Dear Sir:—-You- White Pine Compound has been
used iu my family, and I know of ethers who have used
it, always with a good effect, and I feel fully justified,
and it is with pleasure that I say that I regard it (unlike most preparations of the day,) as wholly dcser
ing of the entire confidence of the public. Not only
do consider ita sate, but an efficient remedy for all
diseases of the throat.
LETTER FROM REV. L. C. STFVENS,
Pastor of Baptist Churchy Gojfatown Ce itrc, N' II
Dr-J VV Poland—My Dear bin—You asked me
whatlthinkef your White Pine Compound. 1 never
before put pen to paper to tell any man what I
thought of a patent medicine. My father, a physicianof tlieo a school, eary led me to serious suspicions of ah nostrums of whatever kind not bearing
the stamp of that fraternity But these suspic:onsX
have parted with by degrees, as I have carefully acquainted my self with the loading principles of Hyism, Eclec-

ticism, and other 8.\ stems which have o’aimed public
favor williiu the Inst twenty-five years •, so that I
fee1 at liberty on this ground to speak my convictions.
Then the sympathy which I feel for you, as a former
Baptist pastor obliged to relinquish too ministry
merely on account of ill health, but still cherishing
all he ardor of your early' years for this blessed
work, and laboring to your utmost, in other ways to

ined me, as a inatproclaim the g orious
terof duty, to com ply w tu your request.
In 1863 I became acquainted with Deacon Eolmes
Boardman, of Maine, bro her of the late George Dana Boardmun,formerly missionary in Burmali, and
f oin him for the first time earned the wonderful
t e had a
medicinal qua itics of white pine hark
few year* before been brought to the borders of the
bes
of
the
what
physicians prouounced
grave by
pulmonary consumption, and was iHven up to die,
but was nevertheless entirely cured by a preparation
made by Ips ow hands lrom this bark, bince that
time, unti I became acquainted with your ar icle, I
have been surpiised,tha no phi osophic&l mind was
found to undertake a cough preparation from white

Gospel—inc

soon as

to acquaint myself w;t'i a sufficient number of facts
borne
to produce a settled judgment as toi s va ue
of my own family have tried it with signal benefit
I believe it one of the best cough medicines ever prepa ed. Besides its value as a Cough Medicine, I have
good reason t believe it to be all it elairns, as a remedy for kidnoy diseases and diabetes
L C. STEVENS.
Yours truly,
[Several other clergymen and physicians have also written oDr 1*., high y approving of his White
t*ine Compound 1
FROM ELERY E. CAHOON.
Brewster, Mass *• arch 19,1863
Dr. POLAND:—I Itte it my' duty to inform you of
the very g eat benefit which I have received from the
In August, 1861,
use of your White Pine Conlpound.
l to k a ve y severe cod. which continued to afflict
with
a very seattended
in
severity',
uie, increasing
vere cough, ni lit sweats and some
proba
D y from the throat. Through the lab and winter my
cough was very distressing, reducing my fles and
strength, and rende ing me unfit for labor I tried
medicines of various kinds, but none of them, howIn March, 862,
ever valuable, gave me any re lef.
as you may remember, I wrote to you stating my du
You
me some of the
sent
and
Acuities
askingadvice.
White Pine Com pound I commenced taking it, and
the
At
time of writto
amend.
immediately began
pounds. In five
ing to you my weight was on'y 135 in
a few months
was out in active abor, and
know that it was the
gained «ip t> 165 pounds. I did
all this for me.
I
White Pine Compound which
soon began to have persons app v to me for the mediit
for
sale.
In
I
ordered
eight
cine, and as you now,
months, though without much exertion, I disposed of
54 bottles of the Compound here on the Cape.
Iwoudaddthat several persons of my acquaint
anee, whose condition wu as hope'ess as my own,
have been cured by the White Pine Compound.
The While • ine compound, advertised at eng thin

beetling,

weeksl

palate, cause no pain, act
require increase oi dose, do not
exhaust,
elderly persons, females and childTwo taken at night movren, are just the thing.

PLEASANT
promptly,
and lor

to the

never

tlie bowels once the next morning.
Warranted
in all cases of Piles and Falling of the Rectum. We
promise a cure for all symptoms of the Dyspepsia,
such as Oppression after eating, Sour Stomach, Spit-

ting ot looa, Palpitations; also. Headache, Dizziness,
Pain In the Back and Loins-, Yellowness of the Skin
and Eves, Sick Headache, Coated Tongue, Biliousness, Liver compliant, loss oi Appetite, Deouicy,
Monthly Pains, and all Irregularities, Neuralgia,
Travelers find the Lozenges just
Faintness, &c.
what they need, as they are so oompact and inodorous
that they may be carried in the vest pocket. Price 60
cents per box; small boxes 30 cents. For sale by J.
8. HARRISON & CO., Proprietors, No 1 Tremont
Temple, Boston. Will be mailed to any address on

enclosing 80

conts.

July4dly

STRICKLAND’S MELLIFLUOUS COUGH
BALSAM is warantcd to cure Coughs.Colds. Hoarseness, Asthma, Whooping Cough, Sore Throat, Consumption, and and all affections of the throat and
Lungs.
For sale bv DrugaiBts. 50 cents per bottle.
GEO C. GOODWIN &■ CO., 3T Hanover Street,
Boston, Solo Agents tor New England.
DR.

a

an

Our CO
a

uiuuH,

is

noboniv

as iu ids nuiuu

highly approved medicine,

luviuug,

um

Poland,

Hr. .1.

the

the confidence of 'ho many who know
,
him, a confidence which he enjoyed while ’aboring
useful ty many years os a Baptist minister. Ills experience as a sufferer led him to make experiments
which issued in his medical discovery,
[llostou
inven

o

has

Watchman vnd Reflector.
The editor of the Manchester
itf/rror„inaleader of ihe Dai y,

Compound:

Daily and Weekly
thus speaks of the

“The White Pine Compound is advertised at much
icogthin our co uians, and we are happy to learn
that the demand for it is Increasing beyenaa'i previIt is the very best medicine for
ous expectations.
coughs and colds we know of, and no fami y that has
oocousedi will ever be without it. V\ e speak from
our own know edge, it is sure to kil a co’d, and p easThe greatest inventions come by acciantassurc.
dent, and it is singular that the v\ hi e ine Commade
forColds and Coughs, should prove to
pound,
ne ho greatest remedy for kidney diffieu ties known.
We
cannot doubt it, so many testimo
Bntsoitis.
nials come re us from wol known men
Besides, the
Dr.
Po
character of
andisgu h that we know he will
not countenance what is wrong. For years a Baptist clergyman, studying medicine to find remedies
for hi' aiUnents, with a delicate consumptive look,
standing with one foot upon the g ave, he made the
discovery which has saved him elf and ea* ed out
from bundreds of others the strongest testimonials
poss b e. We have know Dr. Po’and for years, and I

knew a more conscientious, honest, upright
and we are g ad to state that wo he ieve whathe says about his White Pine Compound.

this way.
The Dividends of the Charier Oak are equal in
value to those of any Life Co.
Dividends without interest payable in four or five
years, or at death, suffer a remarkable diminution
when reduced to their present value.

PROMPTNESS
In the payment of losses is
01 this Company,

a

distinguishing feature

IT NEVER HAVING LITIGATED A CLAIM!
CARE
Also in the selection of risks, its losses for the last
six years having been from 30 to TO
pr. ct. leu
than of any other Co. of a.
long standing.
As the losses ot a Co. are so are its
profits, and as
Its profits so are its dividends. The moral is
readily
understood.
A

few competent men wanted

Office Ro. 25
S. H.

as

solicitors.

Exchange Street,

McALPIITE,
State Agent for Maine.

Nov. 15.

aug26'85dly

INTERNATIONAL

Proprietor!

Will be manufactured in ftitureat the
New England Botanic Depot*

106 Hanover Street, Boston,

P. D.

DR.

J.

W.

POLAND, M. D.

DR. S WETT will attend to tlio business department,
to whom all order* should be addressed.

Healing Physician,
to Inform the sick of Portland that he has

happy
rooms at
IS taken

Kingsbury’s Hotel, 203 Congress Street,
of heal-

Where he will exercise his unrivaled powers
for those
iDg (not (only acute but chronic disease)
who will give’ him a caU.
from
no
humbug
is
professional
Dr BUNNELL
New York, or some other remote place, where notha popU
has
been
he
ing is known oi him, (although
of the celebrated magnetic Physician, Dr. Schulliof,
and
of New York) but a man from your own State,
who is well known.
Do
not
all
its
in
fprros.
Dr. B. cures Bbeumatism
suffer irom this disease when relict is so easy and
witn
Catarrh
>ure.
Lameness, Deaftiess, Neuralgy,
all its attendant evils, Female Weaknesses and ComAffecp aints. Lung Disease, all Liver and Kidney
tions, Weak Eyes. Loss of Voice, Asthma, Scrofula,
Inflammation of the Brain,Lungs and Stomach, Eryfcneia*. Heart Disease, &c.
The Dr. gives no medicine.
Won’t lose this opportunity of getting rid or your
troubles »aebes and pains; by tailing to call on Dr.
Bunnell,
.Consultation free to all.
Dec 7—<I3m
—

_.

__

MECHANICS’ HALL.
’I TITELL arranged for Concerts, Lectures, ExhlbiVV tions, Levees &C., may be obtained on appltca,ton to
RICHARD COLE, Superintendent,
\junclMtf

BEV.

BUNNELL,

NO. 8 Tolman Place.

Sold by Wholesale and Retail Dealers in
Medicine everywhere.
J. IF. PERKiNS, iV F. PHILLIPS, and II. H
General
II.4Y
Agents for the state of Jfluinc.
Nov27—eod&eowdm.

Copartnership
undersigned having

under the style of
THE

Notice.

formed

a

copartnership

jyettenfifill & XTullnm*
and having purchased of Geo. L. Churchill his stock

and stand will continue the Grocery and Provision
Business, at 874 Congress Street, where by a strict
attention to business, we hope to merit a continuance
ot the patronage so liberally bestowed upon nun.
J. C. PETTENGILL,
O. W. FULL AM.
Nov.
dclSdlw*
20,1863.
Portland,
made by any one with
AAA/ YEAR
^Stencil Tools. No experience
Cashiers, and Treasurnecessary. The Presidents,
Sent free
ers of three Banks indorse the circular.
with samples. Address the American Stencil Tool
Vermont.
ocCdSm
Springfield,
Works,

BUSINESS SUITS, of the best Canada
M Grey, made to order, at
A. D. REEVES,
92 Exchange St,
nov4dtf

^

p.

PORTLAND & R0CH EST E R r7r.
WINTER ARRANGEMENT.
i-geparas^n

On and after Monday. Oct. 30. 1865.
rains will leave os follows, until further

notioe:
Leave Saco
and 3 40 p. M

River for Portland at 6 30 and 9 40 A.

—

MAINE CENTRAL RAILROAD.
SUMMER ARRa\NGEMENT.
rasgg&gn To commence Monday, June 26/*
1865
Trams leave Portland. Grand
Trunk station, for Lewiston and Auburn, at 7 00 A.
M., and 1.25 P. M.
For Bangor and intermediate Stations at 1.25 P. M.
Returning—Leavo Lewiston at 6 20 A. II and arrive in Portland at 8 30 A M. Leave Bangor at 7 30
A M and arrive in Portland at 2.15 P. M
Both of
these trains connect at Portland with trains for Boston.
Freight train leaves Portland at 8 A. M., and returning is due in Portland at 1 r M.
Stag* 8 connect with trail.s at principal Stations,
daily for most of the towns north and east of this line
C. M. MORSE, Supt.
Waterville. June 22,1865.

$1,204,188,40

Of

RAILWAY,

Canada.

On and after

Jan* j 1* 1865*

ever

organ-

Original Capital

above stated.
Trains will arrive as follows:—
From So. Paris, Lewiston and Auburn,

m e

We are prepared to issue policies on DweUing
Houses for a term of years, and also upon EVERY
SPECIES of INSURABLE PROPERTY at FAIR
RATES.
_

INSURANCE,

Marine Insurance

on

HULLS, CARGOES, and

SPECIALLY or upon OPEN
POLICIES. The public wUl find it for their interest
to give us a call.

FREIGHTS,

TAKEN

New York Estimate of the International*
As an indication of how this Company stands AT
HOME, we take the City business of 105 Companies
and Agencies, named in the Treasurer’s Report of the
New York Board of Fire Insurance Companies, for
1864, and find that THE INTERNATIONAL RE-

CEIVED MORE PREMIUMS IN THE CITY OF
NEW YORK THAN ANY OTHER COMPANY,
EXCEPT ONE! This list includes the English Companies and the Hartford Agencies, all of which fall
6ir behind the International in point of patrona e in
this City.—New York Commercial Advertiser.
This is a most gratifying and remarkable fact, best
understood by those who best know the real merits
and s iilftil management ol this steiiing corporation,
which thus within two years takes the lead ol scores
of other Companies that have been established from
a quarter to a half century.
CHARLES TAYLOR, President.
HAMILTON BRUCE, Vice-President.
C. C. HINE, Secretary.
OLIVER A. DRAKE, Assistant Secretary.
OFFICE, 108 Fore Street, Portland* Me*
o

:t6dly

<John W. Munger £ Co.,
STATEMENT

Ot the condition of the

WESTERN MASSACHUSETTS
Insurance Comp’y,
OF PITTSFIELD, Mass.
In conformity with the Laws of the State of Maine.
Capital Stock, (all paid up.)
$150,000.90
Loanson Real Estate, (worth $93,000 )
90,221.70
Bank Stocks,
29,920.00
49.009.01
100.00
1.575.00

32,000.00

Loan,

17,439.00

20,043.91
1,504.47

Personal Property,

Total,
Surplus

over

$241,720.70
*91,730.75

Capital,

Premium Notes,
none.
Losses adjusted and due.
none.
E. H. KELLOGG, President.
Signed,
J. N.

DUNHAM, Secretary.

Commonwealth of Massachusetts, 1
Berkshire, ss, Nov. 18C5. J

LITTLE,

Gen.

Nov 28—dtf

Insure

I

By

of

TEN CENTS EEB DAY!
Thus, 10 cts. will insure to Boston or New York;
30 cts, to Chicago or Milwaukee;
60 cts. to St. Louis or Cairo;

Trains

leave Portland daily (Sundays
for Bath, Lewiston via An-

1.00 P. M.
Portland
for Bath daily
at 5.15 P. M. (Mixed Train.)

(Sundays excepted)

Leave Skowhegan for Portland and Boston at 8.30
A M., Augusta 10.35 and Bath at 11.55.
This is the only route east without break of gauge
at Portland. Through tickets for all Stations on this
line, also on the Maine Central R. R., can be purchased in Boston at Eastern or Boston and Maine
Depots. Passengors with through tickets going east
will change cars at the first depot thev arrive at In
Portland, where ample time Is there allowed to dine
(45 minutes) at a first class e&ting house. Superior
and well ventilated cars are run with the through
trains.
Fare as Low by this Route as any other.
Stages for Rockland connect at Bath; and for Belfast at Augusta, and for Solon. Anson, Norridgewock, Athens and Moose Head Lake at Skowhegan,
and for China, East and North Vassal boro’ at Vassalboro*, and for Unity at Kendall’s Mill’s.
W. HATCH, Traiii Manager.
Dec. 11,1865—dtf

G-rand Trunk

Railway.

For Tickets to all points WestiSouth West,
APPLY

TO THE

General Western Ticket

Office,

90 Exchange Street.
84 to 87 lover via. tile Grand

Fares from

Kanway, than any other routo to the West.
E. P. BEACH, Gen. A"t.
I WM. FLOWERS.
Eastern Agt..Bangor.
S7S Broadway, NewYork. |
JAS. E. VlllNOEE, Agent,
80 Exchange Street,
August

Eggsigii

to

tui

West, South, North-West and the Canadas.

W.

D.

LITTLE

Agent for all tho great Leading Routes to Chica-

18 go, Cincinnati,

Cleveland Detroit, Milwaukee,

•o. and ie prepared to furnish Through Tickets
from Portland to ah the principal Cities and Towns
in the leyal States and the Canadas, at the

LOWEST RATES OF FARE,
And all needful information cheerfully furnished.
Tbavellies will fled it greatly to their advantage
to prooure Through Tickets at the

Railway Ticket Office. 31 Exchange Street, lap stairs.}

Por‘Jan<!

W. D. LITTLE, Agent.
Passage Tickets for California, by the Old

Line
Mail Steamers and Panama Railroad may be secured
offioe.

by early application at this

maraOdfcwtf

kind,

of

Lamps, Falls,

Kicks and Bites of Horses or other animals, upsetting of or falls from Carriages, &c., &c.
Every person is liable to accidents of some kmd,
and should therefore insure without delay.
Policies issued and Tickets sold at the

General

Bailway

Ticket & Insurance Office,

31 EXCHANGE STREET.

W.

D.

Dec 14—dtf

LITTLE,

State Agent.

LIFE, GROWTH AND BEAUTY.
Mr8. S. A. Allen’s World’s
Hair Restorer and Dress-

ing invigorate, strengthen
and lengthen the hair. They
act

of

directly

upon the roots

the

hair, supplying required nourishment, and
natural color and beauty
returns. Grey hair disappears, bald spots are covered, hair stojis falling, and
luxuriant growth is the re-

GREAT

THE

will appreciate the

ful fragrance

New

appearance imparted to the hair, and no fear
of soiling the skin, scalp, or
most elegant head-dress.
Sold by all Druggists.

Depot 198 & 200 Greenwich St. N. Y.
Sept 27,1865—d&w6m

Poplins

and Thibets,

down and to be sold at bargain!.
C. K. BABB.
novM diitf
No.» Clapp’. Block.

MARKED

HAVE CONFIDENCE.
All who have committed an excess oi any kind,
whether it bt the solitary vice of youth, or the stinging rebuke of misplaced confluence in maturer years,

-FOB-

RIO DE JANEIRO,
AT
CALLIKO

St,

SEEK

Thomas, Pernambuco,

AT

PAHA

EVERT

OTHER

TRIP.

HOW MANY THOUSANDS CAN TESTIFY TO
THIS BY UNHAPPY EXPERIENCE!
Young men troubled with emissions in sleep,—a
complaint generally the result of a bad habit In
youth,—treated scientifically, and a perfect cure warranted or no charge made.
Hardly a day passes but we are consulted by one
or more young man with the above disease, some oi
whom are as weak and emaciated as though they had
the consumption, and by their friends supposed to
have it.
All such coses yield to the
proper and only
correct course of treatment, and in a short time are
made to rejoice In perfect health.

THE UNITED STATES AND BRAZIL MAIL

dispatch regularly,

Will
29th ot each

month,

the

on

P. M., from Pier 13 North

at 3

River,
ONE of their NEW FIRST-CLASS STEAMSHIPS.

THE

HAVANA,

Will leave on FRIDAY, the 29th December, and
will call at Para.
An experienced Surgeon Is attached to each Steam-

MIDDLE-AGED MEN.
ruany men at the age of thirty who are
troubled with too frequent evacuations from the bladotten
accompanied by a slight smarting or burnder,
ing sensation, and weakening the system In a inannei
On examining the
the patient cannot account for.
urinary deposits a ropy sediment will otten be found,
and sometimes small particles of semen or albumen
will appear, or the color will be of a thin milkish hue,
again changing to a dark and turbid appearance.
There are many men who die of this difficulty, ignorant of the cause, which is the
There

letters must pass through the Post Office.
For freight or passage apply to
THOMAS ASENCIO & CO.,

All

17

Broadway, N. Y.

THOMAS ASENCIO A CO.,
CUSTOM HOUSE WHARF,

Or,

Dec 4—dtf

Portland,

Me.

and

1 can warrant a perfect cure in such cases, and a
lull and healthy restoration ot the urinary organ?.
Persons, who cannot personally consult the Dr.,
can do so by writing, in a plain manner, a description
of their diseases, and the appropriate remedies will

Philadelphia
Line.
and*ARIES

Steamship

be forwarded Immediately.
All correspondence strictly confidential, and will be
returned, it desired.
Dr. J. B. HUGHES,
Address:
No. 5 Temple Street (corner of Middle
Street], Portland. Me
XST Send a Stamp for Circular.

The Steamers NORMAN, SAXON,
now form the line, and a steamer leaves each port
evbTHy five days.
From Long Whar Boston,.at 12 M.
From Pine St. Whart,
10 A.M.
for the West forwarded bv the Pennsylvania Railroad, and to Baltimore and Washington by
Canal or Railroad, free of commissions.
For freight, applv to

Philadelphia,.at

Freight

Sprague,

Nov 22—dlyr

soule & co.,
9 T Wharf, Boston.

Calais and

Eastport,

Electic Medical Infirmary,
TO THE LADIES.
DR. HUGHES particularly nvites al] Ladies, who
a medical adviser, to call at Ills rooms, No. 5
which they will find arranged for theii

Co.

Intemational_Steamship

W.

need

Temple Street,

especial accommodation.

St. John.

br. II.’a Electic Renovating Medicines are unrivalled in efficacy and superior virtue In regulating all
Female Irregularities. Their action is specific and

ONE TRIP A WEEK.

certain of producing relief hi a short time.
LADIES will find it invaluable in all coses of oh
structious alter all other remedies have been tried in
It is
vain.
in
vegetable, containing
the least injurious to the health, and may bo taken
with perfect
at all times.
Sent to any part of the eountnr, with full directions
I)K. HUGHES,
by addressing
No. 5 Temple Street (corner of Middle), Portland.

On and after Thursday, Dec. 7,
the Steamer New Brunswick, * apt.
E. B. Winchester, will <eave Railroad Wharf, foot of State St, every
Thursday, at 5 o'clock p. si, for
Eastport and dt. John.
it* turning wtii leave 8t. John every Monday at 8
A. m. fer Eastport, Portland and Boston.
At Eastport the Steamer "Queen" will connect
for St. Andrews,Robbinston and Calais.with the New
Brunswick and Canada Railway for Woofiftock and
Boulton stations.
S age Coaches also oonnect at
Eastport for Mao bias and intermediate places.
At8t. John tbe steamer Emperor will connect, for
Windsor, Digby and Halifax. Through tickets
No
procured of the agents or the clerk on board.
v
Passports required.
on
received
of
until
4 o’clock
Freight
days sailing
p. m.
c. c. Eaton. Agent.
dc9tf
Portland, March 20. 1865.

purely
safety

N. B.—

Summer

Fluid

Forest City, Lewiston and
Will,

follows

until

(ui
is a

approved

Compound.
“The White Pine Compound is advertised at

m

uch

columns, and we arc happy to learn that
the demand for it is increasing beyond all previous
expectations. It the very best medicine for Coughs
and Colds we know of, and no family that has once
length in

our

used it will be without it. We speak from our own
knowledge, it is sure to kill a cold a^nd pleasant as
The greatest inventions come by
sure.
accident, and
it is singular that the White Pine Compound made
for Colds and Coughs should prove to be the greatest
remedy for kidney difficulties known. But so it is.—
We cannot doubt it, so many testimonials come to us
from well-known men. Besides the character of Dr
Poland is such, that we know that he will not countenance what is wrong
For years a Baptist clergyman. studying medicine to tiud remedies for his
ftflraents, with a delicate consumptive look, standing
with one foot upon the grave, be made .he discovery
which lias saved himself, and called out from hundreds of others, the strongest testimonials possible
We have known Dr. Poland for
years, and never
knew a more conscientious, honest, upright man
and are glad to state that we believe
whatever h«
says about his White Pine Compound.”

^Soid by

all Druggists, and dealers in medicine
gen-

J. W.

ex-

run as

—

Leave Atlantic Wharf, Portland,
every Monday, Tuesday Wednesday, Thursday, Friday and S&turday, at 7 o’clock P. M ; and India Wharf, Boston,
every Monday, Tuosday, Wednesday .Thursday, Friday and Saturday, a: 5 o’clock P. M,
Fare in Cabin
$2.00.
Freight taken as usual
Tne Company are not responsible for baggage to
any amount exceeding $60 in value and that personal. unless notice is given and paid for at tbe rata of
one passenger for every $500 additional value.

Aug 5,

L. BILLINGS, Agent.
feb.13,1663 —dtf

1865.

New England Screw Steamship Co
SEMI-WEEKLY

will until further notice.
follows:
Leave Brown’s Wharf, Portland,overy WKDNK8DAF and
SATURDAY, at 4 P. M., and lcavo Pier
8
*?•??** ?iver> Now York, every WEDNESDAY
and SATURDAY, at 4 o’clook P. M.
Those vessels are Utted np with hoe aoooramodatiens for passengers, making this the most
speedy,
safe and oomfortable route lor travellers between
8‘ate Room,
86.00. Cabin passage 86.00. Meals extra.
Goods lorwardcd by this lino to and from MonQ««boc, Bangor, Bath, Augusta, Eastport and
rnn as

are requested

as

early

to send

P. M.

on

their freight to the
day that they

the

or

Hembold’s Fluid ExtractBuchu
in affections peculiar to “Females‘Ms
unequalled by
any other preparation, as in Chlorosis or Retention,
PainfUlness or Suppression of Customary Evucuaions Ulcerated or iich rrousBtate of thi Uterus: and
all complaints incident to the sex, whether arising
from habits
ofdissipation, imprudence in, or the doc ine or change of life.

HEMBOLD’S

such Word

no

as

Will

exterminate from the system
radicallyhabits
of
at litt e

arising from

of

expos-

these diseases.

Use
FLUID

Helmbold's

EXTRACT

BUCHU,

In all diseases of these organs, whether
in
Male or Female, from whatever cause originating.,
and no matter how long standing
It is peasant in
taste and odor,immrtf»afrin acto n and rnrre strengthening than any of the preparations of bark or iron.
Thos sufferin'* from Broken Down or Delioato Conatot ce.
stitutions, procure the
The reader must be aware that however slight may
be the attack of the above diseases it is certain to af*
feet his bodily heal h, mental powers and happiness.
All the above diseases require the aid of a dime fie.

existing

■

remedy

5

Cubebs and
and

Helmbold’s

Copaiba,

es

female, frequently performing
a perfect cure in the short
space of three or jour
days, aud aJwavs in less time than any other DrtDa*
ration. In the use oi
or

Tarranft Compound Extract of Cubebt and

Tarranft Compound Extract of Cubtbt
and
Copaiba JVE VER FAILS.
Manufactured only by
TABBA NT a CO..
278 Greenwioh St., Now York.
Bold by Druggists all over the
World.
may6 65 dir

PROF. LIEBIG’S FOOD FOR CHILDREN
AND INVALIDS.
nutricieus and pleasant lood. so popand England, was devised the
r.o .*? Germany
ce'l‘bratcd chemist, Ifarou Liebig of
t£lifLeav?
*h.®Iswho
Berlin. In Ian
are deprived of the mother’s
milk, can be made healthy ami strong
by the constant use of this food. And
invalids, those who »r«
consumptive, dyspeptic or feeble from any cause, will
find it
^

■

Jlent

and

strength-imparting

Messrs. JAS.’k. NICHOLS £ CO.,
Chemists. 15!) C <<ngress Street, have made arrangements to prepare this food perfectly pure and fresh.
in large quantities.
For sale by all tho Apothecaries.
W. F. PHILLIPS K. Co., Wholesale Agents.
Nov 24—di

ifanufKctnrtng

f_

Copartnership

Notice!

We, the undersigned, having formed
copartnership, are prepared to repair
every description of FAIRBAM**
SCALES, in the neatest maimer, and
with dispatch. We also put In complete ordor Skates. Scissors, Knives,
&c. “Give ut a Call.”
TfKMY Si, WATSON,
58 Union St., ccr. Middle.

Maine*

J.

Highly

Concentrated

For purifying the blood removing all chronic const 1
tutional diseases arising from au impure state of the

blood,and the only reliable and effectual known remedy for the cure of Scrofula, Scald Dead,Salt Rheum,
Pains and Swelling of the Bones. Ulceration of the
Throat and Legs, Blotches. Pimples on the Face. Tetter, Erysipelas, and all Scaly Eruptions of the skin,

Copaibs

there Is no need of onndnemont or
change of diet
In ite approved form of a
paste, It I- entirely tasteless, aud causes neunpleas nt scnsa’ion
to the netient. and no txptanre It is now
acknowledged by
the most learned In the profession that
in the a hove
Close ofdtseas.s, Cubebs and
Copaiba are the only
n0wnthMc“ be relie<1 “1°“ with
any oertainty or suocess.

_____

BUCHU

COMPOUND FLUID EXTRACT tARSAPARILLJ.

Certain,
Speedy Cure for all diseasIS ofSure,
the Bladder. Kidneys and Urinary
Organs
either in the male
a

EXTRACT

Gc?at Diuretic.

e

COMPOUND MX TRACT OP

exe

Diseases
expense,

noc or

ure; complete y superseding those unpleasant and
dangc ous remedies, Copalva and Mercury in all

1$ the

Nov 25—dtf
State

dissipation,

little or no change indiet.no incouveni-

Fail.”

'T' A. Ft FtAx. 1ST T

most

EXT. BUCHU

AND IMPROVED ROSE WASH,

HELMBOLD’S

PHILLIPS,

for

FLUID

dtf

“There b

H. H. HAY,

and beautifying the complexion.
Not a few of the worst disorders that affect mankind
arise from the corruption that accumulates in the
olood Of all the discoveries that have been ma !e to
purge it out, none can equal in effect HELMROLlPjemo

jf

COMPOUND EXTRACT OF SARSAPARILLA
cleanses and renovates the blood, instils the vigoi ^
health into the system. »ml purges out the
wh.eh make disease It stimulates the healthy ftme<
tions of the body, and expeils the disorders that grow
and rankle in the blood. Suoi a rcra dy tjiat could
be relied on, has long been sought for, anu now, lor
ic have oue on which thev can
the first time, the
certificates
depend Our space here does not admit of bottle
wilt
to show its effects, but the trial of a single
show ihe sick that it has virtues surpassing anything
thov have ever taken.
Two table spoon fulls of the Extract ef Sarsaparilla
ad>!cd toapintot water is equal to the Lisbon In**
o! tbo
Drink, and ore bottle is ftil y equal to a gallonusual*
Syrup of Sarsaparilla, or the decoction as

humors^,

pub

...

made.

,k„

admitted to use inn*
also in very general ■*»
Instim
in all the State Uoepi als and Public bauiUry
tions throughout the laud, as well as in private prm.
remedies.
invaluable
as
considered
are
and
tices,
See Medical Properties of Buehu,
STATES
FROM DISPENSATORY of the UNITED
the Practice.
See Prof. Dbwkk’s valuable works on

£2T

These Extracts have been

Untied States Army, and

are

°*See*remarks made by the late celebrated Hr. Physic
celebrated
lege of

.Mem b»r ofte

Physician and

Surgeons,Ireland,

■

Boya I

*

‘

lh« Tr,ll,,-

ihed by BM.

fBorrtons.
§?*>>*' <*>‘W«
£C'L‘° filVo.Wao.Urd
Work, of MeJieiM.
*

Secmott

’.
oahe
me«
See most ol

c

JCT RVCHU,

SSARSAPARILLA."
Sold by all Druggist*.

Principal Depot-

HELMBOLD’S
drug and CHEMICAL WAREHOUSE
894

Broadway.

Sept 29,1865—eod l yr

W. SYKES,

__

For Sale.

belonging

to the Eslarge and valuable Firm
tate of the late Daniel Appleton, Esq., of Buxton
Cent e,conmprlsing about 1 <5 acres of good land,
Also a
with a good orchard ot aoout 300 fruit trees.
large House and Barn. Sold in portions to suit purchasers.
For An ther particulars inquire of

THE

3

as

Consumption or Insanity ensues.

1

LINE.

The splendid and tut Steamships
CHESAPEAKE, tCapt Hr. W. ShirrjSEj/EJXviocHl and FRANCONIA, Capt. H.

PERKINS,

General Agent*
Oct fS—d&wim

Buchu!
are

a

W. F.

Extract

by so many alarming symptoms, amon/
will be found Indisposition to Exertion, Loss of Memory, Wakefulness, Horror of Disease, or Forebodings
of Evil; in fact Universal Lassitude Prostration,
and
inability to enter into the eujoyments of society.
The Constitution once affected with Onj mic Weakness, requires the aid ol medicine to strengthen and
invigorate the System, which Hembold's Extract Hucku invariably does. If no treatment is submitted to,

Montreal,

further notice,

Now Y ork.
May 39, 186J.

ing Urine, ftleed-

one of theii
In constant attend

Jant.l8e5d&wly

Weaknessarising from Indiscretion. The
FOR
hausted powers of Nature, which
accompanwhich

STEAMERS

freight passage apply to
EMEKf fc FOX Brown’s Wharf, Portland.
H. B. CROMWELL k CO., No. So West Street,

THE WHITE PINE COMPOUND
CURES
Sore Throat, Colds, Coughs, Diphtheria, Bronchitis
of
and
Spitting Blood,
Pulmonary Affections
generally. It is a remarkable remedy
for Kidney Complaints, Diabetes, Difficulty oi Void-

experience

of

HELMBOLD’S

Arrangement l

THE

For

Is now ottered to the afflicted throughout the country,
after having been proved by the test of eleven years,
•n the New England States, where its merits have
become as well known as the tree from which, in part,
it derives its virtues.

lady

A

ance.

ied

steamers

COMPOUND,

nothing

Ladles desiring may consult

own sex.

PORTLAND AND BOSTON LIWE1

leave Portland.

POLAND'S

arc

SECOND STAGE OF SEMINAL WEAKNESS.

FREIGHT FOR THE SOUTH AND WEST.

Boston

FOR AN ANTIDOTE IN SEASON.

The Pains and Aches, and Lassitude and Nemui
Prostration that may follow Impure Coition, are
the barometer to the whole system.
Do not wait for the consummation that is sure to follow: do not wait lor Unsightly Ulcers, tor
Disabled Limbs, for I.osa ol beauty
and Complexion.

And Bahia, Every Trig,

WHITE PINE

rich,

glossy

3000 Yds.

United States Mail Line

Shippers

England Eemedy.

Dr. J.

delight-

and

opportunity
pathology,

above.

St.John.

Ladies and Children

sult.

generally

Agent,

2?,u

The White Pine Compound, advertised at length in
columns, is not only ns to its name inviting, but
medicine.
Dr. J. W. Poland,
highly
the inventor, lias the contidence of many who know
him, a confluence which ho enjoyed while laboring
usefully many years as a Bapti-t minister. His experience 89 a sufferer led to him to make experiments
which issued in his medical discovery.—Boston
Watchman and Reflector.
The Editor of the Manchester Daily and Weekly
Mirror, in a leader of the Daily, thus u rites of the

Policies

buildings,

by Burglars, Explosions

physician,

Dec 11—dtf

Galena, Oshkosh, St. Paul, LaCrosse, Green Bay,
Quincy, St, Louis, Louisville, Indianapolis, Cairo,

issued for any sum, covering accidents of
such as Falling of Ice and Snow from
or Falling on th Ice Skating, or Broken
Bones, Bruis s, Sprains, Cuts, Bums and Scalds, As-

disabled.

saults

Only!

Office 31 Exchange St.
rS»~ Passage Tickets to SAVANNAH and NEW
ORLEANS, by Steamers from New York, secured on

PORTLAND.

10—dflrn

from the
Kidneys and Bladder, Gravel, and other complaints.
For Piles and Scurvy, it will be found very valuable.
Give it a trial it you would learn the value of a good
and tried medicine. I( is pleasant, safe and sure.

anv

and thinking person must know
that remedies handed out for general use should lave
their efficacy established by well tested experience in
the hands of a regularly educated physician, whore
preparatory studies tits him for all the duties Le must
fulfill; yet the country is Hooded with poor lustrumand cure-alls. purj.orting to l»e the best in the world,
are not only useless, hut always injurious.
The uu
fortunate should be particular in select.ng Ids
as it is a lamentable yet inconUovertable fact, that
many syphilitic patients are made
miserable with ruined constitutions by maltreatment
from inexperienced physicians in general practice;
lor it is a point
conceded by the fest
syphiiographers, that the study and management of these
complaints should engross the whole time r.l those
who would lie coui(>eteiit and successfril in their In atmeut and cure.
The inexperienced general practitnor time to n ake
ioner, having neither
himsell acquainted with tlieir
commonly
one
of
in
most cases maksystem treatment,
pursues
ing an indiscriminate use of that antiquated and dangerous weaj»on, the Mercury.

Trunk

70 cts. to New Orleans, and so on to any part
of the country, and for any number of days desired.
Before entering a Bail Car, Steamboat, or other
conveyance, secure yr urself and family or friends,
Three Thousand Dollars in case of death, or
$15 per week in case of Injury, whereby you may be

of

CAUTION TO THE PUEL1C.

Every intelligent

Passage Tickets for the Steamers sailing irom Now York, on the
1st, 11th, and 21<t of each month,
may be cecured by early application

early application as

attention ol the afflicted to tie

cess.

Steerage, $75.

*JCENNEBECT?.(

•jj^jM»»-*^afa^excei)tcd 1

Against Accidents I

sum

lie would call the

1
loi,B standing and well-earned reputation
#
iiifurnishing sutucieut assurance of his alJll and suc-

Second Cabin, $150.

LITTLE,

A

or recently contracted, entirely rcn.o?ii,.
the dregs of
disease from the system, and making«
perfect and PERMANENT CUKE.

Via the Pacific Mail Steamship Co.’s Line
and Pnuaiua Railroad.

nov2dtf

droscoggin R. R.)» Augusta, Waterville, Kendall’s
Mills Skowhegan, and intermediate Stations, at

INSURANCE!

TRAVELLERS,
railroads steamboats, sailing
VESSELS, STAGE COACHES, or other public
conveyances may insure against loss ot life, or serious bodily
injury, for SHOOK in cal ', of death,
and St A weekly benefits in case of bodily injury,
small

m.

Commencing December, 11,1SG5.

Agent,

ALL

tor the

First Cabin, $300.

WINTER ARRANGEMENT, 1865-66.

PORTLAND.

CHEAP

u

145p.

Samoel E. Howe,
Justice ot the Peace.

[Stamp.]

W. D.

standing

Rates !

Per Steamer of 21st December

he feels warranted in Uuah
C U RE IX ALL CA8LH, Whether of Iq,.

prolcssiou.

BAJUEEisu

ship.

March 20,1366.

Sworn to before me,

8 10 a

Important to Travelers

Loan on Bank Stocks, &c., collate rain,
Rail Road Stock,
Pittsfield Coal Gas Stock,
United Stales Seven- hirtles,
Massachusetts 7 3-10 per cent.
Cash on hand and In hands of Agente,

the medical

FOB CALIFORNIA,

Portland to Skowhegair vin Waterville
and Kendall’s Mills*

Agents.

CONDENSED

Reduced

ROOMS,

Temple Street,

IITHRBE be can be consulted privately, and with
ft the utmost confidence by the afflicted, atKll
hours « ally, and Irom 8 A. M. to OF. M.
l)r. H. addresses those who are suffering under the
affliction oi private diseases, whether arising |ycm
Impure connection or the terrible vice ol' seli-jihiu-e
Devoting his entire time to that (•articular bianch oi

Passage to Londondery and Liverpool:
Cabin (according to accommodations)
$C3 to $80
$25
Steerage,
Payable in Gold or its equivalent.
For freight or passage apply to
11. & A. ALLAN,
5 G. T. R. Passenger Depot*
declldtf
Portland, Dec. 11th, 1865.

The Company arc not responsible for baggage to
any amount exceeding $50 iu value (and that personal) unless notice is given and paid for at the rate of
one passengt r tor every $50 additional value.
C. J RRYDOES, Managing Director.
H BAILEY, Local Superintendent.

Dollars ! PORTLAND

FIRE DEPARTMENT.

MARINE

No. 5

STEAMSHIP COMPANY

»rt*'trains will run as follows
Morning Train for South Paris, Lewiston and
Auburn at 7 35 A M.
Mail Train for Waterville, Bangor, Gorhain. Island
ond, Montreal and Quebec at 1 10 r u
This train connects with Exp ess train for Toronto,
etroitand
Chicago. Seeping Cars attached from
lau d Pond to Quebec and Mon! real.
No Baggage can bo received or ohockod after the

Portland, Nov. 1,18G3

Million

Liverpool.

December, immediately alter the arrival ol the train
of the previous day from Montreal.
To be followed by the Damascus, on the 30th.

Monday, Nov. 6fA,1365,

From Montreal, Quebec&c.

One

PRIVATE MEDICAL

to

—

Surplus,204,188,40

Thi«* Co. is the FIRST and ONLY Co.
ized on this Continent, with an

aud

Return Tickets Granted at Reduced
Bates
The Steamship HIBERNIAN, Capt. Hutton, will
sail from this port for Liverpool, SATURDAY^ 23d

jbne23tf

GRAND TRUNK
tiAUAja^eri.’ijn

$1,000,000all paid in*

Ametfl

.Londondarry

WINTER ARRANGEMENT.

CAPITAL,

CAN BE FOUND AT HIS

'to

No. 113 Broadway, N. York.

CASH

m.

* Leave Portland for Saco River at 800 A. M, and 200
and 5 30 P M.
The940 a m and 209 p u. train* will be freight
trains, with passenger card attached
83^“Stagesconnect at Gorham for West Gorham,
Standisb, Steep Falls, Baldwin, Denmark, Selva go,
Bridgfcon, Lovell, Hiram, Brownfield, Frycburg,
Conway, Bartlett, Jackson Limington, Cornish,Porter Freedom, Mad.son. and Eaton. N. H
At Buxton Center for West Buxton, Bonnv-Eaglo,
South Limington. Limington, Limerick, Newfleld,
Parsonsfield and Ossipee
At Saocarappa for South Windham, Windham Hill,
and North Windham, daily
DAN CARPENTER, Supt.
Portland, Oct 26 1865—d‘.f

INSURANCE COMFY

TheWhite Pine Compound)

GEOBGE W SWETT, M. D.,

and 2 30

A. n.

FRANCIS CHASE, Supt.
Portland, Nov. c, 1865_dtf

IMMEDIATE RETURN.
advantages of this system over that of dividends payable after a term qf years without interest,
are obvious.
No other Company pays dividends in

never

man,
ever

Boat-n for Portland at 7 30

The

—

Under ihe supervision of

as.

7? a,XH?n at
°f1,Satuyday,
ten o

a

I On

1

O. C. FRENCH.
d3w

and will be sold at pubTVHlE£,0N EXECUTION
tie 20tb
of January,

m
50

Bpasms,

Suffennys at Change of Life. P
Epilepsy, Spasm*, Bt. Vitus’ Dance
Diphtheria ulcerated Bore Throat,

1865.

Wharf,

cheap.

—

and Refined.

THE CHARTER OAK Life Insurance Company
declares Dividends each year, and paps them at the
payment of the second and each succeding premium,
thus aiding the insured in
meeting their payments by

Passexqebb Booked

M.

Frotght trains leave Portland and Boston daily.

DR. J. B. HUGHES

Catrylug the Canadian and V. s. Mali*.

On and alter Nov. 6 1365, monger
leave as follow.:—
Portland for Boston at 815 A. n. and 220 r.

Leave

Medical.

Montreal Ocean Steamship Co.

Lssassan
■

Leave

icasoii

—

50

Debility Physical Weakness,
Vropsy, and scanty Secretions
Sea-Sickness, sickness from riding,
Sidney Disease, Gravel,
Nervous Debility Seminal Emissions.

At No.

for all this: U is very soothing and
isgood
healing in its nature, is warm! gto the stomach. and
withal
to the taste, and is exceedingly
pleasant

& PORTSMOUTH R. R.

M

exceedingly gratifying. With-

was

your article was brought to my notico, it
herefore secured my attention hnd 1 have not failed

UK. STRICKLAND’S PILE REMEDY has cured
thousands oi the worst cases of Blind and Bleeding
It gives immediate relief, and effects a perPiles.
It is warranted to
manent cure. Try it directly.
cure. For sale by all Druggists. BO cts. per bottle.
GEO. C. GOODWIN «0„ 3K Hanover Street,
novlOdCm
Boston, Sole Agents tor New England.

SHERIFF'S SALE.

icr°f*/a enlarged glauds, bwellings, 50

General

FAMILY CASES.

35
2)
20

Shingles for Sale.
fin nnn mostly pine,
9 Union

*<™Xffihart5e‘'

29

44

Biok-iieadache, Vertigo,

ijet.

A FOUR STORY BRICJK STORE, centrally located
on Exchange Street, suitable for a Wholesale Dry
Goods business, or for the manufacture of Clothing, or
of Boots and Shoos. Will be vacated this month or
the next. For further information inquire of DR.
NEWTON, Office 115 Exchange street, up stairs, or
of J. E. DOW, corner of hfilk and Exchange Streets.
dtf
Portland ,Sept. 19th, 186a.

The result

doses.

in two days the irritation of the throat was removed,
the cough subsided, and a speedy cure was effected.
Soon after this, 1 sent some to a lady in Londonderry,
N. H., who had been suffering for some weeks from a
bad cough, occasioned by a sudden cold, and had
raised mucus streaked with blood.
She s >on found
relief, and sent for more. She took about ten ounces
B.
well.
J.
of it and got
Clark, Esq., editor of the
Manchester Daily Mirror, made a trial of the same
case of a Bevere cowl, a d was
in
the
preparation
cured immediately. He was so highly pleased with
the results, and so confident of suooess attending its
sa esif placed before > he public, that he finally persuaded me to give it a uuiue aud send it abroad to
benefi the suffering. In November, 1855, 1 first advertised i under the name of White Piue
In two years Irora that time there had been wholesaled in Manchester alone owe hundred dollar's worth,
where it «ook the lead of all the «ough remedies in
the market, and itstibmaintains thatposi ion. There

As

That

HUMPHREYS’

pounded to be very useful in he case of the throat
and lungs. To tC3t the value of it in ihe case alluded
to, 1 compounded a small quantity of the monk-ine
that I bad been planning, and gave it in teaspoonf 1

pine.

Lead, etc/'

_

A

the spring of 3855 that this comA lucmboi of my family was
irritation of the throat, attended
with a disagreeable cough. I had for some nonfVs
previous thought that a preparation having for its
basis the inside bark of wbit^pine might lie ho com-

Company.

originated.

afflicted with

dropathy, Homoeopathy, Thompsonia

WHiT

OAK SACO

was early in
was
an

“It

pound

kidney
Compound.

Onions, Onions!
received BOO bushels of Danvers
for sale at One Dollar per bushel, at
S. P. BARBOUR’S Produce

Life Insurance

8WHITE PINE COMPOUND!

_Steamboats.

PORTLAND

W. POLAND’S

pound

Nova Scotia Potatoes and Turnips.

peace, to the State

SainfiU

PALMER,

L.

octl3wti

~

lie.orm School. There, in comparative soliFop Sale*
tu le he pines for bis accustomed freedom and
Dwelling House and Lot of Land No. 3 Mont
excitement. The pages of bis life’s history,
gomery Street, Portland. Lot 32 x 50 feet.
House two stories, in good repair. Inquire of
hitherto so crowded with each day’s exploits,
S. L. CARLLTON, Attorney at Law,
begin to show, day by day broader margins, as
nov2dtf
No. 80 Middle Street.
the novelty of his new position wears off, till
they become almost blank. The change is
For Sale.
to his active spirit.
At length the teand Land on the corner of Brackett and
ba> siraene3s 13 re.ieved by a ripple upon
Soring streets. Lot about 50 feet on Brackett
bv 100 feet on Spring Street.
the dead, calm surface of his monotonous life.
Two storied house containing nine rooms with good
He find-' uspended upon the walls of his room
out-buildings. Enquire of
two pi tu es.
One represents a beautiful
JAMES E. FERNALD,
landsc pe, .0 life-like, that, for hours a3 he
87 Middle Street.
Dec 4—tt
gaze; u,.oa it, he teems to revel again thro’
the deep foliage with his former companions
For Sale.
the birds and squirrels.
UNITED STATES PATENT RIGHT for
rpHE
Tue nttlc picture becomes the sun of his
X MARSHALL’S IMPROVED ANCHOR.
new home, and under its inspiration, his
For further particulars enquire of, or address
droopin g spirits revive.
GEO. L. KIMBALL,
The other seemed the emFirm of Stevens, Fairman & Co.
bodiment of innocence and love, as he reNov. It—dtf
membered them, incarnated in a darling sister wno had tong since gone with his parents
to live with the angeis. And the idea), repreValuable Real Estate
sented in the
picture, under the magic of his
quick perception, blending with fond recollecFOR SALE !
tions of his lost idol, not only relieves the
loneliness of his waking hours, but with him
roa ns through the land of dreams.
three-story BRICK TENEMENT. No. V.
Thus the
Brown Street—a very desirable residence—in
teadergerms and tendrils of the heart’s best complete repair.
affictions was measurably saved from the
Abw—The two-story Brick House No. 23 Foro St.
dwelling effects of Isolation from the society
Inquire of
and influence of the gentler sex.
D. II. INGRAHAM,
*
*
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101 Middle Street.
Tne thoughtful sire awakes from his reverie.
The problem is solved. He no
longer wonders
House for Sale.
At hi3 extravagant fondness for pictures.
three-story Brick House No. 70, corner of
fpHE
naa ujw, suouiu tins Dnei
X Danforth and Tate Streets. It has all the modretrospect lead
to the identification of the angel of
ern
to
mercy,
improvements and is in excellent condition.
The house can be examined Any day.
whom he was indebted lor his first
pictures;
For
terms, &o., apply to
■with the “Angel in the house,” the fight and
ftUFUS E. WOOD,
life of his riper years, would it not be “a reNo. 10 Central Wharf.
markable coincidence ?”
Portland, Nov. 8,18C5 —istf
have
all heard it said, that “truth
Girls, you
is stranger than fiction.”
For Sale.
However that may
U
is
a
LOT in Evergreen Cemetery, on the main Avebe,
beautiful truth, and worthy of all
line.
lot
is composed of two lots in one,
Said
acceptation, that, by every good deed, some and is
handsomely laid ouU For particulars,
body, somewhere in the wide world, is made addressvery
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happier and better.
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Mud. Din, Snow and Ice.

Portland, 8tli Dec, 1865.
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Brick House and Lot, No. 2 Deer

Ju st at this moment “a thought pops into my
noddle—“put a flea in the ear” of the young
ladies of Portland, (vulgarly called “schoolgirls” by the oid fashioned folk.)
But as I
Beal Ustate for Sale.
Ime never studied any system of tactics that
IT OUSE and L^T No. 37 Middle Street, known as
would apply in such an exigency, I must reXX the Payson House.
conuoiter a little before hazarding a direct atHouse and Lot corner of Waterville and Sherbrook
tack.
Sis. Terms easy, to suit purchasers.
Apply to W, 37} Middle St.
iVow it is believed ;—ye3 it is confidently exjulylldtt
pected that some of the lads in that school,
For
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educated and disciplined by the most competwo-story Brick House No. 46 Danfortb
tent teachers, will in due time take high and
Street.
honorable rank in society, and provide happy
I -quire of
JAMES E. CARTER,
homes for themselves and chosen mates. I
No. 4 Portland Pier,
Or, WM. II. STEPHENSON,
seem to see in one of those homes a
lovely
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Second National Bank.
with
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ail
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The
group
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delight.
cavi e? The unexpected advent of several
Horses ior Sale Cheap.
rare and co >tly paintings, just fitting the last
Four cr five nice HORSES for SALE,
blank spaces on the parlor-walls.
But hush!
either 'or Harness or Saddle, or both—
A dark shadow seems stealing over that man~l May be soon at tbe RIDING SCHOOL
nov.4 d4w
ly brow; his eye fixed as if peering through
STABLE, South Street.
one of the pictures into something far away
behind it, his earoblivious, and every feature
For Sale.
second-hand Engine and Boiler (16 horse
indicating an unusually thoughtful mood.—
His thoughts flit back over the iiie lines of his
power) all complete.
Second-hand shafting and Pullies.
existence in search of some cause for the
One new horizontal Engine (C in. cylinder.)
strange emotions which pictures always enOne new Oscillating Engine, (6 in. cylinder.)
kindle inhi3 soul. Ho finds it;his recollections
One small 3 horse power Engine and Boiler.
centre in an orphan lad roaming the streets
Also, seoond-hand Mill Gearing and Shafting.
BT All kinds of Machinery promptly made and
of the “Forest City;” his little nervous frame
repaired.
seeming too slender for the high pressure of
IRA WINN, Agent, No. 11 Union St,
his exuberant animal spirits, ever struggling
Dec 2—d2m
Portland, Me.
for expression. Unaccustomed to restraint as
For Sale.
the squiri els he was wont to chase through
Dee ring's Oaks, or the birds that plucked the X r*AA TONS square Hackmetack Timber.
At/UU
Shin Knees; Oak, Hackinetack
Also,
tempting cherries, he trenched upon some of and Hardwood Plank,
for sale by
the conventionalities of society, and, In an evil
L. TAYLOR, 61 Commercial St.
hour as he thought,) was transferred by the
Oct 34-dtf

guardians of

Immediately,

hand,
GENTLEMAN,
A intevest
in
New Machine, whw h is

great bargain.

W., on
premises,
Portland, Me.

Also,

load lumber at same place for Galveston, Philadelphia and Richmond.
LITTLEJOHN & CHASE.
No. 4 Central Wnart.
Aug. 29—dti
To

AND FOB

For particulars, enquire of
BENJ. KNIGHT,
octl8dtt
Atlantic Wharf.
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Two-story
rpHE
X

or

one

Vessels to load deals at St. John, N.
for English and Irish Ports, at highB.,
est rates of freight.

For Sale.
4 HOUSE containing eight rooms, located on
Cumberland St., three minutes walk from Post
Office. Gas throughout, furnace, hard and soft water.
For futtber Information apply to
W. J. FELCH,
Office of Claim Agency, No. 2 Fox Block, (up stairs).
Nov 29—dtl

suitable tor

10—dtf__

Portland, Me.

xx.

tenement

a

small families, with good water privileges.
Please address Tenement, Box 1503.

AVERY

july25dtf

to

or
wishing fee a rare chance
money should call on, 01 addresss,
J. HANKERSON & CO..
130 Middle Street,
Nov 23—dtf
Portland, Maine.
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buildings.

in

to make

D

J.

Compound

a

Elizabeth.

desirable residence in (Jape Elizabeth,
one mile from Portland Bridge. The house is
t.ve stories, containing 13 rooms, closets, &c., all in
c tmnleto order.
Also well arranged Stable and outThe lot contains 50.00$ feet, and for beauof
location
is
unsurpassed in this \ icinty.
ty
Term easy. For particulars enquire at
298 Conyrebs 8*..

Canal National Bank.

the State of Maine
every town
ANsellAgent
new, convenient and useful patented article. Ladies
Gentlemen

of

Real Estate for

Pictures for the Reform Bchool.

not now.

or Gentlemen.
Remember that
M. GRACE & CO., offer better inducements
to returned Soldiers, and others, than
any other
house in the Eastern States, to sell fine Steel
Ecgravam 1 Books by subscription.
Address at once, with stamp, WM. GRACE & CO.,
lfil Middle St., Portland, Me. P. O. Box 1732.
Oct 14—d&w3m

Oct

“Between the sea-strand and the sea.
Love fill on sleep, sleep fell on me;
The first star saw twain turn to oue
Betweent omxmriscandthesun;
Tue tier', that saw not love, Baw me
Between she sea-banks and the sea.’’

*

Middle, Willow and Silver Sts.,

In

Wanted,

Railroads.

Remedy! CHARTER

as

\\

hotel,

November 11, 1865.—dtf

“Be ween the sundown and the sea
Lars watche d one hour of love with me;
Thun down the all-g >1 den water-ways
His feet flew after yesterday’s;
I saw them come and saw them flee
Betweeu the sea-foam and the sea.

*

Agents

THAT SPLENDID UNFINISHED

marble

quire

“Between the sea-mark and the sea
Joy grow tJ grief, grief grew to me;
Love turael to tears, and tears to lire,
And dead de-igit to new dedre;
L jva’o talk, love’s touch there seemed to be
Between the sea-sand and the sea,

b

LARGE size Mahogany, Walnut or Oak Library or Book Case from 6 to 12 feet wide aud
trom 6 to 8 feet high, and not less than 12 inches width
of shelf; ior such a case in good order a purchaser can
bo found by addressing a note to Bor 1882 Portland
Post Office.
dc’Sdlw

sea

headland,
listens, and maturely rows ashore, 0 Bells of Lynn:
th"
Over
‘•’■'iniug sands the wandering cattle home-

>

Wanted.

_

light,

O’er land and

Great New England
SB<

corner

O curfew of the setting aunl 0 Bolls of Lynnl
Orequiem of the dying dayl O Bells of Lynn!
From the dark bolfriosof yon cloud-ca'hedral wafted,
Your sounds aerial seem to float, 0 Bells of Lynn I

Insuranoe.
__

JOHN C. PROCTER, Lime Street.

Dec 7—eod&w3w

HT If you are in want of any kind ol PRINTING
call at the Daily Press Office.

PURCHASER FOR EASTERN ACCOUNT,
OF

Balsam!
Cauamptlaai

Vegetable Pulmonary
laugh., Cold*

and

FLOUR, GRAIN, 8EED8, PROVISIONS, LARD, BUT-

Far

and

anti
Established
remedy for all auctions of the Lungs, Throat
get the gennuie.
Chest
Be carelol

TER. snd WESTERN PRODUCE generally.
Particular attention given to shipping by quickest

P.

oheapest

route*.

O. Bex 4T1.

Ko. 1/12 South Water

Chicago,1

St.,

Illinois.

References— Messrs. 8. G. Bewdlear ft Co; Maynard ft Sons; II. ft W. Ohickerirg; C. II. Cumm’ngs
ft Co; Cha*. H. Stone; llallett. Davis ft Co; Boston.
J. N. Baoon E-q, Preside ut Newton National Bank,
Nowton,Ma*s; C.B. Coffin,Esq, N.Y.City. febatdiy

in

11*32, ami inn the best two**

to

REED Cl'TLKK & CO., Boston, Proprietor*.
Small, 50 cenl*.
Large Bottle*, *1.00.
Pure Cod X.lver Oil
Bottled expre»*ly for Mwlloinol ueo by KEEP,
■«
rrTLER & CO., Who have taciiltie* for obtalnlaf
ot th. meet reliable quality. Large Bottle., * 1,*
Nor

xo-dawBm

